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IMPORTANT DATES IN 1984 

JANUARY 13 Friday Re-enrolment for previously enrolled students ends. 

FEBRUARY 27 Monday Orientation Week begins. 

MARCH 

APRIL 

JUNE 

JUNE 

SEPTEMBER 

OCTOBER 

DECEMBER 

5 Monday First term begins. 

20 Friday Good Friday: University holiday to Tuesday 24th 
April inclusive. 

3 Sunday First term ends. 
4 Monday Second term begins. 

11 Monday Queen's Birthday: University holiday. 

2 Sunday 
3 Monday 

28 Sunday 
29 Monday 

16 Sunday 
1? Monday 

Second term ends. 
Third term begins. 

Third term ends. 
Examination term begins. 

Examination term ends. 
Admissions term begins. 

NOTE: 
Labour Day, Melbourne Show Day and Melboume Cup Day are not University 
holidays. 
See also the Student Diary. 

IMPORTANT NOTICES 
This handbook should be read in conjunction with the Student Diary issued free to 
all students on enrolling or re-enrolling. 

SUSPENSION OF SUBJECTS 

In exceptional circumstances, the Council is empowered to suspend subjects and 
vary the syllabus of a subject. For example, insufficient enrolments may be a 
ground for suspending an optional subject. Subjects which may be affected by a 
numbers limitation on enrolments are identified in this handbook by an asterisk 
proceeding the name of the subject. 

Details of any alteration to syllabus will be available from the Faculty Office and will 
be announced on departmental notice-boards. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE FACULTY OF 
ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 

The Faculty of Architecture and Planning has two departments — the Department 
of Architecture and Building and the School of Environmental Planning. The 
Faculty offers undergraduates degrees in Architecture (B.Arch., 5 years), Building 
(B.BIdg., 4 years) and Town and Regional Planning (B.T.R.P., 4 years) available 
as pass or honours degrees, and higher degrees in Architecture (M.Arch), 
Building (M.BIdg.), Planning (M.U.P., a masters degree by course work) and 
(M.T.R.P. — a masters degree by thesis), Environmental Studies (M.Env.S.) and 
Landscape Architecture (M.L.Arch.). Qualified applicants may undertake super
vised research work in the departments of the Faculty towards the degree of doctor 
of Philosophy (Ph.D.). 

The degrees of the Faculty are accepted as satisfying the academic requirements 
for entry to the various professions with which the faculty is associated. 
B.Arch. — Royal Australian Institute of Architects, and after two years profession

al experience and an additional examination, the Architects Registra
tion Board of Victoria. 

B.BIdg. — The Australian Institute of Building. 
— The Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors (with suitable subjects 

in the final year). 
B.T.R.P. and M.U.P. — Royal Australian Planning Institute. 
M.L. Arch., — Australian Institute of Landscape Architects. 

There is limited provision within the undergraduate degrees for students who so 
wish to take subjects offered by other faculties. The subjects offered by the 
departments of the faculty are available to students of other faculties subject to the 
approval of that faculty and to students being suitably prepared to undertake the 
work. 
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FACULTY ADMINISTRATION 
Dean: Professor G. SEDDON 
Deputy Dean: Mr J. D. WATSON 
Sub-Dean: Mr B. J. KIDD 
Assistant Registrar: Mr S. C. WILLIAMS 
Administrative Assistant: Miss L. J. PURDEY 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 
Representative of the Graduate Committee: 

Mr B. G. DOUGLAS 
Professors: 

Professor G. BRAWN Professor A. RODGER 
Professor M. M. MCCARTHY Professor J. C. SCRIVENER 
Professor J. B. McLOUGHLIN Professor G. SEDDON 

Dean: 
Professor G. SEDDON 

Deputy Dean: 
Mr J. D. WATSON 

Director of Environmental Studies: 
Professor G. SEDDON 

Chairmen and Deputy Chairmen of the Departments: 
Mr D. G. EVANS Professor J. B. McLOUGHLIN 
Professor A. RODGER 

Not more than sixteen members of the Academic Staff of or above the Status of 
Lecturer: 

Mr T. W. CHU Mrs B. I. MERZ 
Mr D. G. EVANS Dr W. T. O'BRIEN 
Mr B. J. KIDD Mr G. E. OGILVY 
Mr R.J. KING Mr H. A. O'NEILL 
Mr D. J. LeGREW Mr L. S. RUDOLPH 
Mrs A. LOGAN Dr R. G. WYATT 

One Member of the Academic Staff below the Status ot Lecturer from each 
Department: 

Mr A. KINGSLAND 
One Member of the Part-Time Staff: 

Mr G. DeGRYSE 
One Person nominated by the Faculty from the Royal Australian Institute of 
Architects (Victorian Chapter): 

Mr A. MURRAY 
One Person nominated by the Faculty from the Australian Institute of Building 
(Victorian Chapter): 

Mr P. HANSEN 
One Person nominated by the Faculty from the Australian Institute of Quantity 
Surveyors (Victorian Chapter): 

Mr D. J. CANT 
One Person nominated by the Faculty from the Royal Australian Planning Institute 
(Victorian Division): 

Mr M. WYATT 
One Person nominated by the Faculty from the Australian Institute of Landscape 
Architects: 

Mr G. SANDERSON 
One Person nominated by the Advisory Board of the School of Environmental 
Planning: 

To be determined. 
The University Librarian: 

Mr W. D. RICHARDSON 
Student Members: 

Mr M. GASZMAN Ms J. L. KLEMPENER 
Mr D. M. KEMP Ms K. L. WRIGHT 
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CHAPTER 1 

ADMISSION TO COURSES IN 1984 
PREPARATORY STUDIES ADVICE FOR FIRST YEAR COURSES 

Communication, particularly in the written form, is an extremely important facet of 
competence in Architecture and in Building and particularly in Town and Regional 
Planning, Therefore, students hoping to gain entry to this Faculty will be expected 
to have a good command of the English language and to be able to express 
themselves in writing clearly and succinctly. 

ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING 
There are no prerequisite subjects for entry to the bachelor degree courses in the 
Faculty of Architecture and Planning but students considering entry to the courses 
in Architecture or Building are advised that teaching in the subjects of introduction 
to Architecture and Building and Mathematical Method begins with the assumption 
that a standard equivalent to a grade of D or higher in a Group 1 mathematics and 
in Group 1 Physics at Year 12 level and a pass at Year 11 level in chemistry has 
been achieved. Additional Year 12 subjects should be taken from the humanities 
group. Students enrolling in the Achitecture and Building courses who have not 
recently obtained a grade of D or higher in a Year 12 level Group 1 mathematics 
and Group 1 Physics subject or its equivalent or who have failed in these subjects 
are strongly recommended to seek advice from the Faculty in January regarding 
necessary preparatory work. 
Students with any preparatory studies problems are particularly invited to contact 
the Assistant Registrar of the Faculty, in writing, in person or by telephone at the 
Faculty of Architecture and Planning and he will be pleased to answer their 
queries. Such enquiries are invited since inadequate preparation is difficult to 
remedy once the course has been commenced. 

TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
The broadest possible range of subjects is the best preparation for the study of 
town and regional planning. There are no Year 12 level prerequisites for entry to 
the degree course but subjects from the humanities'social sciences group are 
desirable at Year 12 level. Students are advised that a pass in Group 1 General 
Mathematics at Year 12 level is desirable but not essential provided that they are 
prepared to undertake remedial study. 

LIMITATION OF ADMISSION TO FIRST YEAR COURSES 

The number of students who may be admitted in 1984 to first year courses within 
the Faculty is limited by the University Council as follows: 
Bachelor of Architecture 70 
Bachelor of Building 21 
Bachelor of Town & Regional Planning 34 

ADMISSION 

All students applying for entry to the University for the first time in 1984 and wishing 
to undertake undergraduate courses must apply through the Victorian Universities 
Admissions Committee, 40 Park Street, South Melbourne not later than 28th 
October, 1983. This requirement applies to students wishing to gain entry to later 
years of undergraduate courses as well as to those seeking entry into first year 
courses. Students wishing to transfer from other courses within the University to an 
undergraduate course within the Faculty and students wishing to undertake 
postgraduate studies within the faculty should contact the Faculty Office, in person 
or in writing, as early as practicable, for advice on entry procedures. 



PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION 
Applicants are advised to consider the General Principles of Selection and the 
Special Principles of Selection which are appropriate to the level at which they may 
be seeking entry to courses. 
Principles of Selection for students in the Faculty of Architecture and Planning 
cover the following areas: 
University General Principles of Selection for Entry to first Year Undergraduate 

Courses 
University General Principles of Selection for Entry to Second and Later Years of 

Undergraduate Courses 
Special Principles of Selection for Entry to Second and Later Years of 

Undergraduate Courses in the Faculty of Architecture and Planning 
University General Principles of Selection for Entry to Postgraduate Courses (see 

in Chapter 4) 
Potential applicants, after reading the relevant sets of principles, should seek 
further information from the Faculty or the Office for Prospective and New 
Students, if they need assistance in interpreting these principles in the light of their 
own circumstances and background. 
Applicants who have attempted or completed tertiary studies will be considered for 
entry at the highest level for which they are assessed to be eligible, if they are not 
assessed as eligible for the level sought. Course application forms make provision 
for these arrangements and applicants who are unsure of their eligibility for a 
particular year or level of entry are encouraged to seek advice. 
The number of places available in each course is limited and there may be quotas 
in specific years of a course and, in some cases, subjects or units. 

UNIVERSITY GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION FOR 
FIRST-YEAR UNDERGRADUATE COURSES 

1. Preamble 
1.1 Selection Committee 

1.1.1 There shall be a selection committee for each course consisting 
of the Dean of the faculty or the Chairman of the board ot studies 
concerned, or a person nominated by them, and such other members as 
may be approved by the Academic Board on the recommendation of 
that faculty or board of studies. If any member of a selection committee 
is unable to act, the Chairman of the Academic Board may approve the 
appointment of a'substitute, on the recommendation of the Dean of the 
faculty or the Chairman of the board of studies concerned. 
1.1.2 A selection committee shall identify those applicants to whom 
offers shall be made for places within the quota or sub-quotas for that 
course. 
1.1.3 A selection committee shall makes its decisions by the vote of a 
majority of the members present and voting and shall report those 
decisions to the Academic Board as soon as possible. 

1.2 Applications 
1.2.1 Applicants for selection should submit applications on the 
appropriate form* by the date prescribed1 or by such closing date as 
may be prescribed for the receipt of late applications. 
1.2.2 No application for selection lodged after such closing date shall 
be considered unless the selection committee concerned is satisfied 
that special circumstances exist which justify a later application. 
1.2.3 University Regulation 1.1.2 permits the Academic Board to 
declare eligible for admission persons who lack qualifications ordinarily 

1 The normal closing date is the Friday nearest the the end ol October, but should be conlirmed by reference 
to the Victorian Universities Admissions Committee or the Principal Dates as published by the University. 

' The appropnate form may be obtained from the Victorian Universities Admissions Committee, 40 Park 
Street, South' Melbourne, 3205. from August each year. 
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required for admission2. Persons wishing to be considered under this 
Regulation should apply to the Registrar. 

1.3 Special and General Principles 
1.3.1 Special principles of selection for any faculty or board of studies 
may be approved by Council on the recommendation of the Academic 
Board. 
1.3.2 Except insofar as is provided by general principles of selection 
those special principles shall not conflict with the general principles. 

Selection Procedures 
2.1 Pursuant to the following principles and to any special principles 

approved by Council, the selection committee shall identify and rank 
those applicants who are considered most likely to pursue successfully 
the course concerned; and places shall be offered in accordance with 
such ranking until the places available in the quota or sub-quotas fixed 
by Council have been filled. 
2.11. Selection shall be based primarily on academic merit as judged 
by reference to the results of the applicant in the Victorian Higher School 
Certificate examination3. 
2.1.2 (a) Where applicants have not attempted the Victorian Higher 

School Certificate examination, their qualifications shall as far as 
possible be accorded such standing as will enable their academic 
merit to be compared with that of other applicants for selection in 
the relevant quota or subquota for that course. 
(b) In assessing the relative likelihood of success of applicants 
who have not attempted any subject at the Victorian Higher 
School certificate examination prescribed by special principles of 
selection as a prerequisite subject for a course, a selection 
committee shall give due credit to an applicant who has 
successfully completed a subject which, in the opinion of the 
selection committee, is not substantially different in content or 
standard from the prerequisite subject prescribed. 

2.1.3 In establishing the relative likelihood of success of any 
applicant, a selection committee may, at its discretion, also take into 
account: 

(a) the results of any examinations attempted subsequent to 
the Victorian Higher School Certificate or equivalent examination; 
(b) the age of an applicant when attempting any examinations 
relied on as qualifying the applicant for admission; 
(c) any illness, war or military service, or serious hardship as a 
result of which the studies or examination performance of an 
applicant have, in the opinion of the committee, been adversely 
affected; 
(d) physical handicaps or disabilities; 
(e) school principals' reports, where those reports may assist 
the selection committee in evaluating the effect of factors referred 
to in paragraph (c) or (d). 

'2.1.4 A selection committee may conduct interviews to elucidate the 
matters referred to in section 2.1.3 above or for such purposes as may 
be provided for in special principles of selection. 
2.1.5 A selection committee may also take into account any special 
principles of selection or other factors approved by Council on the 
recommendation of the faculty or board of studies concerned and the 
Academic Board. 
2.1.6 No selection committee shall take into account to the prejudice 
of an applicant the fact that the applicant has expressed a lower 
preference for the course concerned than other applicants with whom 
the applicant would otherwise be directly comparable. 

In the past, the Academic Board has declared certain disadvantaged applicants, particularly persons of 
Aboriginal extraction, eligible for selection under this provision. 

The details Of university entrance requirements based on the Victorian Higher School Certificate 
Examination are set out in the separate statement. University Entrance Requirements, appearing later in 
this chapter. 



2.2 In assessing academic merit as judged by reference to results in the 
Victorian Higher School Certificate examination, the formula adopted by 
the Victorian Universities Admissions Committee shall be used where 
applicable provided that: 
'2.2.1 special principles of selection may provide that applicants must 
have obtained a grade of D or higher in certain subjects at the Higher 
School Certificate examination or its equivalent as a prerequisite for 
selection into a course and may further provide that the results obtained 
in one or more prerequisite subjects shall be substituted for the results 
obtained in one or more of the 'best four' subjects referred to in the 
formula. Where the results in prerequisite subjects are so substituted 
they shall be substituted for the subject or subjects in which the 
applicant has obtained the lowest results. 
*2.2.2 special principles of selection may provide that results obtained 
in particular subjects shall not be included either as one of the 'best four' 
subjects or as bonus subjects, or both, in calculations made under the 
formula. 
"2.2.3 where an applicant has attended for more years than are usual 
in the senior years of secondary school before sitting for the Higher 
School Certificate examination or its equivalent, special principles of 
selection may provide that any advantage which the applicant may have 
thereby received be taken into consideration. 
"2.2.4 unless special principles of selection provide otherwise, for 
courses where the results of prerequisite subjects must be included in 
the 'best four' subjects, where an applicant has, on more than one 
occasion, obtained a grade of D or higher in at least four subjects: 
(a) if the applicant has obtained a grade of D or higher in any 

prerequisite subject on only one of those occasions, the applicant 
shall be given credit for that result in determining the 'best four' 
subjects. 

(b) if the applicant has obtained a grade of D or higher in any 
prerequisite subject on more than one of those occasions, the 
applicant shall be given credit for the best of those results in 
determining the 'best four' subjects 

"2.2.5 special principles of selection may provide for special debits 
and bonuses to be applied to an applicant's score determined under the 
formula. 
2.2.6 in deciding between applicants at or near the borderline, the 
relative academic merit of the applicants as determined by the formula 
may be adjusted after considering the results obtained in particular 
subjects. 

"2.3 Unless special principles of selection provide otherwise or in the 
absence of special reasons, applicants who have not yet completed a 
course at a university or any other tertiary institution shall be preferred to 
applicants who have completed such a course. 

"2.4 Unless special principles of selection provide otherwise and notwith
standing the provisions of paragraph 2.1.1, applicants who have 
completed a course at a University or any other tertiary institution will be 
considered in the light of their entire academic records and such other 
written information which they may submit. 

2.5 The number of overseas applicants admitted to any course shall not 
normally exceed by more than 10 per cent the annual average number 
of such applicants admitted to that course over the preceding three 
years4. 

4 "Faculties Irom time to time otter places to certain overseas students who. pursuant to the provisions ot the 
Overseas Students Charge Collection Act 1979. are sponsored by the Commonweatth or, in certain 
circumstances, by another Govemment or under a specified reciprocal exchange between the University 
and an overseas tertiary institution. Up to two such applicants may be selected by each faculty in any year 
in advance ot the normal process, il the faculty selection committee considers that the applicants are of 
equal or superior ment to other applicants likely to be selected for that year into the course for which the 
overseas applicants have applied". 
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No overseas applicants shall be selected in preference to an Australian 
applicant of equal or superior merit. 
2.5.1 An overseas applicant means an applicant who has been or 
may be permitted to enter Australia as a temporary resident or whose 
permanent home in the opinion of the selection committee is overseas 
but does not include an applicant who is an Australian Citizen resident 
overseas. 
*2.5.2 Special Principles of Selection may provide that in considering 
an overseas applicant for selecton, account may be taken of the 
availability to the applicant of a specified type of education in any other 
country and existence of any agreed programmes of assistance to any 
other country. 

"2.6 Special principles of selection may provide that in the selection of 
applicants whose permanent home is, in the opinion of the selection 
committee, outside Victoria, the committee may take into account the 
availablity to the applicant of a specified type of education in other states 
and territories of Australia. 

2.7 An applicant who is not selected into the course for which a first 
preference has been expressed shall be considered for the course of 
second and, if necessary, subsequent preference and shall be ranked 
for selection in preference to any other applicant of inferior academic 
merit. 

Reservation of Places In Quotas (Deferment) 
*3.1 For applicants who have been selected as a result of having completed 

the full Higher School Certificate examination or its equivalent in one of 
the two years prior to the year of selection, places in the succeeding 
year's quota shall be reserved for applicants at their request provided 
that a faculty or board of studies may fix the number of places to be 
reserved in any year, having regard where appropriate, to the number of 
applicants who have requested the reservation of places in previous 
years. Special principles of selection may further provide that deferment 
may be granted either with or without reasons for other categories of 
applicants who have been selected. 

*3.2 Where a faculty or board of studies limits the number of places which 
may be reserved in the succeeding year's quota, special principles of 
selection shall provide for a method of choosing between applicants 
when the number of applicants exceeds the number of places fixed. 
Provision may be made for the use of reports from school principals. 

"3.3 Special principles of selection may further require an applicant who is 
ranked in the lowest 20 per cent of those to whom places have been 
offered and who has requested the reservation of a place in the 
succeeding year's quota to submit a reason for the request. A 
submission from a school principal may also be considered. If, in the 
opinion of the selection committee, the reason is insufficient, it may 
refuse the request. 

3.4 The selection of an applicant to a course in the year for which selection 
is principally being made shall not be prejudiced by an application for 
reservation of a place in the succeeding year's quota having'been made 
prior to or at the time of accepting the offer of a place. 

"3.5 Where an applicant has been granted a deferred place pursuant to 
paragraph 3.1, the applicant shall notify the faculty or board of studies 
concerned by January 15th in the succeeding year, or by any earlier 
date as may be prescribed by special principles of selection:— 
(a) whether or not the place so reserved will be taken up in that 

succeeding year; 
(b) whether a further deferment for a second year is sought. 
A selection committee may, after considering such evidence and 
conducting such interviews as it thinks fit, and subject to any special 
principles of selection, grant a deferred place for a second period of one 
year. 

Maxes provision for Special Principles fo be proposed. 



UNIVERSITY GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION FOR ENTRY 
TO SECOND AND LATER YEARS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSES 

1. Preamble 
1.1 Selection Committee 

1.1.1 There shall be a selection committee tor second and later year 
entry to each course consisting of the Dean of the faculty or 
Chairman of the board of studies concerned, or a person 
nominated by the Dean or Chairman, and such other members as 
may be approved by the Academic Board on the recommenda
tion of the faculty or board of studies. If any member of a selection 
committee is unable to act, the Chairman of the Academic Board 
may approve the appointment of a substitute, on the recom
mendation of the Dean or the Chairman. 

1.1.2 A selection committee shall identify those applicants to whom 
offers shall be made for places available for that course. 

1.1.3 A selection committee shall make its decisions by the vote of a 
majority of the members present and voting and shall report 
those decisions to the Academic Board as soon as possible. 

1.2 Applications 
*1.2.1 Applicants for selecton for second year or a later year of a course 

who have successfully completed part of or all of a course other 
than a course offered in any faculty or board of studies of the 
University of Melbourne must submit applications to the Victorian 
Universities Admissions Committee1 or, where specified, to the 
Assistant Registrar of the faculty or board of studies on the 
appropriate form by the date prescribed2 or by such closing date 
as may be prescribed for the receipt of late applications. 

*1.2.2 Unless special principles of selection provide for applications to 
be made to the Victorian Universities Admissions Committee 
applicants for selection for second or later years of a course who 
have successfully completed part of or all of a course offered in 
any faculty or board of studies of the University of Melbourne 
must submit the application form available from the Assistant 
Registrar of the faculty or board of studies to which application is 
being made by the date prescribed on that form. 

1.2.3 No application for selection lodged after such closing date shall 
be considered unless the selection committee concerned is 
satisfied that special circumstances exist which justify a late 
application. 

1.3 Special and General Principles 
1.3.1 Special principles of selection for any faculty or board of studies 

may be approved by Council on the recommendation of the 
Academic Board. 

1.3.2 Except insofar as is provided by general principles of selection 
those special principles shall not conflict with the general 
principles. 

"1.4 Eligibility 
Pursuant to Regulation 1.1 and Regulation 3.3, applicants for selection to 
second and later years of a course must have: 
(a) satisfied the Universily entrance requirements3; 
(b) satisfied any pre-requisite requirements for the course for which 

selection is sought; 
(c) successfully completed, to a standard satisfactory to the appropriate 

faculty or board of studies, courses of study which, in the opinion of the 
faculty or board of studies, are equivalent to those for which standing or 
credit is sought; and 

' The normal closing date Is the Friday nearest to the end of October, but should be confirmed by reference to 
the Victonan Universities Admissions Committee or the Principal Dates as published by the University. 

2 Such dates, if any, will be prescribed in special principles ot selection. 
3 The University Entrance Requirements appear later in this Chapter. 
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(d) complied with any requirements for eligibility in the special principles of 
selection for second and later years of the course for which selection is 
sought. 

1.5 Level ol Entry 
1.5.1 The selection committee shall consider applicants for selection 

at the year or level of the course which is determined in 
accordance with the relevant course rgulation and any working 
rules" of the faculty or board of studies. 

1.5.2 To the extent necessary to establish the year or level for which 
an applicant is to be considered for selection, credit to be granted 
for work done in other courses may be determined by a selection 
committee in accordance with Regulation 3.3 and any working 
rules, if the faculty or board of studies has not provided otherwise 
for such a determination. 

1.5.3 Unless the applicant has specified otherwise, any applicant 
found to be ineligible for selection at a particular level shall be 
considered for selection at the highest level for which the 
applicant is eligible. 

2. Selection 
2.1 Pursuant to the following principles and to any special principles 

approved by Council, the selection committee shall identify those 
eligible applicants who are considered most likely to pursue successfully 
the course concerned. Such applicants shall be ranked by the selection 
committee and places shall be offered in accordance with such ranking 
until the places available5 have been filled. 
'2.1.1 Selection shall be based primarily on academic merit as judged 

by reference to the whole academic record of the applicant. 
Special principles may provide for weighting to be given to 
components of the academic record of applicants, including 
results obtained in the Victorian Higher School Certificate or 
equivalent examination and the results obtained in any tertiary 
course. 

'2.1.2 Special principles of selection may provide that applicants must 
have successfully completed, to a satisfactory standard, part of or 
all of a course of study as a prerequisite for selection into a 
course. 

"2.1.3 In establishing the relative likelihood of success of any applicant, 
a selection committee may, at its discretion, take into account: 
(a) the age of an applicant when completing part of or all of a 

course of study relied on as qualifying the applicant for 
admission and the period of time which has passed since 
completion of those studies; 

(b) any illness, war or military service, or serious hardship as a 
result of which the studies or examination performance of an 
applicant have, in the opinion of the committee, been 
adversely affected; 

(c) physical handicaps or disabilities; 
(d) reports from persons with relevant professional qualifica

tions, where those reports may assist the selection commit
tee in evaluating the effect of factors referred to in 
paragraph (b) or (c); 

(e) the applicant's reasons for wishing to pursue the course; 
(f) any work experience which, in the opinion of the selection 

4 Where working rules are used a copy may be obtained from the Assistant Registrar of the faculty or board of 
studies concerned. 

5 Places available shall be determined by Council in accordance with resolutions agreed by Council from time 
to time and notified in terms of quotas and sub-quotas ol Weighted Student Units reserved for each of the 
courses of the University. 



committee, may be relevant to the proposed course of 
study: 

(g) any other matters specified in the special principles of 
selection of the course for which selection is sought. 

*2.1.4 A selection committee may conduct interviews to elucidate the 
matters referred to in section 2.1.3 above or for such purposes as 
may be provided for special in principles of selection. 

2.1.5 A selection committee shall take into account any relevant written 
information submitted by an applicant. 

'2.1.6 A selection committee may conduct written or other tests for such 
purposes as may be provided for in special principles of 
selection. 

2.1.7 A selection committee may also take into account any other 
factors approved by Council. 

2.1.8 No selection committee shall take into account the fact that an 
applicant has expressed a higher or lower preference for the 
course concerned than other applicants with whom the applicant 
would otherwise be directly comparable. 

2.2 An applicant who has applied through the Victorian Universities 
Admissions Committee and who is not selected into the course for which 
a first preference has been expressed shall be considered for the course 
of second and. if necessary, subsequent preference and shall be ranked 
for selection in preference to any other applicant of inferior academic 
merit. 

*3 Conditional Selection 
Pursuant to Regulation 3.3, section 1(1), special principles of selection may 
provide for the imposition of conditions subject to which admission may be 
granted. 

4. Reservation of Places in Quotas (Deferment) 
"4.1 Special principles may provide that for applicants who have been 

selected for a second or later year, places in the succeeding year's 
quota shall be reserved for applicants at their request provided that a 
faculty or board of studies may fix the number of places to be reserved in 
any year, having regard, where appropriate, to the number of applicants 
who have requested the reservation of places in previous years. 

4.2 The selection of an applicant to a course in the year for which selection is 
principally being made shall not be prejudiced by an application for 
reservation of a place in the succeeding year's quota having been made 
prior to or at the time of accepting the offer of a place. 

'4.3 Where an applicant has been granted a deferred place pursuant to 
paragraph 4.1, the applicant shall notify the faculty or board of studies 
concerned by December 31 in the year for which deferment has been 
granted, or by any earlier date that may be prescribed by special 
principles of selection:— 
(a) whether or not the place so reserved will be taken up in that 

succeeding year; 
(b) whether a further deferment for a second year is sought. 
A selection committee may, after considering such evidence and 
conducting such interviews as it thinks fit, and subject to any special 
principles of selection, grant a deferred place for a second period of one 
year. 

SPECIAL PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION FOR ENTRY TO SECOND 
AND LATER YEARS OF THE UNDERGRADUATE COURSES IN THE 
FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 

1. Preamble 
Except to the extent that they are expressly modified hereby, the General 
Principles of Selection for Entry to Second and Later Years of Undergraduate 

* Makes provision for Special Principles to be proposed. 
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Courses are incorporated with these special principles of selection for second 
and later years of the undergraduate courses of the faculty. 

2. Applications 
2.1 Applicants for selection for second or later years of the course for the 

degree of bachelor of Architecture, or of the degree of bachelor of 
Building, or of the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, 
who have not formerly been enrolled in the University of Melbourne, or 
who, having formerly enrolled in the university and having completed a 
course of studies which makes them eligible to graduate in the 
University, should lodge applications with the Victorian Universities 
Admissions committee in accordance with the provisions of Section 
1.2.1 of the General Principles of Selection. 

2.2 Applicants for selection for second or later years of the course for the 
degree of bachelor of Architecture, or of the degree of bachelor of 
Building, or of the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, 
who have been enrolled in the University of Melbourne and who have 
not completed a course, or who are at the time of applicato I enrolled in 
the University, should lodge applications with the Assistant Registrar of 
the Faculty of Architecture and Planning, using an "Application to 
Resume or Transfer Course" form1 obtainable from the Registrar's 
Enquiry Office or any faculty office. The closing date for applications will 
be the last Friday in January of the year for which selection is sought. 

3. Eligibility 
3.1 Fourth Year Bachelor of Architecture 

An applicant who has passed the Part One examination of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects or, by passing an examination at an 
institution other than the Royal Institute of British Architects and 
obtaining any other qualifications required, has become entitled to 
exemption by the Royal Institute of British Architects from the said 
examination may be admitted to the Fourth Year of the Architecture 
degree course. 

3.2 Third Year Bachelor of Town and Regional Planning 
An applicant who: 
(i) has passed the intermediate Examination of the Royal Town 

Planning Institute London, or 
(ii) by an examination at an institution other than the Royal Town 

Planning Institute, London, and, by obtaining any other qualifica
tion required, has become entitled to exemption by the Royal 
Town Planning Institute, London from the said examination. 

may be admitted to the Third Year of the Town and Regional Planning 
degree course, provided that such applicant may be required to 
undertake such subjects of the First and Second Years of the course as 
the Faculty may prescribe. 

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR 1984 
1. Tertiary Entrance In 1984 

1.1 Enquiries about admission to any courses in universities and tertiary 
colleges should be directed to the Victorian Universities Admissions 
Committee (V.U.A.C), 40 Park Street, South Melbourne 3205, or to the 
individual institution concerned. The following arrangements for uni
versity entrance will apply in 1984. 
In some instances candidates who fail to meet the specified university 
entrance requirements may be considered for tertiary places. Further 
information is available in a publication of V.U.A.C. entitled 'Guide for 
Prospective Students'. 

1.2 Persons seeking entry to universities should note that the rules of the 
Victorian institute of Secondary Education for satisfactory completion of 
a Year 12 course of study differ in some important aspects from the rules 
for tertiary entrance set out in this document. 

1 Applicants must complete any other appropriate form if required. 



1.3 Students educated in Victoria should note Section 4.1 which outlines 
methods of satisfying university entrance requirements alternative to the 
HSC. 
The Higher School Certificate examination is regarded as the normal 
vehicle for admission to La Trobe University, Monash University and the 
University of Melbourne. Candidates who have undertaken other 
qualifications, such as the Tertiary Orientation Programme, are ranked 
in order of merit, as perceived by these Universities, together with 
candidates who have taken the Higher School Certificate. 
The judgement of these Universities of the relative standards of the TOP 
examination and HSC examinations naturally determines the relative 
position of applicants. In recent years relatively few TOP applicants 
have been offered places. 
It should be noted, therefore, that although the opportunity is available 
for students who have performed meritoriously in a Tertiary Orientation 
Programme (o be offered places at La Trobe University, Monash 
University and the University of Melbourne, it is clear on the evidence 
that TOP examinations should not be regarded as the equivalent of, and 
therefore as an alternative to, the HSC for the purposes of admission to 
these three Universities. 
Given the moderating role of Deakin University for the Tertiary 
Orientation Programme offered at the Gordon Technical College and the 
Colac Technical School, Deakin University has deemed this TOP as 
being equivalent to the HSC. 

2. Requirements for Entrance 
Before admission to a course at any of the Victorian universities candidates 
must normally satisfy: 
2.1 the general university entrance requirements, and 
2.2 any special course or other requirements of the individual university 

concerned. 
Special course requirements are set out in the V.U.A.C. Guide for 
Prospective Students and in the relevant course handbooks of the universi
ties. 

Completion of the requirements under 2.1 and 2.2 ensures eligibility but 
does not automatically give right of entrance to a course. 

3. Methods of Satisfying University Entrance Requirements 
' There are four methods (3.1 to 3.4) by which candidates may fulfil the general 
university entrance requirements through Victorian HSC studies. There are 
two further methods (3.5 and 3.6) applicable to Deakin and some schools at 
La Trobe University only. 
3.1 the normal method; 
3.2 by compensation; 
3.3 under the special provisions for mature age candidates; 
3.4 under the concessional arrangements for part-time studies; 
3.5 alternative methods for Deakin University and La Trobe University; 
3.6 VISE Group 2 subjects and Study Structures (accepted at Deakin 

University and La Trobe University only). 
3.1 Normal Method 

3.1.1 Persons under 21 years of age on 31st December in the year in 
which examinations are taken will normally be expected to satisfy 
university entrance requirements by a full attempt at the HSC (i.e. 
Grade D 1 or above in four Group 1 subjects approved for 
university entrance including English2 taken at one sitting). 

3.1.2 For a list of Group 1 subjects approved for 1983 for university 
entrance in 1984 refer to Appendix (i) of this document. 

' VISE Year 12 Examination Grades lor Group 1 subjects. The results ol the VISE Year 12 Examinations will 
be issued in the form ol grades based upon the standardised marks for each subject as follows: 
Grade A. 80/100: Grade B, 70/79; Grade C 60/69; 
Grade D, 50/59: Grade E, 40/49: Grade F. 5/39. 

2 Reference to the Group 1 subject 'English' may be read alternatively as Group 1 subject 'English as a 
Second Language' which is available to those students who are eligib'e under VISE rules. 
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3.1.3 The restrictions on subject choices for the 1983 VISE Year 12 
Examinations are listed in Appendix (i) of this document. 

3.1.4 Faculty or School prerequisites and recommended subjects are 
listed in Appendix (ii) of this document. 

3.2 By Compensation 
3.2.1 Entrance requirements for all four universities may be satisfied by 

compensation at the VISE Year 12 Examinations provided that 
candidates: 
3.2.1.1 attempt at least four approved Group 1 subjects including 

English at one examination, and 
3.2.1.2 obtain Grade D or above in at least three approved 

Group 1 subjects at the same examination and in the 
fourth approved Group 1 subject satisfy by compensa
tion as set out in 3.2.2, and 

3.2.1.3 obtain Grade D or above in Group 1 English or are 
granted compensation on the basis of English as the 
fourth approved Group 1 subject under section 3.2.2. 

3.2.2 The following rules for compensation are based on the fact that 
the lowest standardised mark for Grade D is 50 in all Group 1 
subjects. Candidates will fulfill the requirements of 3.2.1.2 and 
3.2.1.3 by compensation if 
3.2.2.1 they obtain not less than 40 marks in a fourth approved 

Group 1 subject and the excess of marks over 150 in the 
three approved Group 1 subjects in which they obtain 
Grade D or above ir twice the deficiency in the approved 
Group 1 subject in which they obtain a grade below D. or 

3.2.2.2 they obtain less than 40 marks in a fourth approved 
Group 1 subject, and the excess of marks over 150 in the 
three approved Group 1 subjects in which they obtain 
Grade D or above is not less tha 2n + 2(n-10) where n is 
the deficiency in the approved Group 1 subject in which 
they obtain a grade below D. 

3.3 Mature Age Candidates' 
3.3.1 Entrance requirements for all four universities may be satisified by 

candidates who: 
3.3.1.1 are twenty-one years of age or more on 31 December of 

the year in which, under this provision, they first present 
for an approved Group 1 subject2 or subjects including 
the Test in English (available prior to 1981); 

3.3.1.2 obtain Grade D or above in Group 1 English and two 
other approved Group 1 subjects including, where 
applicable, specified Group 1 subjects (see Appendix (iii) 
for list of faculty prerequisite and recommended sub
jects) of the VISE Year 12 Examination, provided that at 
least two of the three subjects are obtained at the same 
sitting; 
OR 

3.3.1.3 obtain a pass in the Test in English (available prior to 
1981) in lieu of Grade D or above in Group 1 English and 
obtain Grade D or higher in two other approved Group 1 
subjects including, where applicable specified Group 1 
subjects (see Appendix (iii) for list of faculty prerequisite 
and recommended subjects) which must be obtained at 
the same sitting. 

3.3.2 Mature Age candidates are advised that they can count only one 
subject from each of the following combinations of H.S.C. or 
approved VISE group 1 alternative subjects: 

' Candidates who are not permanently resident in Australia cannot take advantage of these provisions in 
respect ot entry to Monash University. 

2 Subjects passed at the Matriculation Examination (before 1970) and subjects passed at the H.S.C. 
Examination (before 1981) may be counted with VISE Group 1 subjects. 



3.3.2.1 Ancient Greek OR 
Greek obtained in 1971 or earlier. 

3.3.2.2 Applied Mathematics OR 
Calculus and Applied Mathematics obtained in 1971 or 
earlier. 

3.3.2.3 Australian History OR 
Australian History 1788-1950 OR 
Australian History obtained in 1976 or earlier. 

3.3.2.4 Eighteenth Century History OR 
British History 1714-1799 OR 
British History 1688-1799 OR 
Eighteenth Century History obtained in 1975 or earlier 
OR 
Eighteenth Century European History obtained in 1980 
or earlier. 

3.3.2.5 Earth Science OR Geology obtained in 1975 or earlier. 
3.3.2.6 English OR English Expression obtained in 1971 or 

earlier. 
3.3.2.7 Environmental Science OR 

Agricultural and Environmental Science obtained in 
1975 or 1976 OR 
Agricultural Science obtained in 1974 or earlier. 

3.3.2.8 Music B OR 
Music (History & Literature) obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.9 Politics OR 
Social Studies obtained in 1975 or earlier. 

3.3.2.10 Australian History OR 
Themes in Australian History obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.11 Music B OR 
Music (Theoretical) obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.12 Physical Science OR 
Physical Science Scheme I obtained in 1980 or earlier 
OR 
Physical Science Scheme II obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.13 Physics OR 
Physics Scheme A obtained in 1980 or earlier OR 
Physics Scheme B obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.14 General Mathematics OR 
General Mathematics (Computing Option) obtained in 
1980 or earlier. 

3.3.2.15 Legal Studies OR 
Commercial and Legal Studies obtained in 1980 or 
earlier 

3.3.2.16 Music A OR 
Music Practical obtained in 1980 or earlier. 

3.3.3 Faculty and School Prerequisite and Recommended Subjects for 
Mature Age Entry. 
In addition to the requirements set out in 3.3.2 above the 
university faculties and schools impose various limitations on the 
choice of approved Group 1 subjects, in which Grade D or above 
must be obtained in addition to Group 1 English or the Test in 
English, available prior to 1981, for candidates who are twenty-
one years of age or more. These requirements are detailed in 
Appendix (iii). 

Concessional Arrangements for Part-time Studies 
For all universities, persons under twenty-one years of age who are 
prevented from undertaking full-time Higher School Certificate studies, 
including persons in full-time employment, may apply to V.U.A.C. for 
permission to undertake Higher School Certificate studies on a 
concessional basis in order to satisfy minimum university entrance 
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requirements. Applications for such permission should be made in 
advance of commencing studies and must reach the V.U.A.C. office by 
31 March in the year in which applicants commence their studies. 
However applications received after this date will be considered. 
Note that these arrangements are not intended to apply to persons who 
commence full-time studies and then revert, for whatever reason, to 
part-time studies during the course of the year. 
Persons who commenced studies and took H.S.C. examinations prior to 
1981 under the former V.U.S.E.B. provision relating to candidates in 
full-time employment will be permitted to complete university entrance 
requirements in terms of that provision. 

3.5 Alternative Methods of Qualifying for Entrance to Deakin University and 
La Trobe University 
(Consult these universities). 

3.6 VISE Group 2 subjects and Study Structures 
Deakin University and some schools at La Trobe University will, under 
the conditions stated in 3.5 above, permit Group 2 subjects and/or Study 
Structures to count for the purpose of satisfying university entrance 
requirements. Monash University and the University of Melbourne have 
decided that for entrance in 1984 results in Group 2 subjects and Study 
Structures will not be counted in determining whether University 
entrance requirements have been met. 

4. Alternative Methods of Qualifying for University Entrance (Including the 
Tertiary Orientation Programme) 
4.1 Candidates who have not sat for the VISE Year 12 Examinations may 

still be admitted to a university course on the basis of comparable 
qualifications. Such candidates, who lodge an application for university 
admission for 1984, will be considered by V.U.A.C. and selection 
authorities will be advised whether or not they have satisfied university 
entrance requirements on the basis of their other qualifications. 
4.1.1 T.O.P. candidates may satisfy university entrance requirements in 

1984 and thereafter by either of the following procedures:1 

(a) Completion of a full-time Tertiary Orientation Programme 
and satisfying the requirements for entry to a degree course 
at Deakin University provided that the subjects taken in the 
Tertiary Orientation Programme have been passed at the 
one sitting. 
OR 

(b) Completion of a full-time Tertiary Orientation Programme 
and satisfying the requirements for entry to a course for a 
degree registered with the Australian Council on Awards in 
Advanced Education at a College of Advanced Education 
which is recognised for such purposes by the Victorian 
universities provided that the subjects taken in the Tertiary 
Orientation Programme have been passed at the one sitting 
and provided that the degree course for which the applicant 
has qualified for entry is one recognised by the Victorian 
universities. 

4.2 All universities operate special entry schemes which are not intended 
for students undertaking full-time sixth form studies. These schemes are 
limited in scope and for details contact each university. 

5. Scoring 
5.1 Introduction 

In general, scoring and score selection is complex and should be seen in 
the context of information which, although used by selection committees 
as the principal and often only criterion in arriving at a decision, is 
nevertheless restricted to a single closely defined category of applicant. 

1 Section 4.1.1 should be read in conjunction with Section 1.3 



5.2 First Attempt 
Applicants who have met the university entrance requirements by a 
full-time attempt at the H.S.C. examination in four Group 1 subjects 
including English within a period of six years prior to the year of selection 
and who have no other qualifications are N11 applicants. For these 
applicants a score is compiled on the following general basis: add the 
marks of the best four Group 1 subjects then add ten per cent of the 
marks obtained in any other approved Group 1 subject in which the 
applicant obtained at least 40 marks, but only to a maximum of four such 
subjects. Applicants for places at Monash University who gain less than 
50 marks in Group 1 English or English as a Second Language but 
nevertheless satisfy university entrance requirements by compensation 
will have their total score reduced by the deficiency. 
NB: Some course selection committees use variations of the general 
formula for applicants to their courses. An applicant may, therefore, be 
considered for entry to several courses with different scores, based on 
the same H.S.C. results. In addition, selection committees may take 
other considerations into account. Prospective candidates should check 
for details of these with the relevant University Faculty or School. 

5.3 Second Attempt 
The score of an N11 applicant who has made two full attempts at the 
H.S.C. is adjusted for selection purposes by deducting 10% of the 
second attempt score after adjustment for bonuses. Candidates should 
note that they may be regarded as having had a second attempt at HSC 
if they have spent 2 years at Year 12 level even if examinations were not 
taken in the first year of study. 
The results of examinations on VISE certificates will not be adjusted. 
The 10% deduction is carried out irrespective of the reason for the 
second attempt (age. failure, feeling of immaturity, travel, illness, 
finance), and even if the applicant does completely different subjects. An 
applicant who is repeating should, however, draw attention to any 
reason which might affect the decision of selection committees (which 
can vary or even waive the adjustment). Application should be made 
direct to V.U.A.C. for this purpose on a form which is available from 
school principals or from the V.U.A.C. office. 

5.4 Scoring of Group 1 Mathematics Subjects 
The universities will use either a selection score based on the inclusion 
of General Mathematics and the exclusion of Pure Mathematics and 
Applied Mathematics or a selection score based upon the inclusion of 
Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics and the exclusion of 
General Mathematics, whichever is the higher. The following examples 
demonstrate the procedure to be adopted in the cases of candidates 
taking unapproved combinations1. Assume that a candidate obtains 
results in Croup 1 subjects as follows: 
English 68 Chemistry 79 
Physics 79 General Mathematics 85 
Pure Mathematics 70 Applied Mathematics 70 
For this candidate, the selection score will be delivered by taking the 
results in English, Chemistry, Physics and General Mathematics. No 
bonus points will be awarded on the basis of the results obtained in Pure 
Mathematics and Applied Mathematics. 

Quota score 311. 
Assume that another candidate obtained results as follows: 
English 68 Chemistry 79 
Physics 79 General Mathematics 85 
Pure Mathematics 80 Applied Mathematics 75 
This candidate's selection score would be derived by taking the results 
in Chemistry, Physics, Applied Mathematics and Pure Mathematics and 

See Appendix (i). 
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10% of the result in English. No bonus points will be awarded on the 
basis of the result obtained in General Mathematics in this instance. 

Quota score: 320. 
Please note the existing and long-standing practice of allowing bonuses 
from previous attempts will continue. 

5.5 Other Applicants 
The scoring principles outlined in 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 do not necessarily 
apply to other categories of applicant. 

Appendix (i) 
LIST OF 1983 GROUP 1 SUBJECTS APPROVED FOR UNIVERSITY ENT
RANCE PURPOSES 

1. Accounting 29. Home Economics — Human 
2. Ancient Greek Development and Society 
3. Applied Mathematics 30. Hungarian 
4. Art 31. Indonesian 
5. Asian History 32. Italian 
6. Australian History 33. Japanese 
7. Biblical Studies 34. Latin 
8. Biology 35. Latvian 
9. Chemistry 36. Legal Studies 

10. Chinese 37. Lithuanian 
11. Classical Civilisation 38. Modern Greek Language and 
12. Czech Culture 
13. Dutch 39. Music A 
14. Earth Science 40. Music B 
15. Economics 41. Physical Education 
16. Eighteenth Century History 42. Physical Science 
17. English 43. Physics 
18. English as a Second Language 44. Polish 
19. English Literature 45. Politics 
20. Environmental Science* 46. Pure Mathematics 
21. European History 1300-1600 47. Roman History 
22. French 48. Russian 
23. General Mathematics 49. Serbo-Croatian, Croatian 
24. Geography and Serbian 
25. German 50. Spanish 
26. Graphic Communication 51. Turkish 
27. Greek History 52. Ukrainian 
28. Hebrew Classical and Modern 
Candidates are advisded that certain restrictions apply when selecting subjects. 
(a) Candidates will not receive credit for the following subject combinations: 

English and English as a Second Language 
General Mathematics and either of Pure or Applied Mathematics 
Physical Science and either of Physics or Chemistry. 

(b) The following Group 1 subjects have not been approved for university 
entrance purposes: 
1. Computer Science 
2. Secretarial Studies 
*3. Environmental Science is not approved for entrance to La Trobe 

University for 1984. 

Appendix (ii) 
FACULTY AND SCHOOL PREREQUISITE AND RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS 
FOR APPLICANTS SATISFYING UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
BY THE NORMAL METHOD APPLICABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MEL
BOURNE 

Agriculture 
Prerequisites: Group 1 Chemistry and either Group 1 Physics or a branch of 
Group 1 Mathematics must be included in the best four. 



Applied Science — Applied Chemistry 
Recommended: Group 1 Pure Mathematics. Group 1 Applied Mathematics, 
Group 1 Physics. Group 1 Chemistry and Group 1 English. 

Applied Science — Electronics 
Recommended: Group 1 Pure Mathematics, Group 1 Applied Mathematics. 
Group 1 Physics, Group 1 Chemistry and Group 1 English. Applicants are 
strongly advised to include in one of their mathematics subjects the option 
PM1/AM1 — Complex Numbers and Matrices. 

Architecture 
Recommended: One Group 1 Mathematics subject and Group 1 Physics at 
Year 12 level. First Year subjects assume a knowledge of Physics and 
Mathematics at Year 12 level and Chemistry at Year 11 level. Any student 
who has not satisfactorily completed these subjects should seek advice from 
the Faculty. 

Arts 
Prerequisite: Either a language other than Group 1 English or a branch of 
Group 1 Mathematics. Exemptions from this prerequisite may be granted in 
the case of: 
i. students who have completed the first year of another university course. 

ii. graduates of another tertiary course; 
iii. applicants who in the opinion of the Faculty have obtained excellent 

results in the H.S.C. examinations; 
iv. applicants who attempt the H.S.C. examination under the special 

provision for mature age students (over 21 years); but such applicants 
are advised not to include more than one subject chosen from Group 1 
Music A, Group 1 Music B, Group 1 Art. 

v. applicants whose schooling was such that study of prerequisites was 
virtually impossible or would have constituted a case of serious 
hardship. 

Further inquiries should be made with the Assistant Registrar (Arts). 
Building 

Recommended: One Group 1 Mathematics subject and Group 1 Physics at 
Year 12 level. First Year subjects assume a knowledge of Physics and 
Mathematics at Year 12 level and Chemistry at Year 11 level. Any student 
who has not satisfactorily completed these subjects should seek advice from 
the Faculty. 

Dental Science 
Prerequisites: Group 1 Chemistry and one of Group 1 Physics, Group 1 
Biology or a branch of Group 1 Mathematics must be included in the best 
four. Grade D or higher in Group 1 English must also be obtained. 

Economics and Commerce 
Recommended: Mathematics to at least Year 11 level. 

Engineering 
It is strongly recommended that in addition to Group 1 English applicants 
should have taken Group 1 Chemistry, Group 1 Physics, Group 1 Pure 
Mathematics and Group 1 Applied Mathematics. In addition, applicants are 
strongly advised to include in mathematics the option PM1/AM1 — Complex 
Numbers and Matrices. 

Forestry 
Prerequisites: Group 1 Chemistry and either Group 1 Physics or a branch of 
Group 1 Mathematics must be included in the best four. Group 1 Physics is 
highly recommended as the Forestry course assumes an understanding of 
this subject. 

Law 
There are no prerequisite or recommended subjects. 

Medicine 
Prerequisites: Group 1 English, Group 1 Chemistry and ONE of Group 1 
Physics, a branch of Group 1 Mathematics or Group 1 Biology. 
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The prerequisites must be included in the best four subjects. Applicants 
should be aware that within the best four subjects only one branch of Group 1 
Mathematics may be included except in cases where there is no other Group 
1 subject available for inclusion. Applicants under the age of seventeen years 
may be interviewed by the selection committee before being approved for 
admission. s 

Music 
Prerequisite: Group 1 Music A must be included in the best four. Note: All 
applicants are recommended to take where possible the subject Group 1 
Music B. 

Optometry 
Although there are no formal prerequisites for entry into first year Science 
Optometry a student without at least Group 1 Chemistry, a branch of Group 1 
Mathematics or Group 1 Physics will have considerable difficulty. 

Science 1 

Recommended: Group 1 Chemistry, a branch of Group 1 Mathematics, 
Group 1 Physics. The biological sciences assume a knowledge of Group 1 
Chemistry and Group 1 Physics, the physical sciences assume an under
standing of Group 1 Physics and/or Group 1 Pure Mathematics. Students 
without the recommended subjects will have difficulty in planning a course. 

Surveying 
Recommended: Group 1 Chemistry, Group 1 Physics, Group 1 Pure 
Mathematics and Group 1 Applied Mathematics. Applicants are strongly 
advised to include in one of their mathematics subjects the option PM1/AM1 
— Complex Numbers and Matrices. 

Town and Regional Planning 
Recommended: Group 1 General Mathematics and a broad range of Group 1 
subjects from the humanities/social science group is desirable, e.g. Group 1 
Economics, Group 1 Geography, Group 1 Politics. 

Veterinary Science 
Prerequisites: Group 1 Chemistry and Group 1 Physics must be included in 
the best four. 
Recommended: It is asumed that Students have studied Group 1 Biology. 
Applicants under the age of seventeen years may be interviewed by the 
selection committee. 

Appendix (iii) 
FACULTY AND SCHOOL PREREQUISITE AND RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS 
FOR APPLICANTS SATISFYING UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
UNDER MATURE AGE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MELBOURNE 

Agricultural Science and Forestry 
Prerequisites: Group 1 English, group 1 Chemistry and either Group 1 
Physics or a branch of Group 1 Mathematics. Group 1 Physics is highly 
recommended for those wishing to do Forestry as the course assumes an 
understanding of this subject. 

Applied Science (Applied Chemistry, Electronics) 
Recommended: Group 1 English and any two of Group 1 Chemistry, Group 1 
Physics, a branch of Group 1 Mathematics. Candidates should make an 
appointment with the Assistant Registrar (Engineering) concerning prepara
tory studies. 

Architecture and Building and Town and Regional Planning 
Recommended: Group 1 English and any two approved Group 1 subjects but 
candidates are advised to consult the Faculty handbook or the Assistant 
Registrar of the Faculty concerning preparatory studies. 

Arts 
Recommended: Group 1 English and any two approved Group 1 subjects but 
candidates are advised not to include more than one of the following: 

1 As from 1985, HSC Group 1 Chemistry or Physics and a branch of Mathematics will be prerequisites tor 
undergraduate courses in Science. 



Art; 
Music A; 
Music B; 
Music (Practical) obtained prior to 1981; 
Music (Theoretical) obtained prior to 1981; 
Music (History & Literature) obtained prior to 1981; 

A pass in the Test in English is acceptable provided that, in addition, Grade D 
or above is gained in three approved group 1 subjects, two of which are 
obtained at the same sitting. 

Commerce 
Recommended: Group 1 English and any two approved Group 1 subjects. 

Dental Science 
Prerequisites: Group 1 English, Group 1 Chemistry and one of Group 1 
Physics, Group 1 Biology or a branch of Group 1 Mathematics. A pass in the 
Test in English obtained prior to 1981 is not an acceptable alternative to 
Grade D or above in Group 1 English. 

Engineering and Surveying 
Candidates should make an appointment with the Assistant Registrar of the 
Faculty concerning preparatory studies. 

Law 
Recommended: Group 1 English and any two approved Group 1 subjects 
except Music A or Music (Practical) obtained prior to 1981. Candidates are 
advised to present for Group 1 English and not rely on a pass in the Test in 
English obtained prior to 1981. Candidates who already have accountancy 
qualifications are adviced not to select Accounting as one of their Group 1 
subjects. Candidates not born in Australia and whose native language is not 
English are advised to consult the Senior Administrative Officer, Faculty of 
Law, before selecting their native language as a Group 1 subject for 
examination. 

Medicine 
Prerequisites: Group 1 English, Group 1 Chemistry and one of Group 1 
Physics, or a branch of Group 1 Mathematics or Group 1 Biology. No more 
than two attempts to obtain the two approved Group 1 subjects at one sitting 
are allowed. A pass in the Test in English obtained prior to 1981 is not an 
acceptable alternative tc Grade D or above in Group 1 English. 

Music 
Prerequisite: Group 1 Music A. 
Recommended: Group 1 English, Group 1 Music B. In addition, candidates 
must complete to the satisfaction of the Faculty, an aural test before being 
finally considered for admission. 

Science and Science (Optometry)1 

Recommended: Group 1 English and any two of Group 1 Chemistry, Group 1 
Physics, a branch of Group 1 Mathematics. 

Veterinary Science 
Prerequisites: Group 1 English, Group 1 Chemistry and Group 1 Physics. 

POLICY REGARDING APPLICANTS FOR UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE 
WHO HOLD TERTIARY ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 
QUALIFICATIONS 

1. The Higher School Certificate examination is the preferred route for entry to 
the University. 

2. All applicants holding Tertiary Orientation Programme (TOP) qualifications 
shall continue to be treated as E-type applicants and faculties are required to 
develop consistent procedures for assessing the relative likelihood of 
success of such applicants. 

3. Faculty selection committees shall satisfy themselves that the TOP subjects 
taken by applicants have sufficient academic content and are appropriate to 
the needs of the faculty to which entrance is sought. 

1 As from 1985, HSC Group 1 Chemistry or Physics and a branch of Mathematics will be prerequisites for 
undergraduate courses in Science. 
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4. Faculty selection committees shall not use numerical calculations based on 
TOP results as the sole selection tool in assessing the relative likelihood of 
success of applicants. 

5. Where faculties choose to use a numerical calculation based on TOP results 
as a supplementary tool in assessing the relative likelihood of success of 
applicants, the following provisions shall apply: 
5.1 a discount of at least 10 points shall be made in the compilation of a 

rank order of merit for selection purposes. A discount of more than 10 
points may be imposed at the discretion of the faculty. 

5.2 the faculty may determine whether and how many bonus points should 
be awarded to applicants who have taken subjects in addition to the 
minimum requirements. 

5.3 all applicants who have previously attempted the HSC examination and 
are seeking to enter the University through a TOP programme shall 
incur a 10% penalty similar to that currently applied to second attempts 
at the HSC examination. 

6. The principles enunciated above shall be embodied in faculty Working 
Rules1. 

RECOGNITION OF WORK DONE AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
CREDITS MAY BE GRANTED 
Credit may be granted by the University to those candidates who are qualified to 
matriculate and who have completed the prescribed subjects in a course 
recognized by the faculty of Architecture and Planning for this purpose. Credit may 
also be granted to applicants, whose academic qualifications have been accepted 
as satisfying, in part or in full, the academic requirements of professional 
institutions recognised by the faculty for this purpose. Undergraduate applicants 
for credit in either of these categories must contact the Faculty Office in person or 
in writing to obtain advice as to the credit to be granted, and for the practical 
experience requirements of some courses. 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION WITH CREDIT 
Prospective students making application for admission to an undergraduate 
course with credit for work done at another institution must apply through the 
Victorian Universities Admissions Committee as previously noted. 

ADMISSION TO POSTGRADUATE COURSES 
Applicants for admission to postgraduate courses do not apply through the 
Victorian Universities Admissions Committee but are required to contact the 
Faculty Office to obtain appropriate information on admission procedures. The 
prerequisites for entry into postgraduate courses (including the University 
General Principles of Selection for Entry to Postgraduate Courses) are listed 
in Chapter 4 with the details of the particular postgraduate courses. 

STUDENT DIARY 
Students are reminded that information on matters of general concern are to be 
found in the Student Diary available to all students when enrolling. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
A full list of awards and scholarships will be found in the University Calendar 
(consult the Library). In addition, the Student Diary and the Faculty Office may 
also be consulted. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEGREE COURSES 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

REGULATIONS 
The regulations covering first degree courses are referred to in later descriptions of 
the individual courses and may be found in Chapter 3. 

LECTURES, TUTORIALS AND PRACTICAL WORK 
A minimum of 75 percent attendance is required for all lectures, tutorials and 
practical work. 
It is the student's responsibility to obtain instructions, programmes and guidelines 
issued by staff and to ensure that he or she remains informed as to the 
requirements of each of the courses being undertaken. 

POINTS RATINGS FOR SUBJECTS 
Each subject of the undergraduate courses is given a points rating which is shown 
in the list of subjects for each of the degrees. The points rating for each subject 
indicates the proportion of the subject in relation to a standard year of 40 points. 
The points rating also provides a guide for students in working out their study 
program. 
A standard year's work is taken as an average 48 hours total work per week for 26 
term weeks plus an additional 4 weeks allotted to examinations and/or 
assignments. 
Total work time includes scheduled contact hours for lectures, tutorials and 
practical work plus personal study hours for reference, preparation, assignments 
and examinations. The proportions of contact and personal time vary in different 
subjects. For example, the time allocation of a 10 point subject is about 12 hours 
per week throughout the year, ranging from 3 contact hours plus 9 personal study 
hours per week to 6 contact hours plus about 6 personal study hours per week. 
The anticipated total time required for each subject and the scheduled contact 
hours are given in the details of subjects. 

PREREQUISITES AND COREQUISITES 
Prerequisite: A Prerequisite requires that a pass, or conceded pass, in the subject 
listed as a prerequisite has been obtained. 
Corequisite: A corequisite requires that a student is currently enrolled, or has 
pssed or has been granted a conceded pass, in the subject listed as a corequisite. 
Faculty makes a clear distinction between Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3, etc. 
subjects. These subjects must be taken inseparate years. No Grade 2 subjects 
may be taken unless the corresponding Grade 1 subject has been passed or a 
conceded pass granted: similarly with Grade 2 and Grade 3 subjects, etc. 

ASSESSMENT 
Methods of assessment in the individual subjects are prescribed in the details of 
subjects. 
Examinations will be held at mid-year and the end of the year, the end-of-year 
examinations being in the fourth term. The Students' Records Office will conduct 
both the mid-year and end-of-year examinations. No formal examination entry is 
required for the mid-year examinations but a combined examination entry and third 
term re-enrolment form will be posted to each enrolled student in July. 
For the mid-year examinations the Students Records Office will prepare lists of 
candidates and issue examination numbers and seat allocations based on 
confirmed enrolments. Re-enrolments for second term will be taken as confirma
tion of enrolment for this purpose. It is therefore important for students to ensure 
that 
(a) the subjects which they are undertaking are those which have been approved 

and are the ones for which they are enrolled, and 
(b) re-enrolment for second term is completed promptly. 
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Results of examinations in all subjects will be published by the Students' Records 
Office after completion of the examinations in the fourth term. However, students 
will be advised of their level of performance in the mid-year examinations by 
posting, within the departments, lists of students classified into performance 
categories. In general, a mid-year examination will carry the same weight in the 
overall result in the subject as it would if the examination had been held in the 
fourth term. 
Official examination results will be expressed as letter grades, A (80 marks and 
above), B (70-79), C (60-69), D (50-59), E (40-49) and F (below 40). for all 
subjects. Students may earn a conceded pass (ECP) for subjects in which they 
have obtained a mark between 40 and 49, in which case they are credited with the 
full points score for any subject so passed. In the awarding of conceded passes, 
each E result is considered in the light of a student's performance in all other 
subjects of equivalent or higher level, passed in both departments of the faculty, in 
the same academic year. Time-tables of both the mid-year and end-of-year 
examinations will be available at the Students' Records Office some weeks before 
the examinations commence. Examination numbers for candidates presenting at 
the University will be available at Students' Records Office during the week before 
the examination begins, and must be applied for by candidates in person. 
Absence from examination through misreading the time-table will NOT entitle a 
student to any further examination. 
Candidates are forbidden to communicate with examiners regarding the examina
tion before the publication of results. 
In some subjects supervised tests may take the place of formal examinations. 
These will normally be conducted within the departments concerned and the 
necessary arrangements will be made by the lecturer responsible for the subject. 

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES CONCERNING ASSESSMENT 
1. Any reference to the Academic Board of a dispute or question arising under 

chapter 4 of the regulations shall be made in writing to the Registrar setting 
out concisely the nature of the dispute or question, the determination which is 
sought and the basis on which the person referring the dispute or question 
relies in seeking the determination. 

2. On receipt of such a reference the Chairman of the Board, or where the 
Chairman is involved in the dispute or question, the next senior officer of the 
Board not so involved or, if all three officers are unable to act, the most long 
standing member of the Board, shall have the handling of the matter. 

3. The Board may invite any person who it considers may be able to assist it to 
make a written statement, or to attend in person at a meeting of the Board, 
and shall so invite the person referring the dispute or question. 

4. A person invited to attend at a meeting of the Board shall be entitled to 
address the Board and may be accompanied by one other person who may, 
at the discretion of the Board, address the Board. 

5. If at the time it appears to the Chairman or to the Board that the dispute or 
question would be more appropriately dealt with in part or in whole under any 
other statute or regulation then the Chairman shall take such action as may 
be required to ensure that the dispute or question is so dealt with. 

CONCEDED PASS 
The followng conceded pass rules shall apply only to students who are 
undertaking at least 30 points or more of subjects in a year. 
Students undertaking less than 30 points in a year will not be eligible for the award 
of a conceded pass. 
(a) The faculty may award a conceded pass in subjects in which a candidate 

obtained a mark between 40 and 49. In determining whether or not a 
candidate is eligible for consideration for such a conceded pass in subjects, 
the weighted deficit of each failed subject or subjects, shall be compared to 
the candidate's average in all subjects in which he/she has enrolled. 

(b) The weighted deficit shall be the sum of the deficit marks of each failed 
subject weighted by multiplication by a deficit factor related to the points 
rating of each subject. The deficit factors to be applied shall be as follows: 



Subject Points 5 10 15 20 
Deficit Factor 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

(c) A weighted average shall be determined for a candidate by summing the 
product of the marks awarded in subjects and the points ratings of those 
subjects. The sum obtained shall be divided by the total points of subjects in 
which the candidate has enrolled. The result shall be the weighted average. 

(d) A candidate shall be eligible for consideration for the award of a conceded 
pass, or conceded passes, if the weighted average exceeds 50 by an amount 
not less than the weighted deficit. 

(e) No candidate who has been awarded a conceded pass in any subject shall be 
eligible for the award of a conceded pass in the immediately succeeding level 
of that subject. 

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
Pocket electronic calculators which are not programmable and/or do not have 
financial or statistical capabilities may be taken into the examination room without 
prior approval, but calculators with these facilities may be used in certain 
examinations with the prior approval of the faculty. Students are advised to protect 
themselves by discussing with the appropriate staff, 
(a) suitable equipment to purchase 
(b) acceptability of equipment which they already own. 
Instruction manuals, Owners' handbooks, application handbooks or similar 
literature must NOT be taken into the examination in any subject offered by the 
faculty. 
Additional information regarding the use of electronic calculators will be posted on 
the faculty notice boards. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 
Assessment 
Special consideration may be given to a student on any of the following grounds: 
(a) That the student's work at any time during the academic year has to a 

substantial degree been hampered by illness or other cause; 
(b) That the student has been prevented by illness or other cause from preparing 

or presenting for all or part of a component of assessment; 
or 

(c) That the student was to a substantial degree adversely affected by illness or 
other cause during the performance of a component of assessment. 

Applications for special consideration in respect of (a), (b) and (c) above should be 
made on the special form available from the Faculty Office and should be 
supported by medical certificates, reports or other appropriate evidence. Com
pleted applications must be received in the Faculty Office not later than three days 
after the date provided for submission of the final component of assessment in 
respect of the relevant subject etc. in the case of ground (a) and not later than 
three days after the date provided for submission of the component in question in 
the case of grounds (b) and (c). 
Full details of rules concerning special consideration may be found in Regulation 
4.3 — Additional Assessment (refer Amendments to Legislation 1982). 

' If you are unsure as to whether you are eligible to apply for special consideration 
you should consult the Assistant Registrar of the Faculty. 
All Applications are Treated as Confidential. 

Projects and Assignments: Extensions of Time 
Special consideration will also be given to candidates who have been hampered 
by illness or other cause and who are unable to meet prescribed submission dates 
for assignments or project work. Candidates may be granted extensions of time for 
the submission of their work. 
Candidates should submit their applications for special consideration in respect of 
extensions of time on forms available from the appropriate department. Where 
applicable, a medical certificate or other appropriate evidence of disability must be 
submitted. 
Students encountering any difficulties with their studies are encouraged to consult 
the Assistant Registrar or Student Counselling. 
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HONOURS DEGREES — WORKING RULES 
The degrees of B.Arch. (Hons.), B.BIdg. (Hons.) and B.T.R.P. (Hons.) shall be 
awarded on the basis of a review of the final two years of the candidate's 
respective course for the degrees of Bachelor of Architecture, Bachelor of Building 
or Bachelor of Town and Regional Planning. 
1. There shall be a Final Honours Committee of the Faculty comprising the Dean, 

the Deputy Dean, the Sub-Dean, the Chairmen of the Departments of the 
Faculty and two members from each Department of the Faculty appointed by 
the Faculty after consultation with the Chairmen of Departments. 

2. It shall be the responsibility of the Final Honours Committee to: 
(a) publish the conditions of eligibility for honours candidature prior to the 

date fixed for re-enrolment in January of each year; 
(b) determine the list of candidates who qualify for the honours degree and 

to grade them in the following divisions: first class honours; second class 
honours (division A) and second class honours (division B). 

(c) determine a class list of those candidates who are eligible for a place in 
the list of honours graduates Fanked in order of merit. 

3. To be considered for the award of a degree with honours a candidate must 
complete all the requirements for the award of the pass degree. 

4. The award of an honours degree will be based on a weighted average mark of 
the approved subjects of the final two years of the candidate's course. The 
weights used will be proportional to the respective points ratings of the 
subjects with the subjects of the final year weighted at twice those of the 
penultimate year. 
The normal year's programme for a candidate is 40 points. In the event of a 
candidate being enrolled in more than 40 points in any one year, the weighted 
average will be based on the best 40 points. In the event of a candidate being 
enrolled in less than 40 points in any one year the Final Honours Committee 
shall before the commencement of assessment in the final year of the 
candidate's course determine a special basis for assessing the eligibility for 
the class of honour to be awarded to such a candidate and shall advise both 
the candidate and the faculty of such determination. 

5. The Final Honours Committee is empowered to take into account hardship or 
illness detracting from a candidate's academic performance in determining 
the final class of honours of the candidate. 

6. Where a candidate has undertaken additional assessment, the result obtained 
in such assessment shall be taken into account in the determination of that 
candidate's class of honours. 

PROGRESS IN COURSES 
The approved rules governing academic progress in the courses for the degrees of 
bachelor of Architecture, bachelor of Building and bachelor of Town and Regional 
Planning are as follows: 
(1) Candidates for the degree of bachelor of Architecture will be required to gain 

passes in subjects comprising a total of at least 200 points for admission to 
the degree. Candidates for the degrees of bachelor of Building and bachelor 
of Town and Regional Planning will be required to gain passes in subjects 
comprising a total of 165 points and 160 points, respectively, for admission to 
the degrees. 

(2) Students of architecture, building and town and regional planning will be 
regarded as being in the First Year until they have completed subjects with a 
total of 30 points and in the Second Year until credited with 70 subject points. 
Students of architecture and town and regional planning will be regarded as 
being in the Third Year until credited with 110 points. Students of building will 
be regarded as being in the Third Year until credited with 115 points. 
Architecture students will be regarded as being in the Fourth Year until 
credited with 150 points. 

(3) Students will be permitted to enrol in subjects, either requisite or elective, 
according to their eligibility by prerequisite and corequisites. Enrolment will 
normally be on a full-time basis, except in cases approved by the Faculty. 
Such exceptional cases may occur when a student is ineligible to enrol in a 



full year or requires less than 40 points to qualify for admission to a degree. 
Students will not normally be permitted to enrol in subjects of more than two 
adjacent years. 

UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
Regulation 2.5 — Unsatisfactory Progress is published in the University's 
Amendments to Legislation 1982. Further information on this subject is contained 
in the Student Diary. 
The rules governing the review of unsatisfactory progress will be posted on faculty 
notice-boards. 

EQUIPMENT AND STATIONERY 

Faculty Equipment 
The use of sophisticated equipment forms an important part of many courses of 
study. Training in the use of laboratory equipment will form part of the course 
requiring its use but faculty or departmental equipment may not be used by 
students who have not had appropriate training in the use of the particular item. A 
series of introductory workshop-type sessions will be held during first term and 
more advanced courses may be held later in the year to train students in the use of 
audio-visual equipment. 
The Faculty's television and photographic facilities will be available to students 
who have demonstrated an adequate competence in the use of this equipment. 
Student Equipment 
Drawing office equipment and stationery are not supplied but must be purchased 
by each student. The Faculty Office and individual staff members can give 
guidance regarding equipment which should be bought before the commencement 
of the first term but students must anticipate continuing expenditure on drawing 
office and other stationery and books. In addition, costs of prints of drawings, 
photography and expenditure associated with the production of required submis
sions by students may be considerable, particularly in the later years of courses. 
Theses, reports and other material presented as part of course requirements 
become the property of the University and may be retained at the discretion of the 
staff. 

VACATION READING 
Students are advised that they are expected to use a considerable part of the 
summer and spring vacations for reading. In some cases specific references are 
made in the following details; in others a list of suitable books will be posted on the 
appropriate notice-boards; in all cases the lecturers concerned should be 
consulted. 

LIBRARY 
The University Library comprises the Baillieu Library and fourteen branch libraries 
in various faculties and departments. The Architecture and Planning Branch 
Library houses the main holding in Architecture, Building and Town and Regional 
Planning and is open to students of all faculties. In addition to the usual reference 
and undergraduate material the Library houses a large audio-visual collection, 
including maps and slides. Projection equipment and photocopying facilities are 
also available. 

ENGLISH FOR MIGRANT AND OVERSEAS STUDENTS 
The Horwood Language Centre offers a number of non-credit English language 
courses and other support services for enrolled students of the University who are 
not native speakers of English. The courses are designed to extend the students' 
knowledge of the language within an academic context, in order to improve their 
performance in the subjects they are studying. The following outline describes: 

Summary of courses currently available 
* English for Study 

A four-week intensive course available to enrolled students from all 
faculties. Usually held in February. Course limit: 30 students. 
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* English for Specific Purposes 
Small group classes for students from particular study areas. Available in 
1983: 
— English for Agricultural Scientists 
— English for Students of Science and Technology 
— English for Students of Arts and Social Sciences 
Available throughout the year. 

* English for Social Interaction 
A number of small group classes, usually held on Wednesday and 
Thursday afternoons for two hours. Available during Terms I and II. 

* Programmed Self-Instructional Courses 
— English in Use (Australian English) 
— A variety of courses to improve pronunciation, stress and intonation. 

Self-access materials 
Students who have difficulty in comprehending rapid streams of spoken English, 
especially in its Australian variety, may benefit from using the programmed course 
English in Use, available in the Private Study Laboratory. Similar facilities are also 
available to enable students to improve their pronunciation and stress, rhythm and 
intonation patterns. 
Individual assistance available 
Students who need advice about such matters as grammar, vocabulary and style 
in their written assignments may consult the staff at the Horwood Language Centre 
by appointment. Work should be brought in the form of a rough first draft, 
double-spaced to allow for correction, well before the time it is due to be handed in. 
This service is provided on the understanding that it is a learning situation for the 
student concerned and not just a "correction service". Advice about the content of 
the assignment should be sought from lecturers and tutors in the subject area 
concerned. 
Testing and diagnostic services 
Where members of the academic or administrative staff need to have an 
assessment of a student's English language ability, they may refer students to the 
Horwood Language Centre for testing and advice. 
All the above-mentioned services are available to students of the University of 
Melbourne only. No charges for course work are made. Students interested in 
taking courses should apply directly to the Horwood Language Centre. They will be 
required to present their student enrolment card and to make an appointment for 
an interview and a short test. 



CHAPTER 3 

FIRST DEGREE COURSES 

ARCHITECTURE 

Architecture is a statement of our cultural values. Among its purposes is to provide 
a convenient and efficient physical environment within which people can live, work 
and play in safety, and at ease with their surroundings. 
The built environment shelters us from the extremes of climate, provides various 
levels of privacy from sound and sight, assists in the pursuit of interests that would 
otherwise be difficult or impossible and generally facilitates the wide variety of 
activities that make up complex modern societies. Buildings of architectural merit 
can stimulate new activities or create, like other works of art, emotional 
experiences that enrich and enhance our lives. Architecture is concerned with 
bringing together all these seemingly disparate attributes in one solution. The 
benefits may be enjoyed at any scale — the simple, small, single building, large 
buildings, urban complexes, the modification of existing buildings; the new town or 
the enriched old town. 

Fundamental to the skills of an architect, is the ability to hold at one time large 
amounts of information — which may itself contain internal incompatibilities — and 
handle and process it in a creative way. The built environment is in all ways and at 
all times a direct reflection of society's values and aspirations. Like society it is 
ever-changing. An understanding of the dynamics of the complex systems which 
are our society is essential to the study of Architecture. 
The course in Architecture draws upon the Arts and Social Sciences to develop an 
understanding and knowledge of cultures, the organisation of society and the 
relationship of human behaviour to buildings; on the physical sciences for 
knowledge of the nature of structures, materials, heat, light and sound; on the logic 
of mathematics in problem solving; on modern business methods to gain a 
knowledge of the management of human and financial resources; on the law and 
the study of professionalism for an understanding of architectural practice and the 
provision of the built environment. 
Developing a knowledge and practical ability in creative design is a central concern 
of the course in Architecture. 
The diversity of talents and breadth of educational experience afforded by the 
course for the degree of bachelor of Architecture opens up wide fields of 
employment opportunity in addition to the traditional role of the architect as a 
member of a team primarily concerned with the design and performance of a single 
building. 

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION 
No one may use the description, Architect, in any State in Australia without 
becoming registered in that State. The course for the degree of bachelor of 
Architecture is recognized by the Architects Registration Board of Victoria as 
satisfying its academic requirements for registration. An additional requirement for 
registration is a minimum of two years of professional experience in architecture, 
both of which must be undertaken subsequent to the completion of academic 
studies and must be undertaken in the employment of a practising registered 
architect. 
As well as the practical experience gained after completion of the degree course, 
the Board requires each applicant for registration to undertake an examination in 
architectural practice. The examination is conducted by the Architects Accredita
tion Council of Australia (AACA). A Log Book of Experience in Architectural 
Practice is also to be submitted to the AACA. 
Full details of the requirements and procedures for registration, and all necessary 
documents, may be obtained from the office of the Architects Registration Board of 
Victoria, 30 Howe Crescent, South Melbourne. The Faculty strongly recommends 
students to contact the Board immediately the degree course is completed. 
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The requirements for associate membership of the Royal Australian Institute of 
Architects, a private professional body, may be obtained from the office of the 
Institute, also located at 30 Howe Crescent, South Melbourne. 

REGULATION 3.48 — DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
1. There shall be: 

(a) a degree of bachelor of Architecture: 
and 

(b) a degree of bachelor of Architecture with honours. 
2. Candidates for the degree of bachelor of Architecture or for the degree of 
bachelor of Architecture with honours shall after matriculation pursue their studies 
for at least five years and pass examinations in accordance with the conditions 
prescribed. 
3. (1) The subjects of the course for the degree and for the degree with 

honours and the conditions on which such subjects may be taken shall 
be prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendaton of the 
faculty of Architecture and Planning and published with the details of 
subjects. 
(2) Points to be scored for each subject of the course and the order in 
which the subjects may normally be taken shall be prescribed from time 
to time by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty 
and published with the details of subjects. 
(3) Notwithstanding sub-sections (1) and (2) hereof, the faculty may 
allow a candidate to substitute for any subject of the course another 
subject of a University course which subject is, in its opinion, of at least 
equal standard and relevant to the candidate's course of study. The 
points to be scored for passing the examination in any such substituted 
subject shall be prescribed by the faculty. 

4. No candidate may pursue a course of study in any year or receive credit for 
any examination passed in that year unless the candidate's selection of subjects 
for the year has been approved by the faculty. 
5. (1) During each year a candidate shall perform such practical work, 

consisting of field, laboratory and drawing office work and attendance at 
demonstrations and excursions, and shall attend such tutorials as are 
prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty 
and published with the details of subjects. 

(2) A' candidate who enrols for a second or subsequent time in any subject 
for which practical work is prescribed shall be required to repeat the 
whole of such practical work, save insofar as the candidate is exempted 
by the faculty. 

6. (1) A candidate's progress in the candidate's course of study shall be by 
Years. 

(2) A candidate shall be — 
(a) in the First Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 

cumulative points score shall equal or exceed thirty points; 
(b) in the Second Year of the course until such time as the 

candidate's cumulative points score shall equal or exceed 
seventy points. 

(c) in the Third Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
ten points; 

(d) in the Fourth Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
fifty points; 

(e) in the Fifth Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed two hundred 
points. 

7. (1) A candidate who does not pass in a subject in any year may be credited 
by the faculty with the points to be scored for that subject, having regard 
to the candidate's performance in all subjects taken by the candidate at 
the examinations in that year, in accordance with principles determined 



by the faculty from time to time and approved by the Academic Board. 
(2) Where a candidate has been credited by the faculty with the points to be 

scored for a subject pursuant to sub-section (1) hereof the candidate 
may be permitted to proceed with any requisite subject of a later Year of 
the course for which a pass in such subject may be a prerequisite. 

8. Where pursuant to regulations subsequently repealed or amended, a 
candidate has passed in or obtained credit for any subject in the course for the 
degree of bachelor of Architecture, the faculty may determine in what further 
subjects the candidate must pass in order to obtain the degree and, notwithstand
ing anything to the contrary, the faculty may exempt the candidate from such 
subjects of the course as are in its opinion the substantial equivalent of subjects 
already passed pursuant to the repealed or amended regulations and may credit 
the candidate with the points to be scored therefor. 
9. A candidate who has been an enrolled student of or is a graduate of another 
university of tertiary educational institution and enrols in the course for the degree 
of bachelor of Architecture may, with the approval of the faculty, be given credit for 
any subject which in the opinion of the faculty is the equivalent of a subject or 
subjects passed by the candidate in the course undertaken by the candidate at that 
other university or institution. The total number of points which may be scored by a 
candidate in respect of any subjects so credited shall not normally exceed one 
hundred and twenty. 
10. A candidate who has complied with the prescribed conditions and obtained a 
cumulative points score equal to or exceeding two hundred points may be admitted 
to the degree of bacheor of Architecture. 
11. (1) A candidate for the degree of bachelor of Architecture with honours 

shall complete the course for the degree of bachelor of Architecture in 
accordance with the preceding provisions. 

(2) In each year the faculty shall, after considering the performance in the 
subjects of the Fourth and Fifth Years of the course of each candidate 
who has in that year completed the course, publish a final honours class 
list which shall contain in order of merit, as determined by the faculty in 
accordance with rules prescribed from time to time by the Academic 
Board on the recommendation of the faculty and published with the 
details of subjects, the names of candidates who have been awarded 
first class or second class honours. Candidates so classed may be 
admitted to the degree of bachelor of Architecture with honours. 

12. In this regulation "subject" shall include part of a subject. 

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE AND BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
WITH HONOURS 
The degree of bachelor of Architecture may be awarded as either a pass degree or 
a degree with honours. 
The course for either the pass or honours degree is completed by accumulating 
200 points, as credits for subjects passed, and may normally be completed in 5 
years of academic study. The academic course includes drawing office and 
laboratory work and must normally be undertaken on a full-time basis. 
The working rules for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture with Honours are set 
out in Chapter 2. 

SUBJECTS OF THE COURSE AND TYPICAL COURSE STRUCTURE 
The subjects for the degree and the points to be awarded for each subject are 
shown below. 
Set out below is the typical course structure for the degree. Variations will be made 
to this course structure with the approval of the faculty and may occur where a 
student is granted credit for previous studies, where a student has failed in 
subjects of the course and is required to repeat those subjects, or to permit elective 
subjects to be taken at an earlier stage in the course. Those subjects with 
prerequisites and/or corequisites as set out in the section below, are designated 
with a dagger. 
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First Year 
700-101 Introduction to Architecture and Building 25 points 
700-126 Mathematical Method 1 5 points 
700-146 Building Structures 5 points 
700-151 Environmental Science 1 5 points 

FIRST YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Second Year 
700-2011 Architectural Design 2 15 points 
700-214 European Architecture 10 points 
700-246t Building Technology 2 10 points 
700-252 Building Services 1 5 points 

SECOND YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Third Year 
700-301 f Architectural Design 3 15 points 
700-314f Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Architecture 10 points 
700-328 Professional Practice 1 5 points 
700-346 Building Technology 3 5 points 
700-353 Environmental Science 2 5 points 

THIRD YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Fourth Year — Requisite Subjects 
700-402 Architectural Design 4 15 points 
700-413f Australian Architecture 5 points 
700-429 Professional Practice 2 (Practice) 5 points 

At least 5 points selected from Group A electives 5 points 

30 points 

Fourth Year — Elective Subjects 
Elective subjects from Group A together with 
approved external electives. 10 points 

FOURTH YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Fifth Year — Requisite Subjects 
At least 25 points from Groups A and B including at 
least one of Architectural Design 5, Research 
Report, Investigation Project B1 and 
Investigation Project B2. 25 points 

Fifth Year — Elective Subjects 
Elective subjects from Group A and Group B together 
with approved external electives. 15 points 

FIFTH YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
the elective subjects, the points to be awarded for each subject, and the category 
in which each subject is grouped, are shown below: 
Group A 
700-336 Project Control 5 points 
700-340 Building Economics 1 5 points 
700-412 Asian Architecture 5 points 
700-416t Investigation Project A1 10 points 
700-417-j- Investigation Project A2 15 points 



700-426t Mathematical Method 2 5 points 
700-427 Design Method 5 points 
700-430 Professional Practice 2 (Basic Finance) 5 points 
700-433 Computer Programming 5 points 
700-440t Building Economics 2 5 points 
700-446 Building Technology 4 5 points 
700-452 Building Sen/ices 2 5 points 
700-454f Environmental Science 3D 5 points 
700-455t Environmental Science 3E 5 points 
700-456f Environmental Science 3F 5 points 

GROUP B 
700-437t Building Projects Organisation 5 points 
700-502 Architectural Design 5 20 points 
700-516t Investigation Project B1 10 points 
700-517f Investigation Project B2 15 points 
700-542f Research Report 20 points 

PREREQUISITES 

Subject 
700-201 Architectural 

Design 2, and 
700-246 Building 

Technology 2 

700-301 Architectural 
Design 3 

700-314 Nineteenth & 
Twentieth Century 
Architecture 

700-413 Australian 
Architecture 

700-454 Environmental 
Science 3D 

700-455 Environmental 
Science 3E 

700-456 Environmental 
Science 3 F 

700-437 Building Projects 
Organisation 

700-440 Building 
Economics 2 

Prerequisite 
700-146 Building 

Structures 
700-101 Introduction to 

Architecture and 
Building 

700-246 Building 
Technology 2 

700-214 European Architecture 
or equivalent 

700-314 Nineteenth & 
Twentieth Century 
Architecture 

700-353 Environmental Science 2 

700-353 Environmental Science 2 

700-151 Environmental Science 1 

No prerequisites: a 
basic understanding 
of accounting practice assumed. 

No prerequisites: a basic 
understanding of 
economics assumed. 

700-416 Investigation 
700-417 Project A/B 
700-516 
700-517 
700-542 Research Report 

A Grade of D or higher in subjects 
with a direct bearing upon the area 
of study of the Investigation Project. 

A Grade of C or higher in the subject(s) 
with direct bearing on the 
study area of the Report. 

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
Elective subjects may, with the approval of the Faculty, be chosen from the 
subjects of the bachelor degree courses within the Faculty or in other faculties or 
boards of studies. 
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In considering elective subjects for approval note will be taken of the relevance of 
the subject to training in Architecture. Before approving an external elective 
subject the Faculty will need to be satisfied that time-table arrangements are 
satisfactory. Points to be awarded for external elective subjects will be based on a 
standard 40 point year, will reflect an assessment of the relationship of the 
subjects to a normal year's work load in the department concerned and will be 
agreed between the department and the Faculty. Approval will not normally be 
given for external elective subjects totalling more than an equivalent of 10 points in 
any one Year, except that special approval may be given where a single external 
elective subject has an approved points rating in excess of 10 points. 
To accommodate an elective subject, students may, at the Faculty's discretion, be 
permitted to enrol in subjects with a weighting in excess of 40 points. 

APPROVAL OF COURSES 
All candidates must obtain the approval of the Faculty for their proposed choice of 
subjects and the Year in which the subjects are to be taken. Students are 
encouraged to consult members of the teaching staff to plan the selection of 
electives to give consistent development of areas of study through the course. Any 
changes proposed subsequent to the approval of the course must also be 
approved. 
An authority to enrol, setting out the approved course for the year, must be 
obtained from the Faculty Office before completing an enrolment at the Student's 
Records Office. Approval procedures, including interviews with lecturing staff 
where necessary, will take place between the date of publication of results in 
December and the middle of January. 

AVAILABILITY OF ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
It is unlikely that all elective subjects will be offered every year. The teaching of an 
elective will depend on staff availability and demand from students. 

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
Candidates are not required to obtain practical experience in architecture in order 
to qualify for admission to the degree. However, the Faculty strongly recommends 
that candidates obtain some practical experience during long vacations so that 
they can better relate their academic studies to proessional practice. The Faculty 
will approve applications for leave-of-absence from the course from candidates 
who have arranged a long period of employment in an architectural practice or who 
wish to travel to observe sites of architectural significance. The Faculty reserves 
the right not to approve every such application, as approval will depend on overall 
student numbers. 

BUILDING 
As building takes to practical fruition and plans of the architect and the engineer so 
it requires science and management skills from its professionals. The construction 
of buildings and the management of the building process are core disciplines. The 
function of the professional builder is to integrate and co-ordinate the activities of 
the many specialists engaged in the process of building. 
Employment opportunities for the Building graduate range over construction 
management, contracting, quantity surveying, property development and manage
ment, building consulting, materials production, product manufacture, teaching 
and research. 
The Building couse is an interdisciplinary one; it draws together disciplines from 
engineering, architecture, business administration and economics; the emphasis 
in the course is on the effective use of human, material and financial resources in 
the organization of the building process. 
The course divides broadly into two groups of subjects, technology and 
management. These are backed up with the necessary physics and mathematics. 
The technologies include the behaviour of materials and structures, the perform
ance of building services such as plumbing and air conditioning, the design of 
elements of structures and services, building science, and construction plant and 
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methods. The management group involves financial management with accounting, 
economic principles and building economics; quantity surveying and estimating; 
contract law and other law related to building; business administration, project 
organization and control. Particularly in the technological subjects classes are 
taken jointly with the students of architecture. Both the technology and 
management streams continue throughout the course but the emphasis changes 
from tecnology in the early years to management in the later years, there is the 
opportunity to broaden interests as elective subjects from an almost unlimited 
range are chosen by the students. Following the completion of the third year, a 
year's practical experience in approved employment within industry is required. 
There are two streams in the final year of the course, building construction and 
quantity surveying, which have some subjects in common. 

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION 
The Australian Institute of Building recognizes, without further examination, the 
bachelor of Building degree as satisfying the academic requirements for 
membership. 
When the bachelor of Building is taken with the quantity surveying stream, it is 
recognized by the Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors without further 
examination and by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (London) for 
admission to the Graduate Entry Scheme. 
The institutes require graduates to obtain approved practical experience prior to 
admission as full corporate members. 
Students are eligible for student membership from the early years of their courses 
and are welcomed by the Australian Institute of Building and the Australian 
Institute of Quantity Surveyors to take part in their activities. 

REGULATION 3.55 — DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF BUILDING 
1. (1) There shall be — 

(a) a degree of bachelor of Building; 
and 

(b) a degree of bachelor of Building wth honours. 
2. Candidates for the degree of bachelor of Building or for the degree of bachelor 
of Building with honours shall after matriculation pursue their studies for at least 
four years and pass examinations in accordance with the conditions prescribed. 
3. (1) The subjects of the course for the degree and for the degree with 

honours and the conditions on which such subjects may be taken shall 
be prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the 
faculty of Architecture and Planning and published with the details of 
subjects. 

(2) Points to be scored for each subject of the course and the order in which 
the subjects may normally be taken shall be prescribed from time to time 
by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty and 
published with the details of subjects. 

(3) Notwithstanding sub-sections (1) and (2) hereof, the faculty may allow a 
candidate to substitute for any subject of the course another subject of a 
University course which subject is, in its opinion, of at least equal 
standard and relevant to the candidate's course of study. The points to 
be scored for passing the examination in any such substituted subject 
shall be prescribed by the faculty. 

4. No candidate may pursue a course of study in any year or receive credit for 
any examinaton passed in that year unless the candidate's selection of subjects for 
the year has been approved by the faculty. 
5. (1) During each year a candidate shall perform such practical work, 

consisting of field, laboratory and drawing office work and attendance at 
demonstrations and excursions, and shall attend such tutorials as are 
prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty 
and published with the details of subjects. 

(2) A candidate who enrols for a second or subsequent time in any subject 
for which practical work is prescribed shall be required to repeat the 
whole of such work, save insofar as the candidate is exempted by the 
faculty. 
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6. (1) A candidate's progress in the candidate's course of study shall be by 
Years. 

(2) A candidate shall be — 
(a) in the First Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 

cumulative points score shall equal or exceed thirty points; 
(b) in the Second Year of the course until such time as the 

candidate's cumulative points score shall equal or exceed 
seventy points; 

(c) in the Third Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
fifteen points; 

(d) in the Fourth Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
sixty-five points. 

7. (1) A candidate who does not pass in a subject in any year may be credited 
by the faculty with the points to be scored for that subject, having regard 
to the candidates' performance in all subjects taken by the candidate at 
the examinations in that year, in accordance with principles determined 
by the faculty from time to time and approved by the Academic Board. 

(2) Where a candidate has been credited by the faculty with the points to be 
scored for a subject pursuant to sub-section (1) hereof the candidate 
may be permitted to proceed with any requisite subject of a later Year of 
the course for which a pass in such subject may be a prerequisite. 

8. Where, pursuant to regulations subsequently repealed or amended, a 
candidate has passed in or obtained credit for any subject in the course for the 
degree of bachelor of Building the faculty may determine in what further subjects 
the candidate must pass in order to obtain the degree and, notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, the faculty may exempt the candidate from such subjects 
of the course as are in its opinion the substantial equivalent of subjects already 
passed pursuant to the repealed or amended regulations and may credit the 
candidate with the points to be scored thereof. 
9. A candidate who has been an enrolled student of or is a graduate of another 
university or tertiary educational institution and enrols in the course for the degree 
of bachelor of Building may, with the approval of the faculty, be given credit for any 
subject which in the opinion of the faculty is the equivalent of a subject or subjects 
passed by the candidate in the course undertaken by the candidate at that other 
university or institution. The total number of points which may be scored by a 
candidate in respect of any subjects so credited shall not normally exceed eighty. 
10. In addition to the practical work prescribed pursuant to section 5 every 
candidate shall acquire a practical knowledge of building on such conditions as 
shall be prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty 
and published with the details of subjects. 
11. A candidate who has — 

(a) complied with the prescribed conditions, 
(b) obtained a cumulative points score equal to or exceeding one hundred 

and sixty-five points, and 
(c) provided evidence satisfactory to the faculty of having complied with the 

requirements of section 10, 
may be admitted to the degree of bachelor of Building. 
12. (1) A candidate for the degree of bachelor of Building with honours shall 

complete the course for the degree of bachelor of Building in 
accordance with the preceding provisions. 

(2) In each year the faculty shall, after considering the performance in the 
subjects of the Third and Fourth Years of the course of each candidate 
who has in that year completed the course, publish a final honours class 
list which shall contain in order of merit, as determined by the faculty in 
accordance with rules prescribed from time to time by the Academic 
Board on the recommendation of the faculty and published with the 
details of subjects, the names of candidates who have been awarded 
first class or second class honours. Candidates so classed may be 
admitted to the degree of bachelor of Building with honours. 



13. In this regulaton "subject" shall include part of a subject. 

BACHELOR OF BUILDING AND BACHELOR OF BUILDING WITH HONOURS 
The degree of bachelor of Building may be awarded as either a pass degree or as 
an honours degree. 
The course for either the pass or honours degree is completed by accumulating at 
least 165 points as credits for subjects passed and may normally be undertaken in 
five years comprising four years of academic study and a year of practical 
experience as previously noted. The final year of the course contains two optional 
streams in building or quantity surveying. 
The working rules for the degree of Bachelor of Building with Honours are set out in 
Chapter 2. 

SUBJECTS OF THE COURSE AND TYPICAL COURSE STRUCTURE 
The subjects for the degree and the points to be awarded for each subject are 
shown below. 
Set out below is the typical course structure for the degree. Variations will be made 
to this course structure with the approval of the Faculty and may occur where a 
student is granted credit for previous studies or where a student has failed in 
subjects of the course and is required to repeat those subjects. Those subjects 
with prerequisites and/or corequisites as set out in the section below, are 
designated with a dagger. 

First Year 
700-101 Introduction to Architecture and Building 25 points 
700-126 Mathematical Method 1 5 points 
700-146 Building Structures 5 points 
700-151 Environmental Science 1 5 points 

FIRST YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Second Year 
700-2041 Construction Design and Practice 2 10 points 
700-226 Mathematical Method 2 5 points 
700-234 Quantity Surveying and Estimating 1 5 points 
700-246 Building Technology 2 10 points 
700-252 Building Services 1 5 points 
311-201 Business Administration 1 5 points 

SECOND YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Third Year 
700-304t Construction Design and Practice 3 10 points 
700-328 Professional Practice 1 5 points 
700-334 Quantity Surveying and Estimating 2 5 points 
700-336 Project Control 5 points 
700-340 Building Economics 1 5 points 
700-346 Building Technology 3 5 points 
306-101 Accounting A 10 points 

THIRD YEAR TOTAL 45 points 

Fourth Year (Building) 
700-4041 Construction Design and Practice 4 10 points 
700-437T Building Projects Organization 5 points 
700-440t Building Economics 2 5 points 
700-446 Building Technology 4 5 points 
700-452 Building Services 2 5 points 
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FOURTH YEAR REQUISITES 30 points 
Selected Electives 10 points 

FOU RTH YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Fourth Year — Elective Subjects 

Students may choose elective subjects in consultation with their course adviser. 

Fourth Year (Quantity Surveying) 
700-434 Quantity Surveying and Estmating 3 10 points 
700-437+ Building Projects Organization 5 points 
700-440T Building Economics 2 5 points 

FOURTH YEAR REQUISITES 20 points 
Selected Electives 20 points 

FOURTH YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

PREREQUISITES AND COREQUISITES 

700-204 

700-304 

700-404 

700-437 

700-440 

700-416 
700-417 

Subject 
Construction 
Design & 
Practice 2 
Construction 
Design & 
Practice 3 
Construction 
Design & 
Practice 4 
Building 
Projects 
Organisation 
Building 
Economics 2 

Investigation 
Project A 

Prerequisites 
700-146 Building 

Structures 

700-246 Building 
Technology 2 

700-346 Building 
Technology 3 

Corequlsltes 
700-246 Building Technology 2 

and 
700-252 Building Services 1 
700-346 Building Technology 3 

700-446 Building Technology 4 
700-452 Building Services 2 

No prerequisites: 
a basic understanding 
of accounting practice assumed. 
No prerequisites: 
a basic understanding 
of economics assumed. 
A Grade of D or higher in subjects 
with a direct bearing upon the area 
of study of the investigation 
Project. 

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
Elective subjects may, with the approval of the Faculty be chosen from the 
subjects of the bachelor degree courses within the Faculty or in other faculties or 
boards of studies. 
In considering elective subjects for approval note will be taken of the relevance of 
the subject to training in Building. Before approving an external elective subject the 
Faculty will need to be satisfied that time-table arrangements are satisfactory. 
Points to be awarded for external elective subjects will be based on a standard 40 
point year, will reflect an assessment of the relationship of the subjects to a normal 
year's work load in the department concerned, and will be agreed between the 
department and the Faculty. Approval will not normally be given for external 
elective subjects totalling more than an equivalent of 10 points in any one Year, 
except that special approval may be given where a single external elective subject 
has an agreed points rating in excess of 10 points. 

APPROVAL OF COURSES 
All candidates must obtain the approval of the Faculty for their proposed choice of 
subjects. Any changes subsequent to the approval of the course must also be 
approved. 
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An Authority to Enrol, setting out the approved course for the Year must be 
obtained from the Faculty Office before completing an enrolment at the Students' 
Records Office. This applies to ALL students of second and subsequent years 
irrespective of whether or not the approved course contains elective subjects. 
Approval procedures, including interviews with staff whera necessary, will take 
place between the date of publication of examination results in December and the 
middle of January. 

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
Every candidate for the degree of bachelor of Building shall, unless exempted by 
the faculty, be required during the admissions terms following First and Second 
Years, and during the year after the completion, or, in the opinion of the faculty, the 
substantial completion of the Third Year, to engage in acquiring a practical 
knowledge of building, provided that the full period of such practical experience 
shall not be less than twelve calendar months. 
Every candidate shall, before entering on this work, submit to the faculty for 
approval the conditions under which he or she proposes to gain his or her practical 
experience and shall, after completing the work, submit a certified record 
satisfactory to the faculty that the approved conditions have been fulfilled. 

TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Town and Regional Planning is generally concerned with improving the human 
environment and particularly with the factors and forces that determine the uses of 
land; its aim is to achieve land use patterns which allow people and institutions to 
pursue their individual objectives with maximum freedom and minimum conflict 
with the constraints of social, economic and political realities. 
The frame of reference of the town planner is necessarily broad and requires an 
understanding of a wide variety of disciplines within the social and natural 
sciences, and especially of the inter-relationships between them. Equally 
significant to the planner, though at smaller scales of planning, is the use of the 
professional skills of the architect, the builder, the urban designer, and the 
landscape architect. 
Despite this need for a knowledge of a wide range of traditional disciplines, the 
town planner has a special responsibility and contribution to make among the 
professions concerned with the process of urban and regional development. He is 
required to be able to provide a synthesis of the forces that shape development 
and to assist the decision makers responsible for resolving competition between 
conflicting demands on the use of land. 
Whether he is advising on the form of metropolitan expansion, or on the network of 
communications in a region with newly-discovered mineral resources, or merely 
upon the siting of a petrol-filling station in a suburban street, his basic method is 
much the same. He must collect, collate and analyse all the available data 
necessary to define the problem as part of a pattern of change; in the light of his 
analysis he must examine all the solutions that might be applied and justify his 
choice of one of them by consideration of their advantages and disadvantages; he 
must ensure a balance of firmness and flexibility in his proposal so that its 
implementation can maintain all the affected land in its best use for the foreseeable 
future. 
Because his profession is concerned with the interactions between different uses 
of land it is natural that many of the decisions the town planner recommends must 
be taken at government level, and he will therefore find many channels for 
employment in municipal, state or national government or in quasi-government 
authorities established to deal with particular aspects of urban and regional 
development. Indeed, throughout the world, under all political systems, the 
encouragement and control of development is increasingly recognized as one of 
the prime responsibilities of government. In the Australian States there is a 
considerable variety of agencies concerned with long-range planning and control 
of development at regional and local levels. Like many planning authorities 
established under Town and Country Planning legislation, these agencies are 
seeking professional officers qualified first and foremost as land-use planners. 
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Similar trends are apparent in private employment. Public agencies employ 
consultants thereby creating demands for planners in private professional offices. 
Large organizations concerned with construction or land development and finance 
also have their own professional staffs. 
In the face of such complex changes, the extent of ignorance about the 
relationship between society and the form of the local and regional environment is 
being recognized by a demand for research. Land use planning is one of the many 
disciplines in which opportunities for research. Land use planning is one of the 
many discilines in which opportunies for research. Land use planning is one of the 
many disciplines in which opportunities for research in universities and public or 
private organizations are increasing, wit attractive possibilities for the more able 
student to follow an academic career through higher degrees either by 
specialization or interdisciplinary work. 
The undergraduate and postgraduate courses offered by the department of Town 
and Regional Planning reflect the diverse knowledge and skills required of the 
town planners. A core curriculum relating directly to the substance of town and 
regional planning theories and techniques runs through all years of the courses for 
the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, and the degree of master 
of Urban Planning. Requisite and elective subjects complement the core curricula 
to provide a sound general planning education as well as avenues of specialization 
which vary in range and extent within each of the two courses. 

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION 
The Royal Australian Planning Institute recognizes the degree of bachelor of Town 
and Regional Planning and the degrees of master of Town and Regional Planning 
and master of Urban Planning as meeting the requisite standards for admission to 
corporate membership of the Institute subsequent to the completion of the periods 
of practical experence prescribed under the by-laws of the Institute. 
The Royal Town Planning Institute, London also recognizes the courses offered by 
the department, but graduates, in common with graduates from four other 
recognized overseas schools, are required, on an individual basis, to take Paper F, 
Procedures of Planning in Part II and Paper I (i) Fields of Planning and Paper I (ii) 
Interaction of Fields in Part IV of the Institute's Final Examination in order to satify 
the academic requirements for corporate membership. 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN PLANNING INSTITUTE 
The RAPI is the Professional Institute of Town and Regional Planners in Australia. 
The Institute's role in planning education is essentially one concerned with 
maintaining and advancing the study of planning with the purpose of securing high 
standards of professional competence. 
Academic attainment and professional competence in the field of planning are of 
direct interest to the Institute in determining eligibility for membership. One of the 
Institute's current roles in planning education is that of recognizing those courses 
which meet the Institute's educational policy and guidelines. 
Further enquiries: Royal Australian Planning Institute Inc. Victorian Division, GPO 
Box 350 C, Melbourne, 3001. Telephone 602 3114. 

REGULATION 3.62 DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF TOWN 
AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
1. There shall be — 

(a) a degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning; and 
(b) a degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning with honours. 

2. Candidates for the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning or for 
the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning with honours shall after 
matriculation pursue their studies for at least four years and pass examinations in 
accordance with the conditions prescribed. 

3. (1) The subjects of the course for the degree and for the degree with 
honours and the conditions on which such subjects may be taken shall 
be prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the 
faculty of Architecture and Planning and published with the details of 
subjects. 



(2) Points to be scored for each subject of the course and the order in which 
the subjects may normally be taken shall be prescribed from time to tim? 
by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty and 
published with the details of subjects. 

(3) Notwithstanding sub-sections (1) and (2) hereof, the faculty may allow a 
candidate to substitute for any subject of the course another subject of a 
University course which subject is, in its opinion, of at least equal 
standard and relevant to the candidate's course of study. The points to 
be score for passing the examination in any such substituted subject 
shall be prescribed by the faculty. 

4. No candidate may pursue a course of study in any year or receive credit for 
any examination passed in that year unless the candidate's selection of subjects 
for the year has been approved by the faculty. 
5. (1) During each year a candidate shall perform such practical work, 

consisting of field, laboratory and drawing work and attendance at 
demonstrations and excursions, and shall attend such tutorials as are 
prescribed by the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty 
and published with the details of subjects. 

(2) A candidate who enrols for a second or subsequent time in any subject 
for which practical work is prescribed shall be required to repeat the 
whole of such practical work, save insofar as the candidate is exempted 
by the faculty. 

6. (1) A candidate's progress in the candidate's course of study shall be by 
Years. 

(2) A candidate shall be — 
(a) in the First Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 

cumulative points score shall equal or exceed thirty points; 
(b) in the Second Year of the course until such time as the 

candidate's cumulative points score shall equal or exceed 
seventy points; 

(c) in the Third Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
ten points. 

(d) in the Fourth Year of the course until such time as the candidate's 
cumulative points score shall equal or exceed one hundred and 
sixty points. 

7. (1) A candidate who does not pass in a subject in any year may be credited 
by the faculty with the points to be scored for that subject, having regard 
to the candidate's performance in all subjects taken by the candidate at 
the examinations in that year, in accordance with principles determined 
by the faculty from time to time and approved by the Academic Board. 

(2) Where a candidate has been credited by the faculty with the points to be 
scored for a subject pursuant to sub-section (1) hereof the candidate 
may be permitted to proceed with any requisite subject of a later Year of 
the course for which a pass in such subject may be a prerequisite. 

8. Where, pursuant to regulations subsequently repealed or amended, a 
candidate has passed in or obtained credit for any subject in the course for the 
degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning the faculty may determine in 
what further subjects the candidate must pass in order to obtain the degree and, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the faculty may exempt the candidate 
from such subjects of the course as are in its opinion the substantial equivalent of 
subjects already passed pursuant to the repealed or amended regulations and 
may credit the candidate with the points to be scored therefor. 
9. A candidate who has been an enrolled student of or is a graduate of another 
university or tertiary educational institution and enrols in the course for the degree 
of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning may, with the approval of the faculty, 
be given credit for any subject which in the opinion of the faculty is the equivalent of 
a subject or subjects passed by the candidate in the course undertaken by the 
candidate at that other university or institution. The total number of points which 
may be scored by a candidate in respect of any subjects so credited shall not 
normally exceed eighty. 
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10. A candidate who has — 
(a) complied with the prescribed conditions, 

. and 
(b) obtained a cumulative points score equal to or exceeding one hundred 

and sixty points, 
may be admitted to the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning. 
11. (1) A candidate for the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning 

with honours shall complete the course for the degree of bachelor of 
Town and Regional Planning in accordance with the preceding 
provisions. 

(2) In each year the faculty shall, after considering the performance in the 
subjects of the Third and Fourth Years of the course of each candidate 
who has in that year completed the course, publish a final honours class 
list which shall contain in order of merit, as determined by the faculty in 
accordance with rules prescribed from time to time by the Academic 
Board on the recommendation of the faculty and published with the 
details of subjects, the names of candidates who have been awarded 
first class or second class honours. Candidates so classed may be 
admitted to the degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning with 
honours. 

12. In this regulation "subject" shall include part of a subject. 

BACHELOR OF TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING AND BACHELOR OF 
TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING WITH HONOURS 
The degree of bachelor of Town and Regional Planning may be awarded as either 
a pass degree or a degree with honours. 
The course for either the pass or honours degree is completed by accumulating 
160 points, as credits for subjects passed, and may normally be completed in 4 
years of academic study. The academic course includes drawing office and 
laboratory work and must normally be undertaken on a full-time basis. 
Working Rules for the degree of Bachelor of Town and Regional Planning with 
Honours are set out in Chapter 2. 

SUBJECTS OF THE COI.'TCE AND TYPICAL COURSE STRUCTURE 
The subjects for the degree and the points to be awarded for each subject are 
shown below. 
Set out below is the typical course structure for the degree. Variations will be made 
to this course structure with the approval of the Faculty and may occur where a 
student is granted credit for previous studies or where a student has failed in 
subjects of the course and is required to repeat those subjects. 

First Year 
705-101 Town and Regional Planning 1 15 points 
705-121 History of Planning 5 points 
705-131 Planning Statistics 10 points 
316-151 Economics 1A (Arts) 10 points 

FIRST YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Second Year 
705-201 Town and Regional Planning 2 15 points 
705-240 Transport Planning 10 points 
705-221 Urban Sociology 5 points 
321-301 Urban Economic Studies 10 points 

SECOND YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Third Year — Requisite Subjects 
705-301 Town and Regional Planning 3 15 points 
705-331 Law of Planning 10 points 
705-221 Urban Sociology 5 points 



ELECTIVE SUBJECT 10 points 

THIRD YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

Fourth Year 
705-401 Town and Regional Planning 4 15 points 
705-403 Research Report (Planning) 15 points 

ELECTIVE SUBJECT 10 points 

FOURTH YEAR TOTAL 40 points 

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
Elective subjects may, with the approval of the Faculty and the department 
concerned, be chosen from the subjects of the bachelor degree courses in 
Architecture or Building or in courses in other faculties or boards of studies. In 
approving external elective subjects note will be taken of potential areas of overlap 
with requisite subjects of the bachelor degree course in Town and Regional 
Planning. Before approving an external elective subject the Faculty will need to be 
satisfied that timetable arrangements are satisfactory. 
It is recommended that students take the opportunity, provided by the elective 
options, of undertaking studies in one discipline during the third and fourth years of 
the degree course. 

POLIS 
The magazine Polls was founded by and is produced by the students of the 
department. It is a serious journal of planning and has a unique place in the 
literature of planning in Australia. Students and staff of the department and people 
concerned with planning and urban affairs throughout Australia contribute material 
and the journal is usually published two or three times a year. 
The department recognizes that some contributions to Polls can be directly 
relevant to particular subjects of the course in Town and Regional Planning and it 
also recognizes that some alleviation of the work load or other concessions may be 
appropriate for students who are actively engaged in the production of Polls. It is 
the responsibility of students so affected to^ reach agreement with their Year 
co-ordinator early in the year or as soon as a decision to work on Polls has been 
taken. 
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CHAPTER 4 

POSTGRADUATE DEGREES — COURSE DETAILS 
700-601 Master of Architecture (by thesis) 
700-602 Master of Building (by thesis) 
705-606 Master of Environmental Studies (by thesis) 
705-607 Master of Environmental Studies (by course work) 
705-604 Master of Landscape Architecture (by thesis) 
705-605 Master of Landscape Architecture (by course work) 
705-601 Master of Town and Regional Planning (by thesis) 
705-602 Master of Urban Planning (by course work and minor thesis) 

Doctor of Architecture (by thesis) 
Doctor of Philosophy (by thesis) 

UNIVERSITY GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION FOR ENTRY 
TO POSTGRADUATE COURSES 

1. Preamble 
1.1 Applicability 

These principles shall not apply to postgraduate courses under the 
control of the Academic Board pursuant to Regulation 3.60 (Doctor of 
Philosophy). 

1.2 Selection Committee 
1.2.1 There shall be a selection committee for entry Jo each 

postgraduate course consisting of the Dean of the faculty or 
Chairman of the board of studies concerned or a person 
nominated by the Dean or Chairman, and such other members as 
may be appointed by the faculty or board of studies. If any 
member of a selection committee is unable to act, the Dean of the 
faculty or Chairman of the board of studies may approve the 
appointment of a substitute, on behalf of the faculty or board of 
studies concerned. 

1.2.2 A selection committee shall identify those applicants to whom 
offers shall be made for places available for that course. 

1.2.3 A selection committee shall make its decision by the vote of a 
majority of the members present and voting and shall report 
those decisions to the faculty or board of studies as soon as 
possible. 

1.3 Applications 
1.3.1* Applicants for selection should submit applications on the 

appropriate form by the date prescribed or by such closing date 
as may be prescribed for the receipt of late applications1. 

1.3.2 No application for selection lodged after such closing date shall 
be considered unless the selection committee concerned is 
satisfied that special circumstances exist which justify a late 
application. 

1.4 Special and General Principles 
1.4.1 Special principles of selection for any faculty or board of studies 

may be approved by Council on the recommendation of the 
Academic Board. 

1.4.2 Except insofar as is provided by general principles of selection 
those special principles shall not conflict with the general 
principles. 

1.5 Eligibility 
Except as otherwise provided in special principles of selection appli
cants for selection lor the first or later years of a postgraduate course 
must have: 

Makes provision tor Special Principles to be proposed. 
Such dates, tl any, may be prescribed in Special Principles ot Selection or by notification in the relevant 

Handbook for the course concerned. 
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(a) satisfied the University entrance requirements; 
(b) satisfied any prerequisite or entry requirements for and the 

provisions of any regulations applicable to, the course for 
which selection is sought: 

(c) successfully completed, to a standard satisfactory to the 
appropriate faculty or board of studies, courses of study 
which, in the opinion of the faculty or board of studies, are 
equivalent to those for which standing or credit is sought; 
and 

(d) complied with any requirements for eligibility contained in 
special principles of selection for the course for which 
selection is sought. 

1.6 Level of Entry: (Applicable only to post-graduate courses which are 
divided into years). 
1.6.1 The selection committee shall consider applicants for selection 

at the year or level of the course which is determined in 
accordance with the relevant course regulation and any working 
rules2 of the faculty or board of studies. 

1.6.2 To the extent necessary to establish the year or level for which 
an applicant is to be considered for selection, credit to be granted 
for work done in other courses may be determined in accordance 
with Regulation 3.3 and any working rules, if the faculty or board 
of studies has not provided otherwise for such a determination. 

1.6.3 Unless the applicant has specified otherwise, any applicant 
found to be ineligible for selection at a particular level shall be 
considered for selection at the highest level for which the 
applicant is eligible. 

Selection 
2.1 Pursuant to the following principles and to any special principles 

approved by Council, the selection committee shall identify those 
eligible applicants who are considered most likely to pursue successfully 
the course concerned. Such applicants shall be ranked by the selection 
committee and places shall be offered in accordance with such ranking 
until the places available3 have been filled. 
2.1.1 Selection shall be based primarily on academic merit as judged 

by reference to the whole academic record of the applicant. 
2.1.2 In establishing the relative likelihood of success of any applicant, 

a selection committee may, at its discretion, take into account: 
(a) the age of an applicant when completing part of or all of a 

course of study relied on as qualifying the applicant for 
admission and the period of time which has passed since 
completion to those studies: 

(b) any illness, war or military service, or serious hardship as a 
result of which the studies or examination performance of an 
applicant have, in the opinion of the committee, been 
adversely affected; 

(c) physical handicaps or disabilities; 
(d) reports from persons with relevant professional qualifica

tions, where those reports may assist the selection commit
tee in evaluating the effect of factors referred to in 
paragraph (b) or (c); 

(e) the applicant's reasons for wishing to pursue the course; 
(f) any work or research experience which, in the opinion of the 

selection committee, may be relevant to the proposed 
course of study; 

Where working rules are used a copy may be obtained from the Assistant Registrar ot the faculty or board of 
studies concerned. 

Places available shall be determined by Council in accordance with resolutions agreed by Council from time 
to time and notified in terms of target figures, quotas or sub-quotas of Weighted Student Units attributable 
to postgraduate students, reserved for each faculty, board of studies or postgraduate course of the 
University, as the case may be. 
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(g)' any other matters specified in the special principles of 
selection of the course for which selection is sought. 

2.1.3' A selection committee may conduct interviews to elucidate the 
matters referred to in section 2.1.2 above or for such purposes as 
may be provided for in special principles of selection. 

2.1.4 A selection committee shall take into account any relevant 
written information submitted by an applicant. 

2.1.5* A selection committee may conduct written or other tests for 
such purposes as may be provided for in special principles of 
selection. 

2.1.6' A selection committee may also take into account any special 
principles of selection or other factors approved by Council on the 
recommendation of the faculty or board of studies concerned. 

2.2 A selection committee shall select a candidate only if it is satisfied that 
the faculty or board of studies can arrange for the adequate supervision 
of the candidate and can provide, or arrange access to, adequate 
facilities for the support of that candidate. 

3* Conditional Selection 
Pursuant to Regulation 3.3, section 1(1), special principles of selection may 
provide for the imposition of conditions subject to which admission may be 
granted. 

ARCHITECTURE 
Postgraduate degrees in Architecture are the master of Architecture and the doctor 
of Architecture. Both these degrees are awarded after presentation of an 
acceptable thesis. 
Research for the master of Architecture may be undertaken on either a full-time 
basis for a minimum period of one year or on a part-time basis over a longer 
period. There is no organized programme of course work for higher degrees in 
Architecture but candidates are accepted if they have appropriate qualification and 
if their proposed topics fall within the ambit of architectural research and are also 
within areas for which a suitable supervisor may be found. 
Applicants for admission as candidates for postgraduate degrees should contact 
the faculty office for advice on their candidature and to obtain the necessary 
application forms. 
The regulations relating to postgraduate degrees in architecture are as follows. 

REGULATION 3.49 — DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
1. A person who — 

(a) (i) is a bachelor of Architecture or a bachelor of Architecture with 
honours; or 

(ii) is any other graduate of the University who has had adequate 
experience and training in architecture to the satisfaction of the 
faculty of Architecture and Planning ("the faculty"); or 

(b) (i) has been admitted in another university or tertiary educational 
institution to a degree which is recognized by the faculty pursuant 
to Regulation 3.3.1 as appropriate for the purposes of this 
regulation and has had adequate experience and training in 
architecture to the satisfaction of the faculty, or 

(ii) produces satisfactory evidence that the person has had adequ
ate training and experience and has the ability to pursue the 
course of advanced study and research proposed; and 

(c) where required by the faculty, pursues and completes to the satisfaction 
of the faculty a preliminary course of study or research prescribed by the 
faculty; 

may, subject to the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidature for the 
degree of master of Architecture. 
2. A person undertaking a course of preliminary study or research as required by 
the faculty pursuant to paragraph (b) of section 1 shall — 
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(a) if studying full-time, complete that course within one year of its 
commencement; or 

(b) if studying part-time, complete that course within 2 years of its 
commencement; and 

(c) during that course, be enrolled as a student undertaking preliminary 
studies in a course leading to candidature for the degree of master. 

3. Before commencing the course for the degree a candidate shall obtain the 
approval of the faculty for the course of study and research proposed by the 
candidate and shall obtain the approval of the faculty for any subsequent change in 
such course. 
4. A person engaged in another regular occupation which, in the opinion of the 
faculty, allows the person sufficient time to pursue the studies required, or who is a 
full-time member of the University staff, may be accepted as a part-time candidate 
for the degree. 
5. (1) A candidate who — 

(a) has engaged in research and submitted within the time pre
scribed a thesis or design satisfactory to the examiners embody
ing the result of such research and 

(b) has passed such examination as the faculty may prescribe, 
may be admitted to the degree of master of Architecture. 

(2) No candiate shall be admitted to the degree who has not submitted the 
thesis or design — 
(a) if a full-time candidate, within two years, or 
(b) if a part-time candidate, within five years 
from the date of first enrolment (including time spent as a student 
enrolled for a course of preliminary study as required by the faculty prior 
to commencing the course for the degree); or 
(c) within such extension of the time prescribed as may be granted to 

the candidate with the permission of the dean on the recom
mendation of the faculty. 

6. (1) A candidate may not submit for examination work in respect of which the 
candidate has already qualified for a degree in a university or for a 
qualification equivalent to such degree or, without the permission of the 
faculty, work which the candidate has previously submitted for any such 
degree or equivalent qualification. 

(2) Subject to this section the provisions of regulation 4.6.2 shall apply to 
the submission of work by a candidate for examination. 

REGULATION 3.50 — DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
1. The faculty of Architecture and Planning may admit as a candidate for the 
degree of doctor of Architecture any person who is a master of Architecture, or a 
bachelor of Architecture or a bachelor of Architecture with honours in either event 
of at least five years' standing, or a graduate in some other faculty who is of at least 
five years' standing and who satisfies the faculty that he has had adequate training 
and experience in Architecture. 
2. The faculty shall not admit any person as a candidate for the degree unless in 
its opinion he has already made substantial and distinguished contributions to 
Architecture. 
3. A candidate shall submit a record of the work whether published or 
unpublished which he wishes to submit for examination. No candidate may submit 
for examination work in respect of which he has already qualified for a degree in 
any university or, without the permission of the faculty, work which he has 
previously presented for any such degree. The faculty, if it approve the subject or 
subjects of the work submitted for examination, shall nominate examiners. 
4. A candidate shall when submitting work for examination state generally in a 
preface and specifically in notes the sources from which his information is derived, 
the extent to which he has availed himself of the work of others and in general 
terms the portions of his work which he claims as original. When a candidate 
submits work carried out in collaboration with another person, he shall indicate his 
own share in the work. 
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5. Subject to the statutes and regulations of the University, the faculty shall give 
directions for the conduct of the examination. 
6. A candidate whose work as submitted gives evidence of research and ability 
satisfactory to the examiners and in their opinion constitutes a definite contribution 
to architecture and who has fulfilled the prescribed conditions may be admitted to 
the degree of doctor of Architecture. 

BUILDING 
The degree of Master of Building is awarded after presentation of an acceptable 
thesis. 
There is no organized programme of course work for the degree of Master of 
Building. Candidates are accepted if they have appropriate qualifications and if 
their proposed topics fall within the ambit of building research and are also within 
areas for which a suitable supervisor may be found. 
Applicants for admission as candidates for postgraduate degrees should contact 
the faculty office for advice regarding their candidature and to obtain the necessary 
application forms. 

REGULATION 3.74 — DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUILDING 
1. A person who — 

(a) (i) is a bachelor of Building or a bachelor of Building with honours; or 
(ii) has an equivalent qualification approved by the faculty of 

Architecture and Planning; or 
(iii) holds a degree of this or another university which degree is 

approved by the faculty for the purpose and has had adequate 
experience and training in building to the satisfaction of the 
faculty; and 

(b) where required by the faculty, pursues and completes to the satisfaction 
of the faculty a preliminary course of study or research prescribed by the 
faculty; 

may, subject to the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidature for the 
degree of Master of Building. 
2. A person undertaking a course of preliminary study or research as required by 
the faculty pursuant to paragraph (b) of section 1 shall — 

(a) (i) if studying full-time, complete that course within one year of its 
commencement; or 

(ii) if studying part-time, complete that course within two years of its 
commencement; and 

(b) during that course, be enrolled under Regulation 2.2 and Regulation 
2.2A as undertaking a preliminary course of studies. 

3. Before commencing the course for the degree a candidate shall obtain the 
approval of the faculty for the course of study and research proposed by the 
candidate and shall obtain the approval of the faculty for any subsequent change in 
such course. 
4. A person engaged in another regular occupation which, in the opinion of the 
faculty, allows the person sufficient time to pursue the studies required, or who is a 
full-time member of the University staff, may be accepted as a part-time candidate 
for the degree. 
5. (1) A candidate who — 

(a) has engaged in research and submitted within the time prescribed a 
thesis satisfactory to the examiners embodying the results of such 
research; and 

(b) has passed such examinations as the faculty may prescribe, 
may be admitted to the degree of master of Building. 

(2) No candidate shall be admitted to the degree who has not submitted the 
thesis — 

(a) if a full-time candidate, within two years; or 
(b) if a part-time candidate, within five years, 

from the date of first enrolment (including time spent as a student enrolled 
pursuant to paragraph (b) of section 2 hereof); or 
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(c) within such extension of the time prescribed as may be granted to the 
candidate with the permission of the dean on the recommendation of the 
faculty. 

6. (1) A candidate may not submit for examination work in respect of which the 
candidate has already qualified for a degree in a university or for a qualification 
equivalent to such degree or, without the permission of the faculty, work which the 
candidate has previously submitted for any such degree or equivalent qualification. 

(2) Subject to this section the provisions of Regulation 4.6.2 shall apply to 
the submission of work by a candidate for examination. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
The degree can be done either by thesis or by coursework. 

705-607 MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BY 
COURSEWORK 
STRUCTURE OF COURSE 
The degree by coursework is a three-year part-time course offered by the faculty 
under the direction and co-ordination of the School of Environmental Planning. The 
degree is designed to provide knowledge and training in the major disciplines 
involved in environmental planning and management, with emphasis being placed 
upon the interaction of these elements in actual situations. To emphasize this 
major emphasis the course culminates in a multi disciplinary research project on a 
topic selected by a group of students in consultation with the staff of the School. 
SUBJECTS OF THE COURSE 
In each of the first two years of the course candidates will take two of the following 
four subjects: 
705-621 Ecology and Environment Management 
705-622 Social Analysis and Assessment 
705-623 Resource and Energy Management 
705-624 Public Decision-Making and the Environment 
Only two of these subjects will be offered each year, with the second pair being 
offered in 1984, and thereafter in every alternate year, and the first pair in 1985 and 
thereafter in every alternative year. 
In the third year students will be formed into groups of 3 to 5 students drawn from 
different disciplinary backgrounds, to take the subject: 
705-625 Environmental Research Project 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for the degree by coursework will hold a degree or equivalent 
qualification in an appropriate discipline. Before being admitted to candidature 
applicants may be required to undertake a course of preliminary studies and 
assessment prescribed by the faculty and satisfy the faculty by the results of this 
study of their ability to pursue the course satisfactorily. In the case of candidates 
with only a three-year tertiary qualification such studies will be mandatory. 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
In cases where preliminary studies are required they will consist of undergraduate 
courses offered by the faculty or by other faculties in the following groups: 
Group A - Natural Environment 
Group C - Social Sciences 
Group E - Quantitative Methods 
Applicants with three-year degrees or their equivalent must take subjects totalling 
at least 20 points drawn from at least two of the above groups. The subjects 
selected must be such as not substantially to cover the same ground as subjects 
already taken in gaining the original qualification. 
A list of subjects approved for 1984 is available from the Faculty office, although 
other proposals may be put to the course co-ordinator. It is the student's 
responsibility to ensure that time-table clashes do not occur. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Potential applicants for admission to the course are advised to contact the faculty 
office, in writing or in person, as early as practicable to check on the acceptability 
of their qualifications. Applicants should then obtain an application form from the 
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faculty office and submit it by December 15 of the year before they wish to take up 
candidature. Applicants will be advised by January 31st of the following year 
whether their application has been successful, or whether preliminary studies will 
be required. 

705-606 MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BY THESIS 
STRUCTURE 
The main requirement of the degree by thesis is the execution of an approved 
research project and submission of a major thesis embodying the results of it. 
Depending on the background of the candidate and the research work being 
undertaken a minor course work component may also be required. The research 
will be into an aspect of environmental planning or management selected after 
consultation with the staff of the School of Environmental Planning, and approved 
by the faculty. The research thesis will require the application of research skills to 
the analysis of an environmental problem with multiple components. 
Candidature may be undertaken on either a full-time or a part-time basis. Part-time 
candidature will be deemed to be not less than half-time. 
The thesis required under the provisions of Regulaton 3.90 is normally expected to 
be submitted within two years of the commencement date in the case of a full-time 
candidate or within four years of the commencement date in the case of a part-time 
candidate. The normal period between the date of enrolment and the date of 
submission of thesis by a full-time candidate is expected to be eighteen months. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
The Faculty of Architecture and Planning had decided not to determine by 
regulation precise minimum qualifications for admission to candidature for the 
M.Env.S. by thesis: instead it will consider each application on its merits. It is 
expected, however, that most applicants will have completed undergraduate work 
of high quality equivalent to a four-year bachelors degree, in which an overall level 
of honours (or its equivalent) was attained in the last year of that degree course or 
over the aggregate period of the course. Regulation 3.90 also provides for 
admission to candidature of persons who can satisfy the faculty that their training 
and professional experience are such that they are likely to be able to pursue the 
course successfully. To do this the faculty may prescribe preliminary studies. In 
such cases the preliminary studies prescribed will be as outlined above for 
705-607 Master of Environmental Studies by coursework. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Before making a formal application, a prospective applicant should contact the 
chairman of the School of Environmental Planning. The chairman will require the 
following information. 
(i) Certificates and a certified transcript of the candidate's academic record, 

including full details of all subjects undertaken and grades obtained. 
(ii) Details of any training and professional experience relevant to the proposed 

field of research and the applicant in general (cf. Regulation 3.90.1 (a)(iii).). 
(iii) Details of published papers, if any. 
(iv) A statement on the specific field in which it is hoped to undertake 

postgraduate work. 
If it appears that the applicant is qualified for admission and acceptable to the 
School, the chairman will arrange for discussions to be held between the applicant 
and appropriate staff members regarding a possible research topic and supervisor. 
Following these discussions the chairman of the school may encourage the 
student to submit a formal applicaton through him to the faculty (application forms 
are available from the School or Faculty Office). 

REGULATION 3.90 — DEGREE OF MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
1. (1) A person who — 

(a) (i) is a graduate of or qualified to graduate in the University; or 
(ii) has been admitted in another university or tertiary educa

tional institution to a degree recognized by the faculty of 
Architecture and Planning ("the faculty") pursuant to 
Regulation 3.3.1 for the purposes of this regulation; or 
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(iii) produces satisfactory evidence that the person has had 
adequate training and experience and has the ability to 
pursue the course of advanced study and research 
proposed; and 

(b) is of such standing as may be prescribed; 
(c) is recommended for candidature by the chairman of an appropriate 

department; and 
(d) has obtained approval for the proposed course of advanced study 

and research. 
may, subject to the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidature for the 
degree of master of Environmental Studies. 

(2) The faculty may, on the recommendation of the chairman of the 
appropriate department, prescribe a course of preliminary studies which an 
applicant for candidature must pursue and complete to the satisfaction of the 
faculty before admission to candidature. 
2. (1) A candidate shall engage in an approved course of advanced study and 
research on a full-time basis under such supervision as may be prescribed for at 
least twelve months save that a person who — 

(i) is a member of the academic staff of the University, or 
(ii) is engaged in an occupation which in the opinion of the faculty 

leaves the person substantially free to carry out the work of the 
approved course in a department of the University 

may be admitted as a part-time candidate. 
(2) The minimum period during which a part-time candidate shall undertake 

the approved course shall in each case be prescribed having regard to the 
proportion of the candidate's time which the candidate is able to devote to the 
course. 

3. (1) A candidate who wishes to make changes in an approved course 
subsequent to admission to candidature must apply for and obtain approval for 
such changes. 

(2) Except by special permission a candidate may not enrol for any subject 
of a course or any course of studies other than the approved course. 

4. (1) The approved course for the purposes of this regulation may be an 
approved course — 

(a) by thesis; or 
(b) by course work. 

(2) A candidate for the degree by thesis shall undergo such examinations or 
assessment as may be determined and shall submit for examination within the 
period prescribed in each case a thesis based on the work carried out during the 
approved course. 

(3) A candidate for the degree by course work shall — 
(a) pursue advanced studies in an approved course, for a period 

prescribed by the faculty in each case which is not less than the 
equivalent of one academic year of full-time studies under such 
supervision as shall be prescribed; 

(b) engage with other candidates nominated by the faculty in the 
conduct of a prescribed research project and the preparaton of a 
dissertation thereon; and 

(c) satisfy the examiners at such examinations or by such assessment 
as may be prescribed. 

5. (1) The subjects of the course for the degree and the conditions under 
which such subjects may be taken shall be as prescribed by the Academic Board 
on the recommendation of the faculty and published in the details of subjects. 

(2) Each and every other prescription, approval, permission or recognition 
for the purposes of this regulation shall be determined by the faculty. 

6. A candidate who has fulfilled the requirements of this regulation and who has 
satisfied the examiners may be admitted to the degree of master of Environmental 
Studies. 
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
The degree of Master of Landscape Architecture is available either by coursework 
or by research culminating in the submission of a thesis. The Australian Institute of 
Landscape Architects recognises the degree as meeting the requisite standards 
for admission to corporate membership of the Institute subsequent to completion 
of the prescribed period of practical experience. The programme provides an 
understanding of: 
1. The design methods essential for creative problem solving at all scales of the 

landscape. 
2. The perception of the Australian landscape, and the procedures useful for its 

assessment and evaluation. 
3. The computer and information system techniques required for modern land 

planning and design. 
4. The theoretical principles of the discipline of landscape architecture and the 

aesthetic, economic, environmental, political, social and stewardship issues 
involved. 

705-605 MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE BY 
COURSEWORK 

STRUCTURE OF COURSE 
The degree by coursework is a two-year full-time course offered by the Faculty 
under the direction and co-ordination of the School of Environmental Planning. The 
degree can also be undertaken part-time over a period of not less than three 
academic years. 
The core of the course is provided by major subjects in landscape planning and 
design, with requisite support subjects from the social sciences and the natural 
environment. Some opportunity is given for students to develop particular skills 
and knowledge in subjects of their own choosing. The course culminates in the 
execution of an individual research project on a subject developed by the student 
under the guidance of the staff of the School. 
SUBJECTS OF THE COURSE 
Normally the first year of the course will consist of: 
705-613 Landscape Architecture Design 1 
705-614 Landscape Architecture Technology 1 
705-615 Landscape Planning 
705-616 History of Landscape Architecture 
705-617 Landscape Assessment 
705-609 Plant Materials 
705-631 Town and Regional Planning (Landscape Architecture) 
Normally the second year of the course will consist of: 
705-618 Landscape Architecture Design 2 
705-620 Professional Practice (Landscape Architecture) 
705-619 Landscape Architecture Project 

Elective Subjects 
The elective subjects will be chosen by students from the range of advanced 
subjects available in the University. A list of approved electives is available in the 
School, but students may submit other proposals for approval. It is the 
responsibility of the student to ensure that the electives chosen do not involve 
time-table clashes. 
Students wishing to do the course part-time may select subjects from the above list 
each year to constitute half of a full-time years work as desired, with the proviso 
that Landscape Architecture Design 2 and Landscape Architecture Project cannot 
be taken before Landscape Architecture Design 1, Landscape Architecture 
Technology 1 and Landscape Planning have been completed. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for the degree by coursework will hold a degree or an equivalent 
qualification in an appropriate discipline. Before being admitted to candidature 
applicants may be required to undertake a course of preliminary studies and 
examinations prescribed by the faculty, and satisfy the faculty by the results of this 
study of their ability to pursue the course satisfactorily. Most applicants will be 



required to do some preliminary studies. In the case of applicants with only a 
three-year tertiary qualification such studies will be mandatory. 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
Preliminary studies required before admission to candidature will consist of 
approved subjects chosen from the undergraduate subjects offered by the Faculty 
or by other faculties in the following categories: 1 

Group A " Natural Environment ;' 10 points 
Group B Fine Arts 1 10 points 
Group C Social Sciences 5 points 
Group D Design 15 points 
Applicants who can demonstrate that they have taken suitable subjects in any of 
the above groups in their previous studies may be exempted from part or all of the 
requirement for preliminary studies in the appropriate groups. Notwithstanding 
this, applicants who have only three-year degrees or their equivalent must take 
subjects totalling at least 20 points drawn from at least two of the above groups. In 
this case the subjects selected must be such as not substantialy to cover the same 
ground as subjects already taken in gaining the original qualification. 
A list of subjects approved for 1984 is available in the Faculty Office, but students 
may make other proposals to the course co-ordinator. It is the responsibility of the 
student to ensure that his or her selection does not involve time-table clashes. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Potential applicants for admission to the course are advised to contact the Faculty 
Office, in writing or in person, as early as practicable to check on the acceptability 
of their qualifications. Applicants should then obtain an application form from the 
Faculty Office and submit it by December 15th of the year before they wish to be 
considered for admission to candidature. Applicants will normally be advised by 
January 31 of the following year whether their application has been successful, or 
whether preliminary studies will be required. 

705-604 MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE BY THESIS 
STRUCTURE OF COURSE 
The main requirement of the degree by thesis is the execution of an approved 
research project and submission of a major thesis embodying the results of it. 
Depending on the background of the candidate and the research work being 
undertaken a minor coursework component may also be required. The research 
will be into an aspect of landscape architecture selected after consultaton with the 
staff of the School of Environmental Planning, and approved by the Faculty. 
Candidature may be undertaken on either a full-time or a part-time basis. Part-time 
candidature will be deemed to be not less than half-time. 
The thesis required under the provisions of Regulation 3.49A is normally expected 
to be submitted within two years of the commencement date in the case of a 
full-time candidate or within four years of the commencement date in the case of a 
part-time candidate. The normal period between the date of enrolment and the 
date of submission of thesis by a full-time candidate is expected to be eighteen 
months, and the minimum period is twelve months. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for the degree by thesis normally will be graduates with a degree of 
bachelor of Landscape Architecture with honours or its equivalent. Regulation 
3.49A also provides for admission to candidature of persons who can satisfy the 
Faculty that their training and professional experience are such that they are likely 
to be able to pursue the course successfully. To do this the Faculty may prescribe 
preliminary studies. Such preliminary studies will be as outlined above for 705-605 
Master of Landscape Architecture by coursework. 
Before making a formal application, a prospective applicant should contact the 
chairman of the School of Environmental Planning. The chairman will require the 
following information: 
(i) Certificates and a certified transcript of the candidate's academic record, 

including full details of all subjects undertaken and grades obtained. 
(ii) Details of any training and professional experience relevant to the proposal 

field of research and the applicant in general (cf. Regulation 3.49A.1(b)). 
(iii) Details of published papers, if any. 
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(iv) A statement on the specific field in which it is hoped to undertake 
postgraduate work. 

If it appears that the applicant is qualified for admission and acceptable to the 
School, the chairman will arrange for discussions to be held between the applicant 
and appropriate staff members regarding a possible research topic and supervisor. 
Following these discussions the chairman of the School may encourage the 
student to submit a formal application through him to the Faculty (application forms 
are available from the School or Faculty Office). 

REGULATION 3.49A — DEGREE OF MASTER OF LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE 
1. A person who — 

(a) has been admitted in a university or tertiary educational institution 
to a degree which is recognized by the faculty of Architecture and 
Planning pursuant to Regulation 3.3.1 as appropriate for the 
purposes of this regulation; or 

(b) (i) has completed in this University or in another university or 
tertiary educational institution a course of studies which 
satisfies the faculty pursuant to Regulation 3.3.1 of 
adequate training for the purposes of this regulation, and 

(ii) produces evidence satisfactory to the faculty of ability to 
pursue the advanced studies for the degree of master of 
Landscape Architecture; and 

(c) where required by the faculty undertakes to the satisfaction of the 
faculty such preliminary courses of study and examinations as 
may be prescribed by the faculty; 

may, with the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidature for the degree of 
master ot Landscape Architecture. 
2. For the purposes of section 1 paragraph (b) of this regulation the faculty may 
prescribe preliminary courses of study and examinations which must be completed 
to the satisfaction of the faculty by a person applying for admission to candidature 
under the provisions of that paragraph. 
3. (1) A person who qualifies for candidature under the provisions of section 1 
hereof shall, before being admitted to candidature, obtain the approval of the 
faculty for — 

(a) candidature; 
(b) the course of advanced studies the candidate intends to pursue 

(hereinafter called "the approved course"). 
(2) The approved course for the purposes of this regulation may be an 

approved course — 
(a) by thesis; or 
(b) by course work. 

4. (1) Subject to section 3 sub-section (1) hereof a candidate for the degree by 
thesis shall engage in an approved course of advanced study and research on a 
full-time basis for a period of not less than twelve months under such supervision 
as the faculty may prescribe save that a person who — 

(a) is a member of the academic staff of the University, or 
(b) . is engaged in an occupation which in the opinion of the faculty 

leaves that person substantially free to carry out the work of the 
approved course. 

may be admitted to candidature as a part-time candidate, and the faculty shall 
prescribe the minimum period during which such a part-time candidate shall 
undertake the approved course and in prescribing such minimum period the faculty 
shall take into consideration the proportion of the candidate's time which the 
candidate is able to devote to such approved course. 

(2) Each such candidate shall submit for examination within the period 
prescribed by the faculty a thesis based on the work carried out. by that candidate 
during the approved course. 
5. (1) Subject to section 3 sub-section (1) hereof each candidate for the 
degree by course work shall — 

(a) pursue advanced studies in an approved course — 



(i) if a full-time candidate for not less than two academic 
years, or 

(ii) if a part-time candidate over a period of not less than three 
academic years; or 

(iii) for a period deemed by the faculty to be the equivalent for 
the purposes of (i) or (ii) in a particular case; 

(b) complete such courses and design work and pass such examina
tions as the faculty may prescribe in relation to such candidate; 
and 

(c) prepare and submit for examination a minor thesis the scope and 
subject of which shall be prescribed for such candidate by the 
faculty. 

(2) The subjects of the course for the degree and the conditions upon which 
such subjects may be taken shall be as prescribed from time to time by resolution 
of the Academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty and published with 
the details of subjects. 
6. A candidate who has fulfilled the requirements of this regulation and who has 
satisfied the examiners may be admitted to the degree of master of Landscape 
Architecture. 

TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
The School of Environmental Planning provides for the degree of master of Town 
and Regional Planning by thesis following a minimum period of supervised 
individual work or by thesis based on other original work. The school also offers 
part-time course work for the degree of master of Urban Planning. 

REGULATION 3.54 — DEGREE OF MASTER OF TOWN AND REGIONAL 
PLANNING 
1. A person who — 

(a) (i) is a bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, or a bachelor of 
Town and Regional Planning with honors, or 

(ii) is any other graduate of the University who has either completed 
the course for the diploma in Town and Regional Planning, or has 
completed another course of studies which satisfies the faculty of 
Architecture and Planning of adequate training and ability for the 
purposes of this regulation; or 

(b) (i) has been admitted in another university or tertiary educational 
institution to a degree which is recognized by the faculty pursuant 
to Regulaton 3.3.1 as appropriate for the purposes of this 
regulation, or 

(ii) produces satisfactory evidence that the person has had adequ
ate training and experience and has the ability to pursue the 
course of advanced study and research proposed; and 

(c) where required by the faculty pursues and completes, to the satisfaction 
of the faculty, a preliminary course of study or research prescribed by 
the faculty; 

may, subject to the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidature for the 
degree of master of Town and Regional Planning. 
2. A person undertaking a course of preliminary study or research as required by 
the faculty pursuant to paragraph (b) of section 1 shall — 

(a) (i) if studying full-time, complete that course within one year of its 
commencement, or 

(ii) If studying part-time complete that course within two years of its 
commencement; and 

(b) during that course, be enrolled as a student undertaking preliminary 
studies in a course leading to candidature for the degree of master. 

3. Before commencing the course for the degree a candidate shall obtain the 
approval of the faculty for the course of study and research proposed by the 
candidate and shall obtain the approval of the faculty for any subsequent change in 
such course. 
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4. A person engaged in another regular occupation which, in the opinion of the 
faculty, allows the person sufficient time to pursue the studies required, or who is a 
full-time member of the University staff, may be accepted as a part-time candidate 
for the degree. 
5. (1) A candidate who — 

(a) has engaged in research and submitted within the time pre
scribed a thesis1 satisfactory to the examiners embodying the 
result of such research, and 

(b) has passed such examination as the faculty may prescribe, may 
be admitted to the degree of master of Town and Regional 
Planning. 

(2) No candidate shall be admitted to the degree who has not submitted the 
thesis — 
(a) if a full-time candidate, within two years, or 
(b) if a part-time candidate, within five years from the date of first 

enrolment (including time spent as a student enrolled for a course 
of preliminary study as required by the faculty prior to commenc
ing the course for the degree); or 

(c) within such extension of the time prescribed as may be granted to 
the candidate by the dean on the recommendation of the faculty. 

6. (1) A candidate may not submit for examination a thesis or work in respect 
of which the candidate has already qualified for a degree in a university 
or for a qualification equivalent to such degree or, without the permission 
of the faculty, work which the candidate has previously submitted for any 
such degree or equivalent qualification. 

(2) Subject to this section the provisions of regulation 4.6.2 shall apply to 
the submission of a thesis or work by the candidate for examination. 

URBAN PLANNING 
This degree is currently available only by coursework. It has been recognized by 
the Royal Australian Planning Institute as providing exemption from the education
al requirements for entry into the Institute. 

705-602 MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING BY COURSEWORK 
STRUCTURE OF COURSE 
The degree is offered by the Faculty under the direction and co-ordination of the 
School of Environmental Planning. At present it is available only as a three-year 
part-time course. 
The aim of the course is to provide an opportunity for education, both in a 
professional and in an academic sense, in a number of specialized aspects of the 
processes of urban and regional development, together with a generalist 
understanding of all the elements and the role of all participants involved in the 
processes. 
The course is interdisciplinary in its approach, and is based on the assumption that 
planning is a team activity, each member of the team providing a specialist 
contribution, but having a generalist base. It will draw on the expertise of its 
students and encourage such teamwork. 
The principal objectives of the course work are to develop ability for synthesis, skill 
in decision making, and awareness of social values and attitudes, their changing 
nature, and their effect on urban and regional development. In pursuing these 
objectives, the course seeks to combine professional and technical skills with a 
general humanistic philosophy and attitude toward the environment. 
In the first two years students take subjects which are designed to develop these 
skills. The course is structured in such a way that much of the material in these two 
years can be taken in any order. The subject 705-611 Urban Development will be 
offered in 1984 and even-numbered years thereafter, and the subjects 705-610 
Urban Management and 705-612 Analytical Basis of Planning will be offered in 
1985 and alternate years thereafter. In the third year of the course a substantial 

1 Three copies must be submitted (see Regulation 4.6) 
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research project is undertaken by enrolment in the subject 705-652 Urban 
Research Programme 2, culminating in the submission of a minor thesis. In the 
third year students also take the subject 705-651 Contemporary Planning Issues, 
which provides a forum for the discussion and critical appraisal of current planning 
practice and issues. 
SUBJECTS OF THE COURSE 
First two years: 
705-611 Urban Development 
705-612 Analytical Basis of Planning 
705-627 Planning Law 
705-610 Urban Management 
705-642 Urban Research Programme 1 
Year 3: 
705-651 Contemporary Planning Issues 
705-652 Urban Research Programme 2 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for the degree by coursework will hold a degree or an equivalent 
qualificaton in an appropriate discipline. Depending on the nature of the previous 
qualification applicants may be required to undertake a course of preliminary 
studies and examinations prescribed by the Faculty and satisfy the Faculty by the 
results of this study of their ability to pursue the course satisfactorily before being 
admitted to candidature. In the case of applicants with only a three-year tertiary 
qualification such studies will be mandatory. 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
Preliminary studies required before acceptance of candidature will consist of 
undergraduate courses offered by the Faculty or by other faculties in the following 
categories: 
Group A — Natural Environment 
Group C — Social Sciences 
Group E — Quantitative Methods 
Applicants will normally be required to take subjects from all three groups totalling 
20 points. Applicants who can demonstrate that they have taken suitable subjects 
in any of the three groups in their previous studies may be exempted from the 
requirement to do preliminary studies in the appropriate groups, and the points 
requirement will be reduced accordingly. Notwithstanding this, applicants posses
sing only three year-degrees or their equivalent must take subjects totalling at least 
20 points drawn from at least two of the above groups. In this case the subjects 
selected must be such as not substantially to cover the same ground as subjects 
already taken in gaining the original qualification. 
A list of subjects already approved for 1984 is available in the Faculty Office, 
although other proposals may be put to the course co-ordinator. It is the student's 
responsibility to ensure that time-table clashes do not occur. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Potential applicants for admission to the course are advised to contact the Faculty 
Office, in writing or in person, as early as practicable to check on the acceptability 
of their qualifications. Applicants should then obtain an application form from the 
Faculty Office and submit it by December 15 of the year before they wish to be 
considered for admission to candidature. Applicants will normally be advised by 
January 31 of the following year whether their application has been successful, or 
whether preliminary studies will be required. 

REGULATON 3.86 — MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING 
1. (a) A person who — 

(i) is a graduate of or qualified to graduate in the Univesity; or 
(ii) has been admitted in another university or tertiary educatinal 

institution to a degree which is recognized by the faculty of 
Architecture and Planning ("the faculty") pursuant to Regulation 
3.3.1 as appropriate for the purposes of this regulation; or 
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(iii) produces evidence satisfactory to the faculty that the person has 
had adequate training and experience and has the ability to 
pursue the course of advanced study proposed for the degree of 
master of Urban Planning ("the degree"); and 

(b) where required by the faculty undertakes to the satisfaction of the faculty 
such preliminary courses of study and undergoes such assessment as 
may be prescribed by the faculty; 

may, with the consent of the faculty, be admitted to candidatures for the 
degree. 

2. (1) An applicant who qualifies for admission to candidature shall, before 
being admitted to candidature, obtain the approval of the faculty for — 
(a) candiature; and 
(b) the course of advanced studies ("the approved course") which the 

applicant proposes to pursue as a candidate for the degree. 
(2) A candidate shall obtain the approval of the faculty for any subsequent 

change in the approved course. 
3. (1) Each candidate shall — 

(a) pursue advanced studies in an approved course for a period 
prescribed by the faculty in each case which is not less than the 
equivalent of one academic year of full-time studies under such 
supervision as shall be prescribed; 

(b) prepare and submit for examination a minor thesis the scope and 
subject of which shall be prescribed for the candidate by the 
faculty: and 

(c) satisfy the examiners at such examinations or by such assessment 
as may be prescribed. 

(2) The subjects of the course for the degree and the conditions upon which 
such subjects may be taken shall be as prescribed from time to time by 
the academic Board on the recommendation of the faculty and 
published with the details of subjects. 

A candidate who has fulfilled the requirements of this regulation and who has 
satisfied the examiners may be admitted to the degree of master of Urban 
Planning. 



CHAPTER 5 

DETAILS OF SUBJECTS 

306-101 ACCOUNTING A 
(10 points) 

A series of two lectures and one tutorial class of 90 minutes per week throughout 
the year. 
Students are required to submit weekly assignments and such other special 
projects or essays as may be set during the year. These requirements and 
assessment procedures for a given year will be specified at the beginning of first 
term. 

SYLLABUS 
The purposes and use of accounting for various forms of enterprises and 
introduction to the theory of accounting including a critical appraisal of the more 
significant accounting concepts and bases of valuation; techniques of collection, 
recording and verification of financial and managerial accounting data; an 
introduction to electronic data processing and computer programming; the use of 
accounting data and techniques for planning and control including an introduction 
to the use of discounted cash flow analysis; preparation, presentation, analysis 
and interpretation of accounting reports for internal and external users. 

ASSESSMENT 
Two 3 hour papers in fourth term plus three computer-related assignments and 
one accounting assignment. 

705-612 ANALYTICAL BASIS OF PLANNING 
A series of one 2-hour lecture or seminar per week, class work and assignments, 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Unit 1 Data Capture, Processing and Display 
Information needs in urban regional planning; sources; access; reliability; research 
strategies; processing and display methods; physical and social data at local, 
metropolitan, regional, state and national level. 

Unit 2 Quantitative Methods 
De-mystification of common analytical planning procedures by looking hard at 
what they can and cannot do; trend projection; time series analysis; Markovian 
prediction; multivariate analysis; sampling; regression; goals; hierarchies; decision 
theory; optimisation, simulation and stochastic modelling; and computer search. 

Such procedures' origins in various mathematical concepts like set theory, 
probability, statistical distributions, matrix algebra and combinatorics will be 
examined, but the chief emphasis will be on their record of success, failure, 
advantage and disadvantage when used in planning practice. 

Lectures and class discussions will be supplemented by minor assignments and 
computer terminal practice. 

ASSESSMENT 
Unit 1 
2 (two) assignments of about 800-1000 words, each representing 10% of the 
marks available in the subject and one 1-hour written test representing 10% of the 
marks. 
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Unit 2 
15 (fifteen) small assignments, representing a total of 20% of the total marks 
available on the subject, each about one page long and requiring not more than 20 
minutes' work each; one class paper of about 2,000 words representing 15% of the 
marks, and one 2-hour examination paper in fourth term, representing the 
remaining 35% of the marks. 

700-201 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 2 
(15 points) 

A subject comprising studio, lecture, tutorial and practical work up to a total of 9 
hours per week and requiring about 18 hours total per week throughout the 
academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
The analysis, design and evaluation of simple buildings and their environs. Outline 
of the design process, from establishing the brief to implementation. Objectives of 
design and design methods. Graphical design methods. 

COURSEWORK 

Projects, assignments and exercises will be set throughout the year. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students should retain their work throughout the year. They will be examined on 
projects, assignments and exercises submitted, and by a general review of their 
work to be conducted in the fourth term. 
Details of assessment components and their weightings will be announced at the 
beginning of the academic year. 

700-301 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 3 
(15 points) 

A subject comprising studio, lecture, tutorial and practical work up to a tota of 12 
hours per week and requiring about 18 hours per week throughout the academic 
year. 

SYLLABUS 
The preparation of detailed design studies, and production documentation for 
buildings of moderate complexity. Specifications. 

COURSEWORK 

Projects, assignments and exercises will be set throughout the year. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students should retain their work throughout the year. They will be examined on 
projects, assignments and exercises submitted, and by a general review of their 
work to be conducted in the fourth term. 
Details of the assessment components and their weightings will be announced at 
the beginning of the academic year. 

700-402 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 4 
(15 points) 

A subject of from 6 to 9 studio hours per week requiring about 18 hours total work 
per week, throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
The analysis, design and evaluation of complex buildings and/or groups of 
buildings. Building documentation including quantity surveying and estimating. 
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ASSESSMENT 
The students will be progressively assessed on work submitted during the year 
and may be required to resubmit the work for review by the board of examiners in 
the fourth term. 
Details of the assessment components and their weightings will be announced at 
the beginning of the academic year. 

700-502 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 5 
(20 points) 

A subject requiring about 24 hours total work per week throughout the academic 
year, with up to 6 contact hours per week in group studio sessions and/or with the 
supervisor. 

SYLLABUS 
Specialised approved programmes devoted to the investigation and design of 
complex buildings and urban projects. Programmes may include theoretical 
aspects of architecture, building performance investigation, aspects of human-
environment relations. 

EXERCISES 
Design work requiring a total of not more than 24 hours work per week. Submitted 
material will be in the form of drawings, models and reports as appropriate for the 
project. 

ASSESSMENT 
The students will be assessed progressively on work submitted during the year at 
seminars and critique juries, and on the completed work which wll normally be 
required to be submitted to the board of examiners before the end of third term. 
Details of the assessment components and their weightings will be announced at 
the beginning of the academic year. 

700-412 ASIAN ARCHITECTURE 
(5 points) 
Not available in 1984. 

(This subject Is offered in alternate years) 
A series of one lecture and one tutorial per week requiring about 6 hours total work 
per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Architecture in India, Southeast Asia, China and Japan. Modernization, continuity 
and change in the architecture of these societies in contact with each other, 
Europe, America and Australia especially during the 20th century. Each student 
will undertake a particular area study. 

EXERCISES 

One essay and at least one class paper plus a major study. 

ASSESSMENT 
The essay, class paper and major study. 

700-413 AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTURE 
(5. points) 

A series of one lecture and up to one tutorial per week requiring about 6 hours total 
work per week throughout the year. 
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SYLLABUS 
The development and planning of settlements in Australia, the colonial architecture 
of New South Wales and Tasmania, land and building regulations, urban 
conditions, building techniques, the development of architecture in Melbourne from 
its founding to the First World War, and the emergence of a modern architecture. 
Special emphasis will be placed on the Melbourne environment. 

EXERCISES 

One essay, one investigation paper and at least one class paper. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on written submissions not exceeding 6,000 words 
comprising not more than one essay, an investigation paper, and a class paper, 
totalling 60% of marks available, and one 3-hour paper in fourth term totalling 40% 
of marks available. Weightings between the various components will be displayed 
on notice boards at the beginning of first term. 

700-411 AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTURE B 
(10 points) 

A series of one one-hour lecture per week and up to one one-hour tutorial per week 
requiring about 12 hours total per week throughout the year. Not available to 
students taking the B.Arch. course — see 700-413. 

SYLLABUS 
The development and planning of settlements in Australia, the colonial architecture 
of New South Wales and Tasmania, land and building regulatons, urban 
conditions, building techniques, the development of architecture in Melbourne from 
its founding to the First World War, and the emergence of a modern architecture. 
Special emphasis will be placed on the Melbourne environment. 

EXERCISES 

Two essays, one investigation paper and at least one class paper. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on written submissions not exceeding 7,500 words 
comprising not more than two essays, an investigation paper, and a class paper, 
all totalling 60% of marks available, and one 3-hour paper in fourth term totalling 
40% of marks available. Weightings between the various components will be 
displayed on notice boards at the beginning of first term. 

700-021 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (General Course) 
(5 points) 

This subject is available as an elective study in disciplines other than Architecture 
and Building. 
One lecture per week and up to six 2-hour tutorial/field study sessions to be 
arranged as required, and practical exercises. 

SYLLABUS 
A general survey of the context of building construction. Current methods, 
materials, and processes of construction related to light timber-framed structures 
and larger buildings of various types. Typical construction details. A general survey 
of services in buildings. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed progressively on the assignments submitted during the 
course. 
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700-340 BUILDING ECONOMICS 1 
(5 points) 
Up to 3 hours per week of lectures and tutorials; assignments requiring about 6 
hours per week throughout the year. 

The aim of the course is to provide an introduction to me appraisal of buildings as 
investments and to the evaluation of design decisions. 

SYLLABUS 
Evaluation 
Methods of Preliminary Estimating; Effect of Design factors on cost; elemental cost 
analysis and planning; construction economics; relevance of initial plus recurring 
costs to design considerations; valuation tables; life cycle cost analysis. 
Appraisal 
Investment and yield; valuation theory and practice; year's purchase; the 
Developer's equation; residual valuation, economic feasibility studies; sources of 
development finance. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper on completion of the subject. Work submitted during the year will 
also be assessed and will form part of the examination. 

700-440 BUILDING ECONOMICS 2 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: No prerequisites; basic understanding of economics assumed. 
A series of up to 3-hours per week of lectures and tutorials, and assignments 
requiring about 6 hours work per week throughout the academic year. 
The aim of the course is to investigate more advanced topics in the areas of 
i/ivestment appraisal and design evaluation. 

SYLLABUS 
Life cycle cost analysis. 
Discounting; lives of Buildings and Components; intangibles; Costs in use; cost 
benefit analysis. 
Economic Feasibility Studies. 
Investment appraisal; decision analysis; discounted cash flow; risk analysis, 
valuation tables; taxation; inflation; development finance. 
Housing Economics 
Land subdivision and servicing; housing finance; market innovations; the Housing 
Industry. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper on completion of the subject. Work submitted during the year will 
also be assessed and will form part of the examination. 

700-437 BUILDING PROJECTS ORGANIZATION 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: No prerequisites; basic understanding of accounting practice 
assumed. 
There is a quota on final year Architecture students for this subject and the number 
of Architecture students shall not exceed the number of Building students enrolled 
in this subject. 
The purpose of this subject is to provide discussion between senior practitioners 
and industrialists and final year students on critical aspects of building projects 
organization and significant developments in the building industry. 
A series of one 3-hour seminar per week with assigned work on individual topics 
requiring an average 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. 
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SYLLABUS 
A review of current practice and developments in the building industry: 
Professional relationships; alternative contracting methods; communication; site 
and office administration; building operations; industrial relations; arbitration 
procedures; regulations and environmental controls. The business environment, 
financial reporting, sources and use of funds in the building industry; causes and 
prevention of financial instability and failure. 

EXERCISES 
Students are required to prepare written papers, reports, case studies and 
opinions for oral presentation and discussion at seminars. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be examined on the prescribed exercises and their participation in the 
seminars during the year. 
The weighting between the exercises and the seminar participation will be 
indicated on faculty notice boards before the commencement of first term. 

700-252 BUILDING SERVICES 1 
(5 points) 

A subject of up to 3 hours contact time requiring a total of about 5 hours per week 
throughout the year. The subject is aimed at providing students with sufficient 
background to become operational in dealing with the design and installation of 
services in buildings. 

SYLLABUS 
Planning of kitchens, bathrooms, and laundries; sanitary plumbing and drainage in 
low and high-rise buildings; sewerage and trade waste treatment and disposal; 
stormwater and subsoil drainage; water supply; hot water services; district heating; 
gas-fired equipment and systems; electrical services; total energy systems; 
telecommunications, circulation systems; fire control; security services; refuse 
disposal. 
Emphasis will be on practical exercises in the incorporatin of the preceding 
services in buildings and their design implications. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on one 3 hour examination and up to three assignments 
of 1500 words or equivalent in written and drawn form. Details of the assessment 
components and their weightings will be announcing at the beginning of the 
academic year. 

700-452 BUILDING SERVICES 2 
(5 points) 

The subject provides a further study of the plant and equipment of current building 
types with emphasis on the incorporation of air-conditioning systems in buildings 
and their design implications. 
A series of up to 3-hours per week of lectures, tutorials, and practical work 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
A study of the distribution and integration of services in buildings. Air-conditioning 
and environmental comfort. Compressive and absorption refrigeration. Evapora
tive cooling. Air, evaporative and water cooled condensers. The cooling tower. Air 
handling equipment, boilers, chillers and associated plant. Localized and central 
station provisions. Packaged air-conditioners, "reverse cycle" equipment, split 
systems. Zoning, variable volume, multizone, terminal reheat, fan coil, high 
velocity induction and dual duct systems. Owning and operating costs - effect of 
plan shape, glazing ratio, internal illumination levels, etc. The current energy 
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situation, solar heating and cooling plant, heat pump and heat recovery equipment. 
Special considerations — air-conditioning in hospitals auditoria, industrial ventila
tion, commercial kitchen services and equipment, plant integration in services 
intensive buildings, etc. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on one 3 hour examination and up to two assignments 
of 1500 words or equivalent in written and drawn form. Details of the assessment 
components and their weightings will be announced at the beginning of the 
academic year. 

700-146 BUILDING STRUCTURES 
(5 points) 

A subject comprising drawing office, lectures, tutorials and practical work the 
equivalent of up to a total of 3 hours per week and requiring about 6 hours total per 
week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Mechanics and Structural Behaviour: Statics, an introduction to dynamics, the 
concepts of load, force, stress, strain, bending and twisting moment, shear, 
stiffness and deformation. 
An introduction to the behaviour and use of building elements such as axially 
loaded elements, beams, columns, walls and trusses and their analysis under 
load. Simple experiments to complement theory. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper; two 2-hour tests; up to two written and drawn assignments, 
each requiring 9 hours work outside class-time. 

700-246 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 2 
(10 points) 

A more advanced treatment of materials, structural behaviour and basic 
construction introduced in Building Technology 1. A series of up to 6 hours per 
week of lectures, tutorials, laboratory and practical work requiring about 12 hours 
total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Materials: A extension of the study of building materials such as timber, steel, 
concrete, masonry, glass and sheet materials. Weathering and deterioration of 
building materials. Influence of design factors. 

Structural Behaviour: An introduction to indeterminate analysis. Approximate 
analysis of beams and frames. Deflections. Structural design and loading codes. 
Structural steel, elementary design of beams, columns and frames, connections, 
fabrication and erection. Simple experiments to complement theory. 

Building Practice: The building fabric as a whole and its parts. Functional 
demands on building elements; soils and footings, roofs and roofing, walls, joinery. 
Choice of structure. 

Practical Construction: The principle of light and heavy construction through a 
series of lectures and practice exercises. Field trips may be required as part of 
such practice exercises. 

ASSESSMENT 
Two three-hour papers. Written and drawn assignments, tests, laboratory and 
practical field work. 
(Note: Practical construction may involve workshop practice and building trade 
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work on site during university vacations and may require short periods of residence 
outside Melbourne). 

700-346 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 3 
(5 points) 

The use, behaviour and design of reinforced and pre-stressed concrete in 
buildings. An introduction to soil mechanics and foundation engineering. 
A series of up to 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and laboratory work 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Reinforced concrete behaviour design and detailing. An introduction to prestres-
sed concrete. Selection of structural systems. The characteristics and physical 
properties of rocks and soils and their influence on building foundations. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper. Written and drawn assignments, tests and laboratory work. 

700-446 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 4 
(5 points) 

The structural, architectural and economic view of a variety of structural systems. 
A series of up to 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and laboratory work 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
The subject will cover some of the following subject areas from a structural 
architectural and economic view (the actual topics to be covered in a particular 
year will be notified on faculty noticeboards before the beginning of first term). 
Precast concrete; prestressed concrete; spatial structures such as shells, space 
frames and inflatable structures; cable suspended structures; industrialized 
buildings; rehabilitation of older structures; building design to resist cyclones and 
earthquakes; design of footings; basements and retaining walls; masonry design. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper. Written and drawn assignments, tests and laboratory work. 

311-201 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 1 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
(5 points) 

One lecture per week and one 1 -hour tutorial class every 2 weeks throughout the 
year. 

SYLLABUS 
An examination of behavioural science research relevant to understanding basic 
causes of individual behaviour in organisations. Emphasis is placed on the 
processes through which individual identity is developed in groups and organiza
tions, on the conceptual aspects of interpersonal relationships and individual-
group interaction. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper (70 per cent) and one assignment of about 1,000 words (30 per 
cent). 
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'700-433 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
(5 points) 

SYLLABUS 
The subject comprises a study of one particular topic through the development of 
computer programmes. Emphasis is placed on determining the extent to which the 
computer can be of service. The subject requires the students to nominate an area 
of study. 
Introduction to uses of the computer terminal, file handling and documentation 
techniques. 

EXERCISES 
Assignment work will be the development of computer programmes requiring a 
total of not more than 6 hours work per week. 

ASSESSMENT 
Examination is on the development and application of one computer programme or 
of a suite of sub-programmes. 

700-204 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 2 
(10 points) 

Drawing office practice in the design of building components and services used in 
light construction and in introduction to constructional surveying. 
A series of up to 6 hours per week of lectures, tutorials, drawing office and field 
work and site visits requiring about 12 hours total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Constructional design: Design and use of materials, with emphasis on masonry 
and timber. Building components. Design of plumbing and electrical services. 
Regulations and standards, controlling authorities. Report and specification 
writing. 

Constructional surveying: Surveying as used on building sites including 
determination of floor levels, grades, raking lines and surfaces. Exercises, case 
and field studies in building practice and procedures. 

ASSESSMENT 
Written and drawn assignments throughout the year form the complete examina
tion. Students may be interviewed by the Board of Examiners in fourth term and all 
assignments should be retained for re-presentation then. 

700-304 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 3 
(10 points) 

Structural design and construction methods in steel and reinforced concrete 
structures. An introduction to plant used in the erection of buildings. 
A series of up to 6 hours per week of lectures, tutorials, drawing office work and 
site visits requiring about 12 hours total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Steel design: Design and detailing of connections and fasteners, beams, 
columns, frames, trusses, wind bracing and cladding of industrial/commercial 
buildings. 

Reinforced concrete design: Design and detailing of beams, slabs, columns and 
frames, basements and retaining walls. 

Plant: Work, energy, power related to builders' plant and equipment. Operating 
characteristics of engines, compressors, electric generators and motors. Electric 
power supply to site equipment. 
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ASSESSMENT 
Written and drawn assignments throughout the year form the complete examina
tion. Students may be interviewed by the Board of Examiners in fourth term and all 
assignments should be retained for re-presentation then. 

700-404 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 4 
(10 points) 

Co-requisites: Building Technology 4 and Building Services 2. 
A series of up to 6 hours per week of lectures, tutorials, drawing office work and 
case studies requiring about 12 hours work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
The subject will cover some of the following topics: 
Construction Design: Design and detailed drawing work for precast concrete 
construction, the erection of prefabricated buildings, load bearing masonry, project 
housing construction, substructures and temporary work covering underpinning, 
shoring, scaffolding, concrete form work and other relevant topics. 

Legal Practice: Industrial, insurance, workers compensation, taxation law and 
other relevant topics. 

Services Design: Airconditioning, heating and ventilating systems covering load 
estimation, plant selection, duct work design, other relevant topics. 

Mechanical Plant Design: Design, economy, selection and methods of deploy
ment for compressed air equipment, pumps, cranes, excavation plant, etc. 

EXERCISES 
In addition to project work related directly to each part of the syllabus, a year long 
building study of actual building project currently under construction, is required. 

ASSESSMENT 
The required building study, up to nine written and drawn assignments, and up to 
two 1 -hour tests during the year form part of the examination. Students may be 
interviewed by the Board of Examiners in the Fourth Term and all assignments 
should be retained for re-presentation then. Evidence of excellence in some 
aspect of the work reviewed my be the basis for an upgrading of the overall 
assessment. 

705-651 CONTEMPORARY PLANNING ISSUES 
A series of 2 hours a week contact time in seminars and lectures throughout the 
year requiring a further 4 hours a week, on average, on seminar preparation 
including set reading and assignments. 

SYLLABUS 
The major objective of this subject is to give students the opportunity to analyse an 
issue in planning theory of contemporary interest. The issue may be drawn from 
the planning environment (viz. Victoria, Australia...) or the planning literature (a 
contemporary debate). It is intended that both substantive and procedural planning 
issues will be discussed. Staff, students and visiting lecturers will contribute to the 
subject. While the programme will include some structural content it will be kept 
flexible to hold impromptu seminars and present visiting lecturers at short notice. 
Students enrolled in this subject will be expected to emphasise procedural 
planning theory in their classwork and assignments. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on classwork and assignments set during the years. 
Details of and percentage marks allocated to classwork and assignments will be 
made available at the beginning of the academic year. 



•700-427 DESIGN METHOD 
(5 points) 

A series of 2 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and project work requiring about 
6 hours total work per week throughout the year or the equivalent in a half-year's 
subject. 

SYLLABUS 
The psychology of creativity. Group ideation and individual design aids: bisocia-
tion, analogy and fantasy in the design process. The analysis of complex systems, 
"pattern language". Abstract modelling. Simulation games. Introduction to man 
environment relations: values, attitudes and behaviour, proxemic and territorial 
behaviour, verbal and non verbal communication, spatial imagery and meaning, 
cognitive mapping. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed on work submitted during the year. 

705-621 ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
OBJECTIVES 
(i) To provide an understanding of the basic physical, chemical and biological 

processes which are operating in man's environment; 
(ii) To examine the effects of man's activities on these natural processes; 
(iii) To demonstrate how this basic knowledge can be used in assessing 

environmental effects of large-scale development projects; 
(iv) To investigate issues and approaches to environmental management. 

SYLLABUS 
The course comprises 72 hours of lectures, tutorials and field trips. 

Unit A — Introduction to Ecology 
Fundamental chemical, physical and biological processes operative in 
atmospheric, aquatic and terrestrial environments. Principles of ecosystem 
structure and functioning; population growth and change. Urban and other 
man-modified ecosystems. 

Unit B — Environmental Assessment and Management 
Types, effects and control of pollutants in air, water and soils. Environmental 
hazards. Land-use conflicts, land capability assessment and environmental 
planning. Vegetation and wildlife management. Environmental effects/impact 
statement legislation and procedures for preparation; case study review. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at end of subject (40% of total marks); written 
assigments up to 8,000 words in total during the subject; short tests in tutorials 
may also be used. 

316-151 ECONOMICS 1A (ARTS) 
(10 points) 

A series of two 1-hour lectures, and one 1-hour tutorial per week throughout the 
year. 

This course may be taken as a terminal course or as part of a major in economics. 

SYLLABUS 
An introductory course to acquaint students with economic theory and principles 
and their use in analysing economic problems. Broadly, the course will consider: 
Macroeconomlc relations, to be discussed primarily in the context of the 
problems of unemployment and inflation, with special emphasis on the Australian 
situation; and 73 



Mlcroeconomic relations, with special emphasis on the role of markets, how 
these work or fail to work. These will be discussed in the context of exchange, 
including resource allocation, information, knowledge and co-ordination. Certain 
aspects of government policy, especially towards industry will be examined, with 
particular emphasis on the Australia situation. 

ASSESSMENT 
One final 3-hour examination (50 per cent), one 2-hour mid-year examination (20 
per cent), written work not exceeding 3,000 words (20 per cent), and tutorial 
participation (10 per cent). 

705-625 ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROJECT 

The third year of the M.Env.S. degree by coursework will be devoted to a research 
project in environmental planning and resource management. Groups of 3 to 5 
students drawn from different disciplinary backgrounds will work on a common 
project and a joint dissertation will be presented at the conclusion of the project. 
This dissertation must include indentifiable individual components. 
The formulation of the aims of the project and the organisation and allocation of 
work within each project team will be carried out by the team itself and will be 
regarded as a significant aspect of the project. The selection of areas of study and 
methods of analysis will be the responsibility of each student. 
The course comprises up to 6 hours of contact time per week, and will require 
about another 12 hours per week of private study and research throughout the 
year. 

SYLLABUS 
Students will be required to attend a number of seminars on research approaches 
and techniques and students will be required to complete the following before 
being allowed to submit their dissertations: 
(i) Proposed research topic and outline of approach by week 1 of Term 1. 

(ii) Written progress report by Week 1 of Term 2. 
(iii) An oral progress report based on a written progress report to be made at one 

of the work-in-progress seminars during Term 2 or Term 3. 
The group dissertation is due for final submission by week 1 of Term 4. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on the written and oral progress reports of the final 
submission, as follows: Term 1 progress report 10% of total marks; Term 2 
progress report 10% of total marks; work-in-progress seminar progress report 20% 
of total marks; group dissertation individual contribution 40% of total marks, 
coherence and integration of group project 20% of total marks. 

700-151 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 1 
(5 points) 

A knowledge of Mathematics and Physics to the standard of the Higher School 
Certificate examination and Chemistry to Year 11 level will be assumed. 
The subject is designed to consolidate the student's present knowledge in the 
Sciences and develop a firm basis for the acquisition of further knowledge and 
understanding in the areas of application, whether followed up by studies in the 
framework of the course or outside. 
A series of 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and practical work requiring 
about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Mechanical Properties of Matter: Inter Molecular forces. Elasticity. Surface 
tention. Molecular motion. Pressure. 

Fluid Mechanics: Basic principles and behaviour of fluids at rest and in motion. 
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Hydrostatics. Hydrodynamics. Incompressible flow. Flow around immersed 
bodies. Wind forces on buildings. Fluid machinery. 

Thermal Properties of Matter: Introductory treatment. Temperature. Heat 
transfer. 

Light and Colour: Introductory treatment. Light considered as wave motion. 
Luminous Flux. Illuminance. Luminance. Perception of light and colour. Measure
ment of colour. • 

Sound: Introductory treatment. The decibel scale. Measurement of sound levels. 
Predictions of levels due to traffic noise. Introduction to sound insulation. 
Elementary room acoustics. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper at mid-year and again in fourth term. Results of assignments, 
tutorials and laboratory work will form part of the examination. 

700-353 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 2 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: Building Science 1 or equivalent. 
A series of 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and practical work requiring 
about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. The course is divided into 
two parts. 

SYLLABUS 
Thermal performance of buildings: Thermal comfort. Psychrometry. Climate 
and micro-climate; solar radiation; their influence on building design. Thermal 
characteristics of building elements. Heat transfer; steady state conditions, 
periodically fluctuating conditions. Ventilation and infiltration. Thermal insulation. 
Heating systems (domestic scale). Calculation of winter heating and summer 
cooling loads. 

Lighting: Illuminance; Vector and Scalar. Modelling ratios. Luminance. Light 
sources. Colour of lights and surfaces. Daylight and sunlight. Flow of light in 
buildings. Integration of natural and artificial light. Glare. Introduction to designed 
appearance. 

EXERCISES 
Assignments and project work and optional project work developing principles of 
thermal design and techniques for evaluation, and developing basis for lighting 
design and techniques for evaluation, involving not more than three hours work per 
week. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on one 3-hour examination paper mid-year and one 
3-hour examination paper in the Fourth Term, two assignments using written 
material, drawings and/or models, and up to 14 practical work exercises. Details of 
the assessment components and their weightings will be announced at the 
beginning of the academic year. 

V00-454 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3D 
THERMAL DESIGN PERFORMANCE 
(5 points) 
Prerequisite: 700-353. Environmental Science 2 or equivalent. 
A series of 3 hours per week of seminars and practical work requiring about 6 
hours total work per week throughout the year or the equivalent in a half year 
course. 
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SYLLABUS 
Extension of studies in Environmental Science 2 with emphasis on practical 
application of theory. Projects include design of buildings which are in tune with the 
climate and hence use minimum energy to heat and cool. Feedback designs 
available through the TEMPAL computer program. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed on work submitted during the year. 

*700-455 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3E 
LIGHTING DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: 700-353 Environmental Science 2 or equivalent. 
A series of 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and practical work requiring 
about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year or the equivalent in a half 
year course. 

SYLLABUS 
Natural and artificial lighting design. Sunlight penetration and control. Glare 
studies. Apparent brightness design. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper in fourth term, and exercises and project work submitted during 
the course. 

"700-456 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3F 
ACOUSTICS 

(5 points) 

Pre-requisite: Building Science 1 or equivalent. 
A series of 3 hours per week of lectures, tutorials and practical work requiring 
about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year or the equivaent in a half 
year course. 

SYLLABUS 
The nature of sound. Measurement of sound. Practical use of measuring 
instalments. Behaviour of sound in rooms. Reverberation time and room function. 
Sound absorption. Transmission of sound through building fabric. Insulation and 
noise control. Calculations relating to absorption and insulation. Introduction to 
design of auditoria. Road traffic noise and barriers. Noise control relating to 
building services. Legal aspects of building acoustics. Sound amplification 
systems. Acoustic requirements of particular building types. Special case studies. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 2-hour paper in fourth term. Exercises and practical work submitted during the 
course will form part of the annual examination. 

700-214 EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE 
(10 points) 

A series of two lectures and one tutorial requiring approximately 10-12 hours total 
work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
A study of some formative aspects of European architecture from the classical 
period to the eighteenth century. Detailed studies of various periods within this 
broad field will be made, and course work will explore architectural problems 
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associated with spatial organization, construction, architectural theory and 
grammar, and socio-economic context of building, and the role of the architect in 
society. 

EXERCISES 

Two essays and at least one class paper, and a visual test. 

ASSESSMENT 
The essays and one 3-hour paper in fourth term and classwork including class 
papers and tests. 
The weightings between essays and assignments will be indicated on the faculty 
notice-boards before the beginning of first term. 

705-616 HISTORY AND THEORY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
One 1 -hour lecture and one 1 -hour tutorial (4 hours total per week) throughout half 
the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
A critical examination of the development of the history and theory of landscape 
architecture. 

ASSESSMENT 
One class paper during the subject (maximum 2,000 words) 30% 
One 1 -hour examination taken during the course 35% 
One 1 -hour examination at the end of the course 35% 

705-121 HISTORY OF PLANNING 
(5 points) 

Two lectures and one tutorial per week requiring about 12 hours total work per 
week for half the year. 

SYLLABUS 
A critical examination of the major transformations which have affected cities both 
in physical and conceptual terms during the last 200 years. The course will 
consider in particular the effects of the responses to industrialization and 
urbanization during the 19th and 20th centuries, and trace the origins and 
evolution of modern city planning theory and practice. Consideration will be given 
to the development of town planning in Australia and, in particular, Melbourne. 
As part of the course, each student will be expected to prepare a class paper on a 
nominated topic, present it verbally to the rest of the class, and to review verbally a 
class paper prepared by another student. 

ASSESSMENT 
Research Project: maximum of 5,000 words 40% 
Class paper: maximum of 1,500 words: 

Verbal presentation 5% 
Written presentation 10% 

Verbal review of class paper 5% 
One 3-hour written examination at the end of the course 40% 

•705-478 HUMAN ENVIRONMENT RELATIONS 
The Faculty of Architecture and Planning reserves the right not to offer this subject 
if a minimum enrolment is not reached. The availability of this subject will also 
depend on staffing. 

A series of 2 hours of lectures/seminars/workshops per week. Classwork and 
assignments requiring about 6 hours of total work per week throughout the year. 
Two weekend excursions will also be held at which attendance will be expected. 
Fieldwork will form an important part of the course. 
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SYLLABUS 
The course is concerned with the relationship of humans to their environment. It 
will introduce the main theoretical approaches, and examine the techniques used 
for investigating human-environment relations. The course will consist of three 
major sections. 

— environment perception and cognition with an emphasis on perception of the 
Australian environment. 

— the environment and social behaviour: privacy, personal space, territory and 
crowding. 

— research methods in human-environment relations. 
There will be a strong emphasis on practical work, and students will be expected to 
attend two weekend excursions, which will be held during the teaching terms. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be continuous, and be based upon work in class, involvement in 
research projects, and essays. Total written submissions will not exceed 8,000 
words. 
The percentage marks allotted to the various parts of the course work will be 
available at the beginning of the academic year. 

700-101 INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING 
(25 points) 

A subject comprising studio, lecture, tutorial, and practical work equivalent of up to 
a total of 18 hours per week and requiring about 30 hours total per week 
throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Theory of Architecture and Building: 
The role and performance of buildings; social, economic, historical and aesthetic 
bases of architectural design; the social and economic role of buildings and the 
building industry; design, perception and the design process; needs of the 
individual, anthropometrics, ergonomics and safety; organisation of the construc
tion industry; concepts of management of construction processes, and, rela
tionships between parties to building contracts. 
Building Practice: 
Basic principles of construction and Australian building practice on a domestic 
scale. Exercises in detailing and drawing light construction. An introduction to 
Building Services. 
Communication: 
Modelling the built environment, communication techniques, projective geometry 
including perspective, graphic techniques, report writing. 
Surveying: 
An introduction to plane and geodetic surveying. 
Practical Construction: 
A series of practical exercises using trade skills such as carpentry, bricklaying, 
concreting, plumbing and metal working. 
Materials: 
An introduction to form related to the operational characteristics and use of 
building materials. 

EXERCISES 
Projects and written and drawn assignments set throughout the year requiring not 
more than 20 hours per week throughout the year. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3 hour paper. Up to 14 written and drawn assignments and practical field 
work. Evidence of excellence in some aspect of the work may be the basis of a 
review in the Fourth Term to upgrade the overall assessment. 
Details of the assessment component and their weightings will be announced at 
the beginning of the academic year. 
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(Note: Practical Construction may involve workshop practice and building trade 
work oft campus). 

700-416 INVESTIGATION PROJECT A1 
(10 points) 
Available only to students entering fourth year. 
Prerequisite that the student should have achieved a satisfactory standard in all 
available subjects in the course with a direct bearing upon the area of study of the 
Investigation Project. A subject involving individual supervised work, with group 
meetings where appropriate, requiring about 12 hours total work per week 
throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Guided research in nominated areas, selected to give the student experience in 
different approaches and investigation tools. A programme of study will be 
prescribed by the first week of first term and a detailed bibliography must be 
submitted at a prescribed date early in the term. Regular reports and contact with 
the supervisor will be required throughout the year. The reports must show 
evidence of the student's capacity to handle basic source material and data, 
analyse it reliably, interpret it imaginatively, and present it in a coherent manner in 
accordance with the prescribed conventions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Not more than seven or less than three reports to be submitted through the year in 
accordance with the programme of study. 

700-417 INVESTIGATION PROJECT A2 
(15 points) 
Available only to students entering Fourth Year. 

A prerequisite for entry to the course is that the student should have achieved a 
satisfactory standard in all available subjects in the course with a direct bearing 
upon the area of study of the Investigation Project. 

A subject involving supervised work with group meetings where appropriate 
requiring about 18 hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Guided research in nominated areas, selected to give the student experience in 
different approaches and investigation tools. A programme of study will be 
prescribed by the first week of first term and a detailed bibliography must be 
submitted at a prescribed date early in the term. Regular reports and contact with 
the supervisor will be required throughout the year. The reports must show 
evidence of the student's capacity to handle basic source material and data, 
analyse it reliably, interpret it imaginatively, and present it in a coherent manner in 
accordance with the prescribed conventions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Not more than ten nor less than five reports to be submitted through the year in 
accordance with the programme of study. 

700-516 INVESTIGATION PROJECT B1 
(10 points) 

Available only to students entering fifth year. 
Prerequisite that the student should have achieved a satisfactory standard in all 
available subjects in the course with a direct bearing upon the area of study of the 
Investigation Project. A subject involving individual supervised work, with group 
meetings where appropriate, requiring about 12 hours total work per week 
throughout the year. 
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SYLLABUS 
Guided research in nominated areas, selected to give the student experience in 
different approaches and investigation tools. A programme of study will be 
prescribed by the first week of first term and a detailed bibliography must be 
submitted at a prescribed date early in the term. Regular reports and contact with 
the supervisor will be required throughout the year. The reports must show 
evidence of the student's capacity to handle basic source material and data, 
analyse it reliably, interpret it imaginatively, and present it in a coherent manner in 
accordance with the prescribed conventions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Not more than seven or less than three reports to be submitted through the year in 
accordance with the programme of study. 

700-517 INVESTIGATION PROJECT B2 
(15 points) 

Available only to students entering Fifth Year. 
A prerequisite for entry to the course is that the student should have achieved a 
satisfactory standard in all available subjects in the course with a direct bearing 
upon the area of study of the Investigation Project. 

A subject involving supervised work with group meetings where appropriate 
requiring about 18 hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Guided research in nominated areas selected to give the student experience in 
different approaches and investigation tools. A programme of study will be 
prescribed by the first week of first term and a detailed bibliography must be 
submitted at a prescribed date early in the term. Regular reports and contact with 
the supervisor will be required throughout the year. The reports must show 
evidence of the student's capacity to handle basic source material and data, 
analyse it reliably, interpret it imaginatively, and present it in a coherent manner in 
accordance with the prescribed conventions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Not more than ten nor less than five reports to be submitted through the year in 
accordance with the programme of study. 

705-491 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE COMMUNICATION 
A series of one lecture and one hour of seminar and practical session requiring 4 
hours work per week throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject is an introduction to communications including methods and theories 
of visual, graphic and oral presentation, focusing on design process and 
presentation. It is aimed at providing the necessary skills for students entering the 
first year of the Master of Landscape Architecture programme. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed in practical work consisting of sketching, 
rendering, photography and other graphic media and techniques to be submitted 

. throughout the year. Details of mark allocations will be specified at the beginning of 
the academic year. 

705-492 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN (Preliminary) 
A series of lectures, seminars and design work requiring 10 hours of work per 
week throughout the academic year. The subject covers the basic materials, 
methods and theories of landscape architecture design. Design problems in the 
subject focus on creative problem solving and the rational process of design. 



ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on studio work comprising 4 to 7 design 
problems per term, to be submitted throughout the year. Details of mark allocation 
will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-613 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 1 
A series of one lecture and 6 hours of seminars and studio work requiring 14 hours 
of work per week throughout half the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject covers advanced problems of increasing scale and complexity in 
design theory and process and includes experiences with a variety of environ
ments such as residential, recreational, commercial and industrial. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on studio work comprising 5-10 design 
problems to be submitted throughout half the academic year. Details of the mark 
allocation will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-618 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 2 
A series of 10 hours of seminars and studio work per week, requiring in total 24 
hours per week throughout half the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
The subject consists of studio work focussing on case studies of specific design 
interest. Opportunities for professional experience in public, private and academic 
situations may be offered to a limited number of students to substitute for or 
reinforce the case study work. Such opportunities may include work carried out 
under the supervision of practising landscape architects. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed progressively on studio and/or practical work equivalent 
to 4 to 6 design problems submitted throughout the half year. Details of the 
assignments and the allocation of marks will be specified at the beginning of the 
academic year. 

705-619 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE PROJECT 
Guided research on a specific area of landscape architectural interest requiring an 
average of 24 hours per week throughout half the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
A detailed program of the proposed study must be submitted by a date in first term 
to be determined each year. Regular reports and contact with the supervisor will be 
required throughout the half year, and a formal oral presentation of the findings will 
be required at a date to be specified each year. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on the preparaton and oral and written submission of a 
design and/or project report at the end of the half year. Details of the allocation of 
marks will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-493 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE TECHNOLOGY (Preliminary) 
A series of one lecture and two hours of seminar and studio work requiring 6 hours 
of work per week throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject is an introduction to the basic materials and methods of landscape 
engineering and construction, focusing on land surveying, grading, drainage, 
earthwork, roads and paths, utility services and structures. 
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ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on written tests of 1 -3 hours and studio 
work comprising 3-5 technical problems per term, to be submitted throughout the 
year. Details of mark allocations will be specified at the beginning of the academic 
year. 

705-614 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE TECHNOLOGY 1 
A series of one lecture and two hours of seminar and studio work requiring 6 hours 
work per week throughout half the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject covers advanced problems in landscape engineering and construc
tion, such as site work, road and path construction, grading, drainage, services etc. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on studio work comprising 5-10 design 
problems to be submitted throughout the half year. Details of the mark allocation 
will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-617 LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT 
A series of 2 hours of lectures and tutorials per week for 12 weeks requiring a total 
of 4 hours work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
The problems of assessing landscape amenity will be considered in relation to land 
capability as part of the planning process. The geology, soils and the biological 
bases of the natural landscapes, and the land use and economic history of cultural 
components in the landscape will be studied to develop an understanding of the 
way in which landscapes function. Such understanding can then be brought to 
bear on proposed changes in land use, ranging from the location of major services 
such as transmission lines or freeways, to urban subdivision, and the problems of 
rural conservation. The methods used by the Centre will be studied in relation to 
regional case histories. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 2-hour paper. Written assignments or tests during the course may be required 
in addition to, or as a total or partial substitute for, this paper. 

705-615 LANDSCAPE PLANNING 
A series of one lecture and 9 hours of seminars and studio work requiring 20 hours 
of work per week throughout half the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject will concentrate on land planning and the optimum use of natural 
resources. Planning and design problems will apply material covered in associa
tion lectures on landscape assessment and analytical techniques. The latter will 
include data gathering and manipulation techniques and plan formulation and 
evaluation procedures. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on studio work comprising 5-10 
assignments to be submitted throughout the half year. Details of the mark 
allocation will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-251 LANDSCAPE STUDIES 
(10 points) 

Not available to B.T.R.P. students in 1984. 
A series of two lectures and a further 2 hours of tutorials and practical work per 
week throughout the academic year. 
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SYLLABUS 
The subject presents a basic understating of the natural systems and their role in 
the interpretation of the landscape for comprehensive planning purposes. An 
introduction to the concept of ecosystems, abiotic and biotic components, energy 
flow, plant community succession, geology, soils, vegetation patterns and 
classification, faunal habitat, the definition and development of landscape units, 
assessment of units for suitability of various land use, physical and natural land 
use constraints and methods of landscape management. 

In addition, the subject introduces a landscape architectural design process by 
investigating the procedures, methods and techniques involved in the planning 
and design of outdoor sites in the rural and urban environment. Review of the past, 
present and future land planning design theories and practice develops a land 
planning sensitivity by undertaking a thorough analysis and application of the 
design elements and principles as they relate to the natural and man-made 
environment. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
Work in the subject will comprise 3 assignments set in the first half of the academic 
year and at least one major project set in the second half of the academic year. 
Details of the assignments and the project(s) will be available at the beginning of 
the academic year. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on assignments and an examination. Details of the 
assessment components and their weighting will be announced at the beginning of 
the academic year. 

705-331 LAW OF PLANNING 
(10 points) 

Two lectures and one tutorial a week requiring about 12 hours total work a week 
throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
The course is aimed at giving students an introduction to the general framework of 
the legal system, methods of legal reasoning, and environmental and land use law 
within Victoria. 
General Legal Framework: The nature and sources of the law and its administra
tion: the Common Law system; Statutory Interpretation. The manner in which the 
law gives rights to private individuals enabling the control of land use without resort 
to Environmental or Town Planning legislation. Law of Property (including the 
general nature of proprietary rights and restrictive covenants). Law of Torts (the 
law of nuisance and negligence). 
Environmental Legislation: The Local Government Act and the Health Act. The 
Environment Protection Act. The Environment Effects Act. Commonwealth Powers 
and Legislation. 
Town Planning Law: The Town and Country Planning Act. The Planning Appeals 
Board Act. The structure and co-ordination of the administration of planning in 
Victoria. The concept of standing Interim Development Orders and Schemes; their 
nature and implementation. The Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme 
Ordinance. Non-Conforming uses. Permits. Factors affecting the exercise of a 
discretion by Planning Authorities. Appeals. Judical Review. Enforcement of 
Schemes. Compulsory acquisition of land and compensation under the Town and 
Country Planning Act. 

ASSESSMENT 
Three assignments of about 2000 words each, set during the year, each 
representing 10% of the marks in the subject. 
One 3-hour written examination in the fourth term, representing 70% of the marks 
in the subject. 
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700-126 MATHEMATICAL METHOD 1 
(5 points) 

A knowledge of mathematics to the standard of a pass in at least one Group 1 
mathematics subject at Higher School certificate level will be assumed. A series of 
one lecture and one tutorial per week requiring about 6 hours total work per week 
throughout the year. 
This subject is designed to consolidate the student's present knowledge of 
Mathematics and to develop ability in information handling and data evaluation, to 
provide a logical basis for decision making, to develop the mathematical 
background for operating on elements in space, to form the base for the physical. 
sciences. 

SYLLABUS 
Graphs and relations, Graphical treatment of differentiation and integration linked 
with formal methods. Series expansions. Trigonometric functions. Areas and 
volumes. Centre of gravity and moments of inertia. Logarithmic and exponential 
functions. Differential equations. Conic sections and quadric surfaces. Polar and 
bipolar co-ordinates. Matrices. Systems of linear simultaneous equations. Linear 
programming. Vectors and transformations. Boolean Algebra. Elements of group 
theory. Elementary topology. Design economics. Mathematics of interest pay
ments, depreciation, amortization, discount cost comparison. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 2-hour examination mid-year and one 2-hour paper in the fourth term. 
Assignments and term examination results will form part of the annual examina
tion. 

700-226 MATHEMATICAL METHOD 2 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: Mathematical Method 1. 
A series of two hours per week of lectures, tutorials and project work requiring 
about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. 
The subject is designed to develop ability in decision making with special reference 
to the setting up of mathematical models which may be tested and evaluated. 

SYLLABUS 
Preference matrices, ranking methods, techniques of attitude scale construction. 

Linear programming. Decisions based on probability. Probability distributions. 
Sampling distributions. Tests of significance. Correlation. Insight into the use of the 
computer, mainly through the writing of programmes. The Fortran language will be 
studied. Students will be required to submit at least two elementary and four more 
advanced programmes. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 2-hour paper at the end of the series. Exercises and assignments will form 
part of the annual examination. 

700-314 NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURY ARCHITECTURE 
(10 points) 

A series of two lectures and one tutorial per week requiring about 12 hours total 
work per week during the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
The formative aspects of architecture from the late eighteenth century to the 
present day with special emphasis upon British architecture in the nineteenth 
century and European and North American architecture in the twentieth century. 
Including architectural theory and practice, the stylistic revivals, some aspects of 
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engineering and building construction, urban conditions, the skyscraper, formative 
early modern movements, Expressionism, International Style and Functionalism, 
the Bauhaus, the work of Wright, Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier, and 
selected recent work. 

EXERCISES 

Two essays, at least one class paper, and a visual test. 

ASSESSMENT 
The essays, classwork including class papers and tests, and one 3-hour paper in 
fourth term. 
The weighting between essays, assignments, and the final examination, will be 
indicated on the faculty notice board before the beginning of first term. 

705-627 PLANNING LAW 
A series of 2 hours of lectures or seminars per week, with classwork and 
assignments requiring about 6 hours of total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
An introduction to legal methods and the tools of the lawyer: the nature and role of 
a legal system; sources of law in Victoria; the hierarchy of courts; the process of 
litigation; elementary legal concepts and terminology; divisions of law; doctrine of 
precedent; interpretation of statutes. 
The Town and Country Planning Act, Victoria. Preparation of a Planning Scheme. 
Exercise of planning discretion. The Town Planning Appeals Tribunal. Enforce
ment of planning controls. Non-planning controls on urban development. Com
pensation for compulsory acquisition and rezoning. 
The emphasis will be on the Victorian law with comparative analysis of other 
legislation and judicial decisions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on classwork and assignments set during the year and 
one 2-hour examination held in fourth term. 
Details of the percentage marks allotted to classwork, assignments, and the 
examination paper will be available at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-131 PLANNING STATISTICS 
(10 points) 

This subject comprises two lectures and three contact hours of practical work per 
week, requiring about 12 hours total work per week throughout the year. It aims to 
lay a foundation of analysis skills with sufficient sophistication to facilitate their 
further development through study and experience subsequently. 
SYLLABUS 
Topics covered include data representation, statistical notation, survey methods, 
measures of central tendency and dispersion, probability, the normal distribution, 
sampling, inference and hypothesis testing, correlation, regression, computer 
analysis. Time sharing, S.P.S.S., non-parametric statistics, time series analysis, 
and introductory modelling. A third of the course is demography, including fertility, 
mortality and migration rates, use of life-tables, population projection, planning's 
use of demography, and analysis of some planning studies. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment is based upon both practical work and two 3-hour papers. Details of 
the latter will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-609 PLANT MATERIALS 
A series of one 2-hour lecture and one 1-hour tutorial per week requiring 
approximately 6 hours work per week throughout the year. The subject includes 
visits to the Royal Botanic Gardens and other places of horticultural significance. 
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SYLLABUS 
Study of the identification of native and exotic trees, shrubs and vines, factors 
influencing their growth, and their use in specific design situations. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed as follows: 
First term: Two tests during the term on plant material identification each worth 
5% of the total assessment and at the end of term a 3-hour test comprising plant 
material identification and written work, worth 15% of the total assessment. 
Second term: Two tests during the term on plant material identification each worth 
5% of the total assessment and at the end of term a 3-hour test comprising plant 
material identification and written work, worth 15% of the total assessment. 
Third term: Two design problems during the term each worth 5% of the total 
assessment and a final test of 3-hours comprising plant material identification and 
written work, worth 30% of the total assessment. 

705-620 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE) 
A series of one 2 hour lecture for half a year requiring a total of 4 hours work per 
week throughout the half year. 

SYLLABUS 
This subject covers landscape architectural office management, practices and 
procedures. Ethics, laws, contracts, accounting, taxation, insurance specifications 
and cost estimating relating to landscape architecture are also covered. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be progressively assessed on 3-5 written assignments to be 
submitted throughout the half year and on one 3-hour examination at the end of the 
course worth 50% of the total assessment. Details of the mark allocation for the 
assignments will be published at the beginning of the academic year. 

700-328 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 1 
(5 points) 

The subject is divided into two units. Principles of Law and Principles of 
Management. Principles of Law will have 25 lectures plus 4 tutorials. Principles of 
Management will comprise 13 lectures and 5 tutorials with exercises. The subject 
will require an average of 6 hours of work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Principles of Law: Introduction to legal principles. The legal system and legal 
process. Sources of the law and divisions of the law. The hierarchy of the courts 
and civil procedure. Technical rules of precedent. Interpretation of statutes. Law of 
property. Regulations and by-laws. Law of planning. Law of contract. Agency, 
partnerships and companies. Law of Torts including negligence, occupier's 
liability, nuisance, professional negligence and the duty of care. Arbitration and 
arbitration agreements. 
Principles of Management 
Participants in the building process, delegation and distribution of work, practice 
and project organisation in the building industry. 
EXERCISES 

Assignments and exercises will be set during the year. 

ASSESSMENT 
Principles of Law: One 2-hour examination representing 60% of the total mark in 
the subject. 
Principles of Management: one assignment of not more than 3,000 words 
representing 40% of the total mark in the subject. 



*700-430 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 2 (BASIC FINANCE) 
(5 points) 

This is an interdisciplinary subject only. 
Prerequisite: Professional Practice 1 or equivalent. 
A series comprising 24 lectures and 12 tutorials plus assignments requiring an 
average 6 hours total work per week throughout the academic Year or equivalent 
work in a half year programme. 

SYLLABUS 
An introduction to accounting principles and basic finance. The use of accounting 
information for business decisions in architectural practice and assessment of 
performance in practice and project organizations. Budgetary planning and control 
procedures. 

EXERCISES 
Work set during the year will comprise two major assignments and regular case 
studies from the subject manual: Tippett H: Basic Finance-Business Decisions 
In Architectural Practice (M.U. Dept. Arch, and Bldg) 1978. 

ASSESSMENT 
The major assignments and the tutorial work and case studies. 

700-429 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 2 (PRACTICE) 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: Professional Practice 1 or equivalant. 
This subject will consist of 26 lectures and 5 tutorials requiring an average of 6 
hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Professionalism, professional responsibility, professional associations, forms of 
practice organisation, opportunities for practice, the role of regulations, codes and 
controls in the building industry, building procurement systems, project administra
tion including documentation communications and procedures, pre-contract 
planning, the role of estimating and specifications, tendering and forms of contract, 
contract administration including nominated sub-contracts, variations, cost adjust
ments, instructions and certification. 

Reference will be made to RAIA practice notes and documents. 

EXERCISES 

Work set during the year comprises assignments, tutorial work and exercises. 

ASSESSMENT 
One three hour examination paper (open book) plus an assignment of not more 
than 3,000 words. 

700-336 PROJECT CONTROL 
(5 points) 
The subject provides an insight into some of the operations research techniques 
that can be used in controlling the design and building process. 
The subject is divided into two parts with up to two hours per week of lectures and 
tutorials requiring a total of about 6 hours work per week throughout the academic 
year. 

SYLLABUS 
Operations research: A programme designed to give some insight into the 
methods and techniques of operation research in design and management 
problems. A choice between alternative courses of action when faced with 
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conflicting criteria with complex relationships, and where uncertainty and risk are 
involved. The methods and significance of operations research. Mathematical 
models. Allocation. Strategy and games, queueing theory. Simulation models. 
Multi-decision processes. 
Technique applications: Analysis of the management and control of building 
projects including user requirements, design processes and construction. Evalua
tion of systems requirements for control, including comparison of traditional and 
project management approaches. Control of time and cost. Network Analysis. 
Resource analysis. Using computers. Flowline analysis. Budgetary cost control. 
Contract alternatives. Particular emphasis is placed on graphic methods and the 
use of standard procedures and their integration with management systems. 

ASSESSMENT 
Students will be assessed on tests and work submitted throughout the year. 
Assignments set during the year will form part of the annual examination. 

705-624 PUBLIC DECISION-MAKING AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
72 hours of lectures and tutorials. 

OBJECTIVES 
(i) To provide a theoretical basis for rational planning in respect of 'environmen

tal' resources; 
(ii) To outline the interaction between the economic, social and bio-physical 

factors in resource allocation and management; 
(iii) To examine techniques and applications of economic and other models to aid 

environmental resource management and decision-making; 
(iv) To present a framework for interdisciplinary analysis in the field of 

environmental resources. 

SYLLABUS 
The seven units are as follows: 
A. MODELS OF PUBLIC CHOICE: Public decision-making defined; Planning & 

evaluation of resource allocation in the public sector, with particular emphasis 
on environmental issues. 

B. THEORY OF SOCIAL CHOICE AND SOCIAL PLANNING: The scope and 
adequacy of concepts and techniques in social choice mechanisms. 

C. APPLICATION OF WELFARE ECONOMICS TO ENVIRONMENTAL POLI
CY: Outline of welfare economics theory; application in environmental policy 
formulation and evaluation. 

D. EVALUATION (1) ECONOMIC: Benefit-cost analysis — theory and metho
dology; problems in application to resource management. 

E. EVALUATION (2) OTHER EVALUATION MODELS: Cost-Effectiveness; 
Planning-Programming-Budgeting (PPBS); Multiple objective evaluation and 
planning; Decision theory; Environmental effects studies; energy analysis. 

F. EVALUATION (3) OTHER DETERMINANTS OF POLICY AND SOCIAL 
PREFERENCES: Concepts of justice, social morality; Equity and distribution
al effects of policy — their effects on policy formation and evaluation 
techniques; 

G. CASE STUDIES, with particular emphasis on transport planning, water 
resources development and urban planning. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at end of subject (40% of total marks); written 
assignments up to 8,000 words in total during the subject; short tests during 
tutorials may also be used. 

*705-479 QUANTITATIVE PLANNING METHODS 

The Faculty reserves the right not to offer this subject if a minimum enrolment is 
not reached. A series of 2 hours of lectures or seminars per week, classwork and 
assignments requiring about 6 hours of total work per week throughout the year. 



SYLLABUS 
Modern advances in urban analysis and mathematical modelling. The techniques 
studied will often come from relevant, but peripheral to urban planning, fields: 
econometrics, regional science, ecology, operations research, cybernetics, 
applied decision theory, communications theory and artificial intelligence. Of 
necessity, students are required to learn the basics of a computer programming 
language to run example routines. Emphasis will be on tutorials, seminars, visiting 
speakers and class presentations. 

ASSESSMENT 
A 2-hour examination on an overview of the course material plus a more 
specialized project on a chosen technique(s) will be given equal weighting. 

700-234 QUANTITY SURVEYING AND ESTIMATING 1 
(5 points) 

The aim of the subject is to introduce students to the production and pricing of Bills 
of Quantities. 
A series of up to 2 hours lecture-tutorials per week and supervised practice 
sessions requiring about 6 hours total work per week throughout the academic 
year. 

SYLLABUS 
History of Quantity Surveying. Purpose of Bills of Quantities. Principles of 
measurement. Measuring and taking-off dimensions from drawings of elementary 
examples. The Standard Method of measurement, its origin, development and 
use. Introduction to Estimating. 

EXERCISES 
Students are required to submit assignments and such other projects and essays 
as may be set during the year. These requirements and assessment weightings for 
a given year will be specified at the beginning of first term. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper in the fourth term. Some or all of the work submitted during the 
year will also be assessed and form part of the examination. 
Weightings between the examination and exercises will be indicated on the faculty 
notice boards at the beginning of first term. 

700-334 QUANTITY SURVEYING AND ESTIMATING 2 
(5 points) 

The aim of the subject is to consolidate knowledge of measurement and pricing of 
building works. ' 
A series of up to 2 hours lecture/tutorials per week and occasional seminars 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week throughout the academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
Measurement and taking-off dimensions from drawings of examples of greater 
complexity than in Part 1. 
Continuation of detailed analysis of prices. 
Introducton to post contract services. 

EXERCISES 
Students are required to submit assignments and such other projects and essays 
as may be set during the year. These requirements and assignments weightings 
for a given year will be specified at the beginning of first term. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour paper in the fourth term. Work submitted during the year will also be 
assessed and will form part of the examination. 
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700-434 QUANTITY SURVEYING AND ESTIMATING 3 
(10 points) 

A series of up to 4 hours of seminar/tutorials per week with assignments requiring 
about 12 hours total work per week throughout the academic year. 
The aim of the subject is to examine and report on traditional and advanced 
techniques available and to engage with more complex problems in practical work. 

SYLLABUS 
The evolving role of the quantity surveyor; alternative formats of bills of quantities, 
activities bills, operational bills, elemental bills, locational bills. Cost analysis, 
planning and control. The application of E.D.P. to the production and sortation of 
bills of quantities and to cost planning procedures and budgetary controls. 
Tendering strategy; tendering procedures and contractual arrangements. Design 
decision evaluation techniques. Review of measurement of building work. 
Measurement of mechanical and electrical services in buildings. Measurement of 
Civil Engineering work. Professional practice, post contract services and responsi
bility accounting. 

EXERCISES 
Students are required to submit assignments and such other projects and essays 
as may be set during the year. These requirements and assessment weightings for 
a given year will be specified at the beginning of first term. 

ASSESSMENT 
Two 3-hour papers in the fourth term. Some or all of the exercises submitted during 
the year will also be assessed and form part of the examination. Weightings 
between the examinations and the exercises will be indicated on the faculty notice 
boards at the beginning of first term. 

700-542 RESEARCH REPORT 
(20 points) 

Available only to students entering fifth year. 
Prerequisite: A Grade of C or higher in the subject or subjects with a direct bearing 
on the area of study of the research report. A subject involving individual 
supervised work requiring about 24 hours total work per week throughout the year. 
Approval of the topic for study must be obtained before course selection will be 
ratified and authority to enrol granted. 

SYLLABUS 
Guided research within a nominated area. Acceptable subject areas will be 
dependent upon the staff available, but will be generally concerned with those 
areas to which the student has been introduced through an Investigation Project. A 
detailed bibliography, set out in accordance with the prescribed conventions, and a 
synopsis of the proposed study, must be submitted by the second week of first 
term. Regular reports and contact with the supervisor will be required throughout 
the year. 

ASSESSMENT 
At least one formal submission in each term, including the final report submitted at 
a prescribed date in Term 3. 

705-403 RESEARCH REPORT (PLANNING) 
(15 points) 
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Available only to students entering the fourth year of the Bachelor of Town and 
Regional Planning course. 
Individual supervised research work requiring up to 20 hours total work per week 



i 

throughout the year. Students are required to participate in research seminars for 
not more than one hour per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Each student is required to select a research topic in consultation with the 
chairman of the department; this should be done in the long vacation. A Definition 
of Topic (1,000 word report) is to be submitted by the second week of first term. 

ASSESSMENT 
The final report, between 10,000 and 20,000 words, is to be submitted at a 
prescribed date in fourth term. 

705-623 RESOURCE AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
72 hours of lectures and tutorials. 

OBJECTIVES 
(i) To provide an understanding of the way in which society makes use of 

natural resources to provide for its various activities. 
(ii) In particular to explore the special role of energy resources in harvesting 

natural resources and converting them into forms suitable for society's needs. 
(iii) To provide a conceptual and analytical basis for making decisions about the 

management of such resources. 

SYLLABUS 
The five units are as follows: 
A. INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL RESOURCES: Definitions and issues: 

reserves and resources; rates of use; exploration; scarcity. A model of natural 
resource use. 

B. NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS: Natural resources in economic 
thought: "Frontier" and "Spaceship" economics; technological change; stock 
effects, user cost and resource rents; intertemporal effects; market failure; 
subsitution and conservation. Planning criteria — efficiency, equity and risk. 

C. RESOURCES, ENERGY AND SOCIETY: Past and present patterns of 
energy and resource use; role of energy in resource development. Energy 
laws; energy use and conversion. Energy and money; energy and the 
structure of society. International trade in energy and resources. 

D. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Management of resources: energy resources; 
minerals; renewable resources; common property resources. 

E. RESOURCES PROJECT: Individual student projects in the fields of energy, 
resources or resource economics. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at end of subject (40% of total marks); written 
assignments up to 8 000 words in total during the subject; short tests in tutorials 
may also be used. 

705-622 SOCIAL ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT 
72 hours of lectures and tutorials. 

OBJECTIVES 
(i) To lead to an understanding of social processes in Australia; 
(ii) To explore the role of attitudes and ideas in social processes, and their 

significance in the assessment of environmental conditions and of public-
sector and private-sector investments; 

(iii) To develop a familiarity with methods for incorporating social information in 
the assessment of environmental conditions and of public-sector and 
private-sector investments. 

SYLLABUS 
Topics is to be covered will be organized into six units: 
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A. DEMOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS: General demographic 
principles; global and historical perspective to present Australian populations; 
methods of analysis. Attitudes and ideas: inter-generational differences; 
cross-cultural differences; ethnic prejudices. 

B. LOCATION THEORY AND URBAN STRUCTURE: Development of location 
theory; urban structure of Australian cities; methods of analysis. Attitudes and 
ideas: development of ideas about the city; history of planning ideologies. 

C. SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION: Residential differentiation: differentiation of 
opportunities; methods of analysis. Attitudes and ideas: perception of social 
differentiation; ideas of social justice. 

D. ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS: En
vironmental perception: environmental conditions and stress. 

E. SOCIAL THEORY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Review of integrative 
social theories; relationships to economic theory. 

F. SOCIAL INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES AND SOCIAL EFFECTS 
ASSESSMENT: Perception of problems and their relevance to public policy; 
changing concerns of public policy. Methods in social investigation and social 
effects assessment. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at the end of the subject (40% of total mark); written 
assignments up to 8,000 words in total during the subject; short tests in tutorials 
may also be used. 

705-101 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 1 
(15 points) 

A series of lectures, tutorials and practical work involving up to 10 contact hours 
per week and requiring about 18 hours total work per week throughout the year. 
The course consists of two units of equal weight, the first to be taught in the first 
half of the year, and the second in the second half of the year. 

Unit 1: The Residential Neighbourhood 

SYLLABUS 
A general introduction to the process of urban development together with an 
examination of a typical residential neighbourhood in terms of the relationship 
between its spatial structure and its social and economic characteristics. 
Specifically, the unit will address the following: 
Process of Urban Development 
The construction of an outline of the urban system starting with the student's own 
experience of home and neighbourhood, its physical and social characteristics, its 
environment, its location in relation to work, shops and services. An introduction to 
the urban social-spatial structure from the viewpoint of the neighbourhood and to 
the processes which produce urban patterns. Basic research methods and 
analytical techniques. 
Group and Organizational Processes 
An introduction to work in small groups. Exploration of the nature of groups and 
human interaction through experiential workshops and simulations. Basic visual, 
verbal and written communication skills. 
Planning and Implementation 
An introduction to planning theory and the basic statutory implementation tools of 
land use planning in Victoria. The people of the neighbourhood, their problems and 
goals, remedial and developmental measures. . 

Unit 2: Municipal Issues 

SYLLABUS 
Process of Urban Development 
A review of recent social, economic and physical changes affecting municipalities 
in Melbourne; theoretical perspectives on recent trends. 



Group and Organisational Processes 
A study of the functions, resources and structures of local government; the trends 
to public participation and corporate management; role of pressure groups; skills of 
working in small groups. 
Planning and Implementation 
The basic elements of land use planning at the municipal level, i.e. development 
control, scheme preparation and policy development; introduction to planning 
theory. 

ASSESSMENT 
Written tests in class time, reports and practical work assignments throughout the 
year equivalent in total to a maximum of 20,000 words. Details of the assignments 
and written tests and of the marks allotted to each will be specified at the beginning 
of the academic year. 

705-201 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 2 
(15 points) 
A series of 52 lectures, 26 tutorials, and 156 hours of practical classes requiring 
about 12 hours total work per week throughout the academic year. 
A six day excursion during the first or second term vacation. 

SYLLABUS 
An introduction to current theories, processes and practices in the planning of 
towns and regional centres. 
The use and distribution of land for housing, recreation and leisure, town centres, 
industry and commerce. The use and applicability of recent survey data and 
research findings in the formulation of policy objectives, specific proposals, and 
design criteria. 
Practical exercises and tutorials relating to the detailed planning of urban areas 
with particular emphasis on neighbourhood planning. Practical exercises and 
tutorials relating to the processes and techniques applicable to structure planning. 
Water supply, electricity distribution, telecommunications and other engineering 
services at regional and community level. The earth sciences as the basis of 
qualitative and quantitative land studies. Sources, characteristics, measurement 
and control of pollution. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assignments throughout the year up to a maximum of 15,000 words 60 % 
Two 3-hour written examinations, one at mid-year and one at the 
end of the year (each 20% of total assessment) 40% 

705-301 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 3 
(15 points) 

A series of one lecture, one tutorial and 6 hours practical work per week throughout 
the year requiring about 12 hours total work per week. 

SYLLABUS 
Aim 
1. To develop an understanding of the theoretical basis of planning in the areas 

of planning, management, political values and policy implementation, and to 
give experience in the application of general and abstract theory to specific 
practical situations. 

2. To develop competence in planning and managing through task group 
experience. 

3. To give experience of conceptualising planning problems and processes in 
the existing city and to develop competence and initiative in defining planning 
tasks and implementing solutions. 
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ORGANISATION AND CONTENT 
1. Theory. 

Theory relevant to planning will be given in tour intensive units on the themes: 
planning, management, politics and implementation. Each unit will be of two 
or three weeks duration and will be interspersed with periods to be devoted to 
supervision of the student contact project which will run throughout the year. 
Theory teaching will include lectures, experimental exercises and discus
sions or "debriefings". 

2. Group Project. 
There will be one major project during the year. For this project, the student 
contact period, the class will be divided into groups and each group will be 
attached to one government or community agency with an interest in the area 
of planning. The aims are to allow students to carry out a task for a real client 
and to learn about the organisation of government, particularly at the State 
level. Each group of students will produce a joint progress report and a joint 
final report. 

3. Diary. 
Students will be required to keep a diary of their experiences and thoughts on 
the application of theory to practice. 

4. Intensive management course. 
During the theory unit on management, students will be required to attend a 
week's intensive course in "management and human behaviour" which will 
be held off the campus and will be a residential course. Transport will be 
provided to and from the venue but meals and other catering will be managed 
by the students. 

ASSESSMENT 
Group project: 
Progress report (approximately 8,000 words) 10% 
Final report (approximately 25,000 words) 40% 
Diary: Four submissions throughout the year of not more than 1,000 words 20% 
One 3-hour examination at the end of the year 30% 

705-401 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 4 
(15 points) 

A series of two lectures, two tutorials/seminars and a maximum of four hours of 
practical work per week requiring a total of about 12 hours work per week for the 
full academic year. 

SYLLABUS 
There are three units in this course. 
Unit 1 Statutory Planning: Topics discussed will include the preparation, 
submission and examination of planning schemes, planning organisations, the 
exercise of development control, planning inquiries and appeals and the role of 
statutory planning in the development of cities. Practical work will involve the 
preparation of assignments related to specific case studies. 
Unit 2 Regional Planning: Development of regional planning in Australia and 
selected overseas countries, regional development theory, national and state 
regional policy, regional planning institutions, analytical and procedural techniques 
for regional planning, problems and prospects of regional planning. 
Unit 3 Professional Practice: A review of professional procedures as they apply 
to the town planner working in both public and private spheres. Topics covered 
include: Ethics, professionalism, project management and co-ordination. 

ASSESSMENT 
Unit 1: Statutory Planning 
One assignment of approximately 1,500 words 5% 
One assignment of approximately 3,000 words 15% 
One 2-hour examination end of term 20% 

Sub Total 40% 
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Unit 2: Regional Planning 
One project of approximately 4,000 words 
One 2 hour examination end of term 

20% 
20% 

Sub Total 40% 
Unit 3: Professional Practice 
One assignment of approximately 3,000 words 20% 

Sub Total 20% 
Total marks 100% 

705-631 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
(LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE) 
One lecture per week and one tutorial per fortnight requiring a total of about 5 
hours work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
An introduction to the theory and practice of town and regional planning. 

ASSESSMENT 
Exercises carried out during the year equivalent to a 
maximum of 5000 words 60% 
(Details of the exercises and the marks allotted to each 
will be specified at the beginning of the academic year). 
One 3-hour written examination at the end of the course 40% 

*705-002 TOWN PLANNING 
(5 points) 

A course of 2 lectures and 1 tutorial per week requiring about 6 hours total work per 
week throughout the half year. 
Note: This is an introductory subject and is not for students intending to pursue 
professional qualifications in Town Planning. 

SYLLABUS 
The processes of urban development and the role of various individuals and 
groups in those processes; planning as intervention in those processes. The 
theory and practice of development regulation. Statutory planning in Victoria: the 
preparation, submission and examination of planning schemes; the administration 
and enforcement of planning schemes; the appeal mechanism. 
Site planning and development procedures; decision making procedures and 
techniques. Planning and development case studies: the planning for and 
development of industry, retailing, housing, etc. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at the end of the course 60% 
Two assignments during the course, each of maximum 
length 2000 words, 20% each 40% 

705-240 TRANSPORT PLANNING 
(10 points) 

A series of two lectures and one tutorial per week and assignments, requiring a 
total of about 12 hours work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Introduction to transport and the urban system; the interaction between transport 
and land use activities. 
Local area traffic design: land use and traffic generation; introduction to traffic flow 
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theory; road and street network design considerations; management of the traffic 
system; the transport implications of site developments. 
Analysis and prediction of travel demands: techniques for estimating various 
aspects of travel demands. 
Transport facilities: the functions and capabilities of various modes and technolo
gies. 
Urban form and structure: interdependencies between land use and transport at 
the area-wide level; tecniques for analysing these. 
Procedures for assessing the impacts of planning proposals: data needs and 
collection strategies. 
Transport policy formulation and analysis. 
Urban goods movement. 
Evaluation in the planning process: techniques for project appraisal. 
Review of transport planning problems and issues. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hour examination paper at the end of the year and assignments throughout 
the year. Details of the assignments and the examination paper and of the marks 
allotted to each component will be specified at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-611 URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

This subject comprises lectures, seminars, case studies and project 
work, requiring about 12 hours total work per week, including 4 hours 
contact time per week, throughout the year. 
This subject will normally be offered only in alternate years. It is planned 
that it will be offered in 1984 and every second year therafter. 

SYLLABUS 
A critical examination of the major processes of urbanization and urban 
development since the industrial Revolution and the associated emerg
ence of planning practice and theory. Attention will focus on the 
development of urbanization in Australia and on the relevance of derived 
theory and practice to the Australian context. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on assignments set during the course. The 
total written submissions will not exceed 12 000 words. Details of the 
assignments and the marks allotted to each will be specified at the 
beginning of the academic year. 

*705-477 URBAN ECONOMICS 
Two-hourly session consisting of a lecture and discussion once a week. 

SYLLABUS 
Urban Economic Studies - nature and development. Economic Concepts: price, 
externalities, welfare, partial and general equilibrium, systems, static vs. dynamic 
approach. Urban transport and land use, demand, choice, pricing, investment, 
cost-benefit. Urban land use, market controls, Melbourne planning, conversion, 
price, social appropriation, tenures. Urban housing market, filtering, values; blight, 
renewal, urban poverty, causes, nature, policies, interrelationships. Urban 
environmental disruption, causes, costs, control. Urban employment structure and 
form. Urban economic planning techniques. 

EXERCISES 
A seminar paper of approximately 2,000 words. A research essay of 5,000 words. 

ASSESSMENT 



Assessment will be based on classwork and assignments as prescribed at the 
beginning ot the year and also on one 2 hour written examination held in the fourth 
term. A mid-year short answer test of one hours duration; a seminar paper of 
approximately 2,000 words and a two hour written examination held in the fourth 
term; and a research essay of 5,000 words. 

321-301 URBAN ECONOMIC STUDIES 

Two lectures and one 1-hour tutorial class per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Urban Economic Studies — Nature and development of the subject. Economic 
concepts used in urban studies. The role of the price mechanism. Externalities and 
public goods. Urban welfare criteria. The methodological debate. Partial and 
general equilibrium. Systems theory. Static approaches versus dynamic 
approaches. Definition and delimitation of urban areas. 
Urban Transport — Interrelation between transport and land use. Demand for 
urban transport, trip generation, trip distribution, modal choice. Pricing of private 
and public transport. Investment criteria inc. cost-benefit analysis. 
Urban Environment — The causes and social costs of pollution. Proposed 
methods of pollution control (regulation, subsidization, incentive pricing). 
Urban Land Use — The process of land use change in the city. Rationale for 
governmental intervention in the urban land market; the nature of land use 
controls. The process of peripheral rural-urban land conversion. The price of land 
for urban development. Proposals for social appropriation of land value incre
ments. Freehold and leasehold land tenure. 
Urban Housing — The housing market. The concept of filtering. Factors affecting 
property values. Factors underlying neighbourhood degradation. Urban blight and 
policies of urban renewal. Housing policies to assist low-income groups — 
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, public housing rental housing associa
tions etc. 
Urban Poverty — The nature of urban poverty. Causes and policies. The 
inter-relationships between poverty and other dimensions of urban structure. 
Intra-urban Structure — The pattern of urban development in terms of distribution 
of social and economic opportunities within the city, with particular emphasis on 
the problems these processes can create for the inner city. 
The management approach to planning. 

ASSESSMENT 
One 3-hours' final examination (40%); one research essay of 5,000 words (30%); 
1-hour's mid-year examination (15%); one tutorial paper (15%). 

*705-476 URBAN ENVIRONMENT STUDIES 
The Faculty reserves the right not to offer this subject if a minimum enrolment is 
not reached. The availability of this subject will also depend on staffing. 
A course of one 2-hour lecture or seminar per week, class work and assignments 
requiring about 6 hours total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Unit 1 Natural Environment (13 lectures/seminars) 
Introduction to the natural sciences: geology, geomorphology and climatology, and 
to natural ecology. The impact of human activity on the natural environment and its 
capacity to meet human needs and demands, and the impact of the natural 
sciences on planning decisions. The management of land in agricultural and 
recreational use in an urban context, and the conservation of the native landscape. 

Unit 2 Built Environment (13 lectures/seminars) 
The forces shaping the built form of cities and towns. Limitations imposed and 
opportunities bestowed by the natural environment upon the design and use of 
urban space. 
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ASSESSMENT 
Classwork and assignments during the year will constitute the total assessment. 
Details will be available at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-474 URBAN MANAGEMENT 

Lectures, seminars, case studies and project work, requiring about 12 hours total 
work per week including 4 hours contact time per week throughout the year. 
This subject will normally be offered only in alternate years. It is planned that it will 
be offered next in 1985 and every second year thereafter. 

SYLLABUS 
An examination of the range of techniques and approaches available for dealing 
with urban planning problems, with emphasis on policy making processes. The 
appropriateness of comprehensive, advocacy, transactive and systems planning 
will be evaluated. 
A study of current principles and procedures in planning for land use and transport 
needs at the metropolitan and the local level. Statutory planning procedures in 
Victoria. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
Work set during the year will involve students, individually, a well as in groups, in a 
range of practical exercises and projects designed to develop an appreciation of 
the interdisciplinary nature of urban planning and management. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assignments during the course of the year up to 10,000 words 75% 
(Details of the assignments and the marks allotted to each will be 
specified at the beginning of the academic year). 
One 2-hour examination at the end of the year 25% 

'705-480 URBAN POLITICS 
The Faculty reserves the right not to offer this subject if a minimum enrolment is 
not reached. The availability of the subject also depends on staffing. 
A series of two hours of lectures or seminars per week, classwork and 
assignments requiring about 6 hours of total work per week throughout the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Introduction to basic political structures and comparative systems of government; 
the political process in Australia: distribution of power, party system. Intra and 
extra-parliamentary powers, policy formulation and implementation; the concept of 
planning in Australian democracy. 
The political system — an analysis of local, state, and federal government powers, 
decision-making processes, and policies and their effect on urban areas. 
Consideration of the institutional framework within which city planning is organized 
and administered. 
Selected case studies. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based on classwork and assignments set during the course 
and one 3-hour written examination held at the end of the year. Details of the 
percentage marks allotted to classwork, assignments, and the examination paper 
will be available at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-642 URBAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME 1 

A subject of up to 4 hours contact time a week requiring a further 7-8 hours a week 
of private study and research throughout the year. 
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SYLLABUS 
Individual research work in two (2) specialization areas selected from the range 
shown below and culminating in the submission of a research report of 
approximately 5,000 words in each of the two areas. 

The 4 hours of weekly contact time will be devoted to reporting progress, 
discussion of research approaches and techniques, and to regular report-back 
seminars in each of the specialization areas. 

Students may, within their chosen specialization areas, carry out some work as a 
group but must each make individual submissions. These should display a 
competence in research techniques and procedures, an understanding of the 
planning problems involved, and be a definite contribution to urban planning. 
Individual research work in one of the chosen areas should be extended later by 
the minor thesis required for Urban Research Programme 2. 

The programme will involve some course work (lectures, seminars, workshops) 
and field work in addition to guided and supervised research. 

It is envisaged that supervision will be available during 1984 within the following 
broad specialization areas, subject to a minimum enrolment: 
Philosophy and Urban Design 
Planning Theory and Policy Analysis 
Political Economy 
Analytical Techniques for Urban Planning 
Landscape Assessment: Analysis of Physical Environment 
Regional Policy in Victoria 
Urban Locational Distributions 
Wholesaling and Retailing 
Problems in Housing 
Issues in Local Government Planning 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based upon the two research reports and individual 
performances at the report-back seminars, and the relative weighting of each 
component will be made available at the beginning of the academic year. 

705-652 URBAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME 2 
A subject of up to 4 hours of contact time a week, requiring a further 7-8 hours a 
week of private study and research throughout the the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Each candidate is required to prepare and submit a minor thesis on a topic chosen 
from one of the two areas of specialization in which the candidate has previously 
undertaken research work, usually during the preceding year, in the subject 'Urban 
Research Programme 1'. A candidate may, in certain circumstances, and with the 
approval of the Faculty, be permitted to undertake a thesis in another area of 
specialization. The length of the thesis shall be between 15,000 and 20,000 words, 
depending on the nature of the topic. 

The minor thesis is to be prepared under the guidance and regular supervision of 
staff. 

Students will be required to attend a number of seminars on research approaches 
and techniques and to complete the following before being allowed to submit their 
final minor thesis: 
(i) Proposed research topic and outline of approach by Week 1 of term 1. 
(ii) Written progress report by Week 1 of Term 2. 
(iii) A verbal progress report is to be made at one of the work-in-progress 

seminars during Term 2 or Term 3. 
(iv) The minor thesis is due for final submission by Week 1 of Term 4. 
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Regular reports and contact with students and staff in the relevant area of 
specialization will be required throughout the research programme. 

ASSESSMENT 
Assessment will be based entirely upon the minor thesis. 

705-221 URBAN SOCIOLOGY 
(5 points) 

A series of two lectures and one tutorial per week, or equivalent, requiring about 12 
hours total work per week for the first half of the year. 

SYLLABUS 
The subject will deal with three main areas: 
(i) basic political values with regard to freedom, participation, power, civil rights 

and the role of the state; 
(ii) the sociology of planning, consensus and conflict perspectives and the role 

of the planner in society; 
(iii) the roots of urban sociology, the Chicago school to the new urban sociology: 

urban questions and contemporary debates: problems "in" or "of" cities, the 
trap of spatial idealogy. 

The course will relate these perspectives to actual urban problems: e.g. access to 
housing, urban growth and decline and urban conservation. 

ASSESSMENT 
Written assignments not exceeding 7,000 words 90% 
Verbal presentation of written material 10% 
Details of assignments and the marks allotted to each will be specified at the 
beginning of the academic year. 

705-331 URBAN SOCIOLOGY (INVESTIGATION PROJECT) 
(5 points) 

Prerequisite: a pass standard in 705-221 Urban Sociology. 

Supervised work with group meetings where appropriate requiring about 12 hours 
total work per week for half the year. 

SYLLABUS 
Guided research in nominated areas selected to give the student experience in 
different approaches and investigation tools. Regular reports and contact with the 
supervisor will be required throughout the semester. The reports must show 
evidence of the student's capacity to handle basic source material and data, 
interpret it imaginatively, and present it in a coherent manner in accordance with 
the prescribed conventions. 

ASSESSMENT 
Written assignments not exceeding 7,000 words 90% 
Verbal presentation of written material 10% 
Details of assignments and the marks allotted to each will be specified at the 
beginning of the academic year. 
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BOOK LISTS 
(PR) = Preliminary reading 

= Essential text which all students should possess 

306-101 ACCOUNTING A 
'Harrison J. Horrocks J and Newman R L Accounting: A Direct Approach 1979 

Cheshire (PR) 
'McCracken D D ^ Simplified Guide to Structured COBOL Programming 1976 

Wiley 
'Department of Accounting Accountancy Excercises: First Year 1974 or 1976 

MUP (PR) 
Barton A D Anatomy of Accounting 1978 QUP 
Clift R C Accounting: Communication and Control 2nd ed 1982 Butterworths 
Goldberg L and Hill V R Elements of Accounting 1973 MUP 
May R G Mueller G G and Williams T H A New Introduction to Financial Accounting 

2nd ed 1980 Prentice-Hall 

705-612 ANALYTICAL BASIS OF PLANNING 
Stretton H Urban Planning in Rich and Poor Countries 1978 OPUS (PR) 
Cole J P and King C A M Quantitative Geography 1970 Wiley (PR) 
Shonfield A and Shaw S eds Social Indicators and Social Policy 1972 Heineman 

(PR) 
NSW Planning and Environment Commission An Introduction to Mathematical 

Planning Models 1976 (Tech Bull 7) (PR) 
Cross N. Elliott P and Roy R Man-Made Futures 1974 Hutchinson (PR) 
Rogers A Matrix Methods in Urban and Regional Analysis 1971 Holden-Day (PR) i 
Feigenbaum E A and Feldman J eds Computers and Thought 1963 McGraw-Hill 

(PR) 
Cutt J and Tydeman J A General Approach to the Analysis of Public Resources 

Allocation 1976 ANU Admin Studies Monograph No 1 (PR) 
'Ratcliffe J An Introduction to Town and Country Planning 1974 Hutchinson 
'Australian Government Publishing Service Style Manual 3rd ed reprint 1979 

AGPS 
Monkhouse F J and Wilkinson H R Maps and Diagrams 1971 Methuen 
Moser C and Kalton G Survey Methods in Social Investigation 1971 Heinemann 
Roberts Margaret An Introduction to Town Planning Techniques 1974 Hutchinson 
Robinson I M Decision Making in Urban Planning 1st ed 1972 Sage 
Additional references will be given in class. 

700-412,ASIAN ARCHITECTURE 
(This subject is offered in 1985 and in alternate years). 
Bernet Kempers A J Ageless Barabudur 1976 Wassenaar 
Boyd A Chinese Architecture 1962 Tiranti 
Boyd R New Directions in Japanese Architecture 1968 Studio Vista 
Coedes G The Making of South East Asia 1966 Routledge & Kegan Paul 
Coomaraswami A K History of Indian and Indonesian Art 1965 Dover 
Covarrubias M The Island of Bali 1937 Knopf 
De Bary W T ed Sources of Indian Tradition 1964 CUP 
De Bary W T ed Sources of Japanese Tradition 1964 CUP 
Forbis W T Japan Today 1975 Turtle 
Griswald A B Kim C Pott P H Art of the World Burma Korea Tibet 1964 Methuen 
Groslier B H Art of the World Indochina 1962 Methuen 
Hayakawa Masao the Garden Art of Japan 1973 Weatherhill Heibonsha 
Ito Teiji Traditional Domestic Architecture in Japan 1978 Weatherhill Heibonsha 
Kiyoshi Hirai Feudal Architecture in Japan 1973 Weatherhill Heibonsha 
Kramrisch S The Hindu Temple 1946 Calcutta 
Loeb E M Hein-Geldern R Sumatra 1936 Vienna 
Michell G The Hindu Temple 1977 Elek 
Morse E S Japanese Homes and their Surroundings 1961 Dover 
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Needham J Science and Civilization in China 1954 CUP 
Okakura Kakuzo The Book of Tea 1960 Turtle 
Seckel D The Art of Buddhism 1964 Methuen 
Sickman L Soper A The Art and Architecture of China 1968 Penguin 
Si Gin-Djih Chinese Architecture Past and Contemporary 1968 Sin Poh 
Siren O Gardens of China 1949 Ronald 
Reading lists will be issued during the course. 

700-413 AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTURE 
Freeland J M Architecture in Australia 1968 Cheshire (PR) 
Barrett B The Inner Suburbs 1971 MUP 
Boyd R Australia's Home 1968 Penguin 
Herman M Early Australian Architects and Their Work 1954 Angus & Robertson 
Lewis M Victorian Primitive 1977 Greenhouse Publications 
Casey M and others Early Melbourne Architecture 1840 to 1888 1975 OUP 
Cox P and Lucas C Australian Colonial Architecture 1978 Landsdowne 
Freeland J M Melbourne Churches 1836-1851 1963 MUP 
Freeland J M The Making of a Profession 1971 Angus & Robertson 
Johnson D L The Architecture of Walter Burley Griffin 1977 Macmillan 
Robertson E G Early Buildings of Southern Tasmania 2 vols 1964 Georgian House 
Roxburgh R Early Colonial Houses of New South Wales 1974 Ure Smith 
Saunders D ed Historic Buildings of Victoria 1966 Jacaranda 
Smith S U ed Domestic Architecture in Australia 1919 Spec no of Art in Australia 
Nineteenth century building journals, incl The Australian Builder, Australasian 

Builder and Contractor's News, and Building, Engineering and Mining Journal 
Reading lists will be issued during the course. 

700-021 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (GENERAL) 
Banham R The Architecture of the Well-Tempered Environment Architectural P 
Commonwealth Experimental Building Station Notes on the Science of Building 

AGPS 
Elder E J A Handbook of Building Enclosure Architectural 
Foster J S Mitchell's Building Construction — Structure and Fabric Part 1 Batsford 
Hodgkinson A A Handbook of Building Structure Architectural 
McGuinnes W J and Stein B Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings 

Wiley 
Sharp W W Australian Methods of Building Construction Angus & Robertson 

700-340 BUILDING ECONOMICS 1 
Stone P A Building Economy 2nd ed 1976 Pergamon (PR) 
"One of: 
Seeley I H Building Economics 2nd ed 1976 Macmillan 
Ferry D J and Brandon P S Cosf of Planning of Buildings Crosby Lockwood 
Bathurst P E and Butler D A Building Cost Control Techniques and Economics 

1973 Heinemann 
and 
'One of: 
Lean W and Goodall B Aspects of Land Economics 1966 The Estate Gazette 
Rost R and Collins H Land Valuation and Compensation in Australia 1973 CIV 
Murray J F N Principles and Practice of Valuation 5th ed 1973 CIV 
Reading lists will be issued during the course. 

700-440 BUILDING ECONOMICS 2 
As recommended for Part 1 

700-437 BUILDING PROJECTS ORGANIZATION 
Detailed reference lists will be distributed during the year. 
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700-252 BUILDING SERVICES 1 
McGuiness W J and Stein B Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings 

Wiley 
'Sewerage By-laws Melb & Metrop Bd of Works 
Burberry P Environment and Services Architectural P 
Kut D Heating and Hot Water Sen/ices in Buildings Pergamon 
"Drysdale J W Fire Protection in Buildings (EBS Bulletin No 9) Commonwealth 

Experimental Building Station 
Biggs K L and Michell D The Performance and Selection of Domestic Heaters 

Reprint 984 CSIRO. Division of Building Research. 

700-452 BUILDING SERVICES 2 
"Banham R The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment Architectural P 
Faber O and Kell J R Heating and Airconditioning of Buildings Architectural P 
McGuiness W J and Stein B Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings 

Wiley 

700-146 BUILDING STRUCTURES 
Francis A J Introducing Structures 1980 Pergamon (PR) 
Mainstone R J Developments in Structural Form 1983 Allen Lane/Penguin (PR) 
Reynolds T J and Kent L E Introduction to Structural Mechanics pb EUP 
Morgan W The Elements of Structure 1977 Pitman 
Cowan M J Architectural Structures 1976 Pitman 

700-246 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 2 
SAA Timber Engineering Code AS 1720 
'SAA Loading Code Part I — Dead and Live Loads AS 1170 1971 SAA 
*SA4 Loading Code Part II — Wind Forces AS 1170 1975 SAA 
'SAA Steel Structures Code AS 1250 1975 SAA 
SAA Brickwork Code AS 1640 1974 SAA 
SAA Blockwork Code AS 1475 — Part 1 Unreinforced Blockwork 1977 SAA 
Nash W A Theory and Problems of Strength of Materials Schaum* 
EBS Notes on the Science of Building Experimental Building Station' 
Foster J S Mitchell's Building Constructon — Structure and Fabric Part I 1973 

Batsford* 
King H and Everitt A Mitchell's Building Construction — Components and Finishes 

1973 Batsford (PR) 
Gordon J E The New Science of Strong Materials 1977 Penguin (PR) 
'Schlenker Introduction to Materials Science SI 1974 Wiley (PR) 
Raitt J G Modern Chemistry Applied and Social Aspects 1970 Ed Arnold (PR) 
Scientific American Materials 1st ed 1967 Freeman* 
Modern Chemistry Applied and Soc Asp 1970 Arnold 

700-346 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 3 
SAA AS 1480 Concrete Structures Code 
Foster J S Harington R Structure and Fabric Pt 2 Bateford 
Lyn T Y Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures 2nd ed Wiley 
Allen A An Introduction to Prestressed Concrete 1978 Cement & Concrete Assoc 
SAA AS 1481 Prestressed Concrete Code 
Scott C R An Introduction to Soil Mechanics and Foundations 2nd ed Applied 

Science Publ 
Cowan H the Design of Reinforced Concrete 1976 S.U.P. 

700-446 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 4 
Hendry A W Structural Brickwork 1981 Macmillan 

311-201 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 1 ORGANIZATIONAL 
BEHAVIOUR 

Luthans F Organizational Behaviour 3rd ed McGraw Hill 
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700-433 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
Koffman E B Problem Solving and Structural Programming in Pascal -1981 

Addison Wesley 
Meissner L P and Organick E I Fortran 77 Featuring Structural Programming 

Addison Wesley 
MacDougall E Bruce Computer Programming for Spatial Problems Edwin Arnold 
Bellamy C J and Whitehouse L C Introduction to Computer Programming in 

Fortran (Monecs Fortran) 2nd ed 1978 Monash 

700-204 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 2 
Foster J S and Harrington R Structure and Fabric Part 2 Bateford 
SAA Loading Code Part 1 - Dead and Live Loads AS 1170 1971 SAA 
SAA Loading Code Part II - Wind Forces AS 1170 1 975 SAA 
SAA Brickwork Code AS 1640 1974 SAA 
SAA Blockwork Code AS 1475 - Part 1 Unreinforced Blockwork 1977 SAA 
SAA Light Timber Framery Code AS 1684 1975 SAA 
Uniform Building Regulations Vict Govt Pr 

700-304 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 3 
As for Building Technology 3, plus 
'Reinforced Concrete Detailing Manual 2nd ed C & CAA 
Steel Designers Manual 4th ed Crosby Lockwood 
"Gorenc B and Tinyou R Steel Designers Handbook 4th ed NSW P 
Warner Rangan and Hall Reinforced Concrete 2nd ed Pitman 
Australian Reinforced Concrete Design Handbook 2nd ed C & CAA 

700-404 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 4 
Carrier Airconditioning Handbook of Airconditioning System Design Carrier 
SAA AS1418 Crane Code Standards Association 
SAA AS1480 Concrete in Building Standards Association 
Building and Construction Legal Reporting Service Aust Fedn Construction 

Contractors 
SAA AS1509 Formwork Code Standards Association 
SAA AS1510 Concrete Surface Finishes Code Standards Association 
Workers Compensation Act (Victoria) 

700-427 DESIGN METHOD 
Alexander C et al A Pattern Language 1977 OUP 
de Bono E The Mechanism of Mind 1969 Penguin 
Jones J C Design Methods: Seeds of Human Futures 1970 Wiley Interscience 
McKim R H Experiences in Visual Thinking 1972 Brooks-Cole 
Waddington C H Tools for Thought 1977 Paladin 

705-621 ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

UNIT A — INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGY 
The Bioshpere 1970 Sci Amer 
Ehrlich P et al Human Ecology Problems and Solutions 1973 Freeman 
Miller G T Living in the Environment Concepts Problems and Alternatives 2nd ed 

Wadsworth 
Odum E P Fundamentals of Ecology 3rd ed Saunders 
Strahler A N and Strahler A H Environmental Geoscience 1973 Hamilton 
UNIT B — ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

Berry B J and Horton F E Urban Environmental Management Planning for Pollution 
Control 1974 Prentice Hall 

Connell D W Water Pollution Causes and Effects in Australia 1974 QUP 
Detwyler T R Man's Impact on Environment 1971 McGraw-Hill 
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Miller G T Living in the Environment Concepts Problems and Alternatives 2nd ed 
Wadsworth 

Guidelines for Environment Assessment and the Environment Effects Act 1978 3rd 
ed Vic Ministry Conservation 

316-151 ECONOMICS IA (ARTS) 
Dolan E G Basic Economics 1983 3rd ed Dryden 
Heyne P T The Economic Way of Thinking 3rd ed SRA 
or 
Heyne P T and Johnson T Towards Economic Understanding 1976 SRA 

700-151 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 1 
'Sears F W et al College Physics 3rd 4th 5th ed Addison Wesley 
'Hassall D Reflective Insulation and the Control of Thermal Environments St Regis 
Bilmeyer F and Salzman M Principles of Colour Technology 1966 Wiley 

Interscience 
de Boer J and Fischer D Interior Lighting Macmillan 
Burberry P Environment and Sen/ices 1975 Batsford 
Chamberlin G and Chamberlin D Colour Its Measurement Computation and 

Application 1980 Heyden 
Lynes J A Principles of Natural Lighting Longman 
Phillips D Lighting in Architectural Design McGraw-Hill 
Stevens W R Building Physics Lighting Pergamon 
Telvan R and Birney R Colour Vision Van Nostrand 
Turner D P Window Glass Design Guide Nicholas 

700-353 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 2 
Thermal Performance 
'Coldicutt et al Solar Control Design Aids 1978 MU Dept of Arch 
'Coldicutt et al Papers on Thermal Performance of Builders MU Dept of Arch 
'Coldicutt et al Thermal Performance and Lite-Time Costs in Public Housing in 

Victoria and Tasmania AHRC GPO Box 2040S Melb 
'Hassall D Reflective Insulation and the Control of Thermal Environments St Regis 

AC I 
Phillips R O Sunshine and Shade in Australasia 1975 CEBS 
Rogers T S Thermal Design of Buildings Wiley 
Van Straaten Thermal Performance of Buildings Elsevier Windows and Environ

ment Pilkington 
Lighting 
Lynes, J A Development in Lighting 1 1 st ed Applied Science Publishers London 

(PR) 
'Standard Association Aust AS1680 Interior Lighting and the Visual Environment 

1976 Standard Assoc Aust 
'Lynes J A Principles of Natural Lighting 1st ed Elsevier 
'Stevens W R Building Physics Lighting 1st ed Pergamon 
Turner P P Windows and Environment 1st ed Pilkington 
Hopkinson and Kay The Lighting of Buildings 1st ed Faber 
Interior Lighting Design Lighting Industry Fed 
Industries Federal Design Handbook 1969 Industries Federal 
Kohler and Luckhardt Lighting in Architecture 1st ed 
Pritchard D C Environmental Physics Lighting 1st ed 1970 Longman 
Burberry Environment and Services 1st ed 
Keilz H A E Lighting Calculaton 2nd ed Phillips 
Henderson and Marsden Lamps and Lighting 1st ed McMillan Arnold 
Phillips D The Principles and Planning of Home Lighting 1966 1 st ed McDonald 
Phillips D Lighting in Architectural Design 1st ed McGraw Hill 
Turner D P Window Glass Design Guide Architectural 
de Boers J B and Fischer D Interior Lighting MacMillan 
Chamberlin G and Chamberlin D Colour Its Measurement Computation and 
Application 1980 Heyden 
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700-454 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3D 
Prescribed texts and references as listed for Thermal Performance section of 

Environmental Science 2 

700-455 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3E 
Lynes J A Developments in Lighting 1 1 st ed Applied Science Publishers London 

(PR) 
Building Research Station Estimating Daylight in buildings Digest 41. 42. 2nd ed 

BRS 
Department of Productivity Control of Sunlight Penetration Industrial Data Sheet 

A2 2nd ed Department of Productivity 
Department of Productivity Data Sheets Natural Lighting of Buildings 1st ed 

Department of Productivity 
Interior Lighting Design Metric ed 1969 Lighting Industry Fed 
Industries Foundation Handbook British Lighting Council 2nd ed 1969 Industries 

Brit 
Keitz H A Lighting Calculations and Measurement 1st ed MacMillan 
Hopkinson Fl Petherbridge P Longmore Day Lighting 1966 Heinemann 
Allplun W Primer of Lamps & Lighting 1st ed Sylvania 
Hopkinson R Collins J The Erganomics of Lighting Sylvania 
Pritchard Environmental Physics Longman 
Elenbaas W Fluorescent Lighting Lamps 1st ed 
Burberry P Environment and Services B T Batsford Ltd Architectural Press Ltd. 
Turner D P ed Window Glass Design Guide Nichols Pub Co NY 
de Boer J B and Fischer D Interior Lighting 1981 Philips Tech Lib 
Nuckolls J Interior Lighting for Environmental Designers Wiley 

700-456 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 3F 
David Egan M Conception in Architectural Acoustics McGraw-Hill (PR) 
Perkus H J Building Physics: Acoustics 1966 Pergamon (PR) 
Beranek L L Noise & Vibration Control McGraw-Hill (PR) 
Day Ford and Lord Building Acoustics Elsevier (PR) , 
"Parkin P H Humphreys H R and Cowell V R Acoustics Noise and Buildings 4th ed 

Faber & Faber 

700-214 EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE 
"Fleming J Honour H and Pevsner N The Penguin Dictionary of Architecture 1972 

Penguin 
Fletcher B Sir Banister Fletcher's A History of Architecture 1975 Athlone Press (or 

the previous 17th ed A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method 
Athlone Press 1961) 

Hughes Q and Lynton N Renaissance Architecture 1962 Longmans 
Murray P The Architecture of the Italian Renaissance 1969 Thames & Hudson 
"Pevsner N An Outline of European Architecture 1963 Penguin 
Plommer H Ancient and Classical Architecture 1956 Longmans 
Robertson D S Greek and Roman Architecture 1969 (1945) CUP 
Stewart C Early Christian, Byzantine and Romanesque Architecture 1954 

Longmans 
Stewart C Gothic Architecture 1961 Longmans 
Reading lists will be issued during the course. 

705-616 HISTORY AND THEORY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
"Newton N Design on the Land Harvard 1971 
Giedion S Space Time and Architecture 4th ed Harvard PR 
Fairbrother N New Lives New Landscapes Knopf 
Tobey G B Jr A History of Landscape Architecture 1973 American Elsevier. 
"Oldham J and R Gardens in Time Lansdowne 
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705-121 HISTORY OF PLANNING 
Mumford L the City in History Penguin 
Benevolo L The Origin of Modern Town Planning 1967 Routledge & Kegan Paul 
Choay F Modern City Planning in the 19th Century Studio Vista 
Benevolo The History of the City 1st ed Scolar 
Sutcliffe A Towards the Planned City 1st ed Blackwell 
Sutcliffe A ed The Rise of Modern Urban Planning 1800-1914 1st ed Mansell 
Reading guides with additional references will be issued during the academic year. 

700-101 INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING 

A DESIGN 
Alexander C Notes on the Synthesis of Form 1964 Harvard 
"Bloomer K J and Moore C Body Memory and Architecture 1977 Yale 
Chermanyeff S I and Alexander C Community and Privacy Toward a New 

Architecture of Humanism 1965 Doubleday-Anchor 
Crosby T Architecture City Sense 
Ching F Architectural Graphics 
Cullen G Townscape 1961 Reinhold 
Giedion S Space Time and Architecture 1963 Harvard 
Hall E T The Silent Language 1959 Doubleday-Anchor 
"Hall E T The Hidden Dimension 1966 Doubleday-Anchor 
Kepes G Language of Vision 
Le Corbusier Towards a New Architecture 
"Master of World Architecture Series: 
Gutheim F Alvar Aalto 
Choay F Le Corbusier 
Collins G Antonio Gaudi 
Fitch T Gropius 
Eukhardt W Y Mendelsohn 
Drexler A Mies Van Der Rohe 
Huxtable A L Pier Luigi Nervi 
McCoy E Neutra Richard 
Brown A B Louis Sullivan 
Soully V Frank Lloyd Wright 
McKim Experiences in Visual Thinking 
McHarg I Design with Nature 1969 Nat Hist 
"Moore C and Allen G Dimensions 1976 Arch Records Books 
"Moore C et al The Place of Houses 1974 Holt Rinehard & Winston 
Norberg-Schultz C Intentions in Architecture 1968 MITP 
Oliver P Shelter and Society 
Rand A The Fountainhead 
Rapoport A House Form and Culture 1969 Prentice-Hall 
Rasmussen S E Experiencing Architecture 1968 MITP 
Rudofsky B Architecture without Architects 1964 Doubleday-Anchor 
Sommer R Design Awareness 1972 Rinehart 
"Sommer R Personal Space The Behavioural Basis of Design 1969 
Sommer R Tight Spaces 1974 
Venturi R Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture 1966 Doubleday-Anchor 
Wright F L The Natural House 
Wright F L On Architecture 
Zevi B Architecture as Space 

B. BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
Banham R The Architecture of the Well-Tempered Environment Architectural 
Commonwealth Experimental Building Station Notes on the Science of Building 

AGPS 
Elder E J A Handbook of Building Enclosure Architectural 
Foster J S Mitchell's Building Construction Structure and Fabric Part 1 Batsford 
Hodgkinson A A Handbook of Building Structure Architectural 
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McGuinnes W and Stein B Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings 
Wiley 

Sharp W W Australian Methods of Building Construction 1976 Angus & Robertson 
* Lloyd C The Australian Carpenter 1976 Macmillan 
'Morgan W 77?e Elements of Structure 2nd ed Pitman 
'Notes on the Science of Building CEBS 
Ching F D K Building Construction Illustrated 1975 Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Coldicutt E B A Design Approach to Theory of Structure 2nd ed MU Dept Arch & 

Bldg 
A Glossary of Building and Planning Terms AGPS 
Reynolds T J and Kent L E Introduction to Structural Mechanics pb EUP 
"Sharp W W Australian Methods of Building Construction 1975 Angus & Robertson 

C. MATERIALS 

Gordon J E The New Science of Strong Materials 1977 Penguin 
"Schlenker Introduction to Materials Science S1 1974 Wiley 
Raitt J G Modern Chemistry Applied and Social Aspects 1970 Arnold 
Scientific American Materials Freeman 

D. CONSTRUCTION DESIGN AND PRACTICE 

'Drawing Practice-Architectural Drawing SAA 
'Uniform Building Regulations Vic Govt Pr 
"Notes on the Science of Building CEBS 
"Ching F Architectural Graphics Architectural 
'A Glossary of Building and Planning Terms 2nd ed AGPS 
"Light Timer Framing Code AS 1684 SAA 
Lloyd C The Australian Carpenter 1976 MacMillan 
Ching F Building Construction Illustrated Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Bannister A and Raymond S Surveying 4th ed Pitman 
Kissam P Surveying Instruments and Methods McGraw-Hill 
Heywood L M Survey Practice on Constmction Sites 3rd ed Pitman 

E. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 

Maher J E What is Economics Wiley 
Samuelson P et al Economics 2nd ed McGraw-Hill 

700-416 INVESTIGATION PROJECT A1 
Phillips G R E and Hunt L J Writing Essays and Dissertations 1975 U of WA 
Each student will be expected to prepare his own reading lists under the guidance 
of staff. 

700-417 INVESTIGATION PROJECT A2 
. Phillips G R and Hunt L J Writing Essays and Dissertations 1975 U of WA 

Each student will be expected to prepare reading lists under the guidance of staff. 

700-516 INVESTIGATION PROJECT B1 
Phillips G R E and Hunt L J Writing Essays and Dissertations 1975 U of WA 
Detailed reference lists must be prepared by each student. 

700-517 INVESTIGATION PROJECT B2 
See 700-417 as above. 
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705-491 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE COMMUNICATION 
Walker T Perspective Sketches 1972 PDA 
Walker T Plan Graphics 1975 PDA 
Ching F Architectural Graphics 1975 Van Nostrand Reinhold 

705-492 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN (PRELIMINARY) 
•Rutledge A Anatomy of a Park McGraw-Hill 
*Simonds J Landscape Architecture 1961 McGraw-Hill 
•Walker T Plan Graphics 1975 PDA 
'Laurie M An Introduction to Landscape Architecture 1975 Elsevier 

705-613 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 1 
Cullen G The Concise Townscape 1961 Reinhold (PR) 
Halprin L Cities rev ed 1972 Reinhold Van Nostrand (PR) 
'Lynch K Site Planning 2nd ed 1971 MIT 
"McHarg I Design with Nature 1969 Natural History 
Eckbo G The Landscape We See McGraw-Hill 
Lynch K Image of the City MIT 
Proshansky H Environmental Psychology Holt Rinehard & Winston 
Sommer R Personal Space Prentice-Hall 
Unterman R & Small R Site Planning for Cluster Housing 1977 Van Nostrand 

Reinhold Co 

705-614 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE TECHNOLOGY 1 
"Landphair H Landscape Architecture Construction 1979 Elsevier 
Robinette G Landscape Architectural Site Construction Details 1976 Environmen
tal Design Press (PR) 

705-618 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 2 
Eckbo G Urban Landscape Design McGraw-Hill (PR) 
Appleyard D et al The View from the Road MIT (PR) 
Tandy C Landscape of Industry Leonard Hill (PR) 
Robinette G Landscape Planning for Energy Consen/ation 1977 Environmental 

Design P (PR) 
Marsh W Environmental Analysis for Land Use and Site Planning 1978 

McGraw-Hill (PR) 
Simonds J Earthscape 1978 McGraw-Hill (PR) 

705-493 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE TECHNOLOGY 
(PRELIMINARY) 
Untermann R Grade Easy American Soc. of Landscape Architects 
Landphair H C, Klatt F Landscape Construction 1979 Elsevier 
Parker H, Macquire J Simplified Site Engineering 1954 Wiley 

705-617 LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT 
McHarg Design with Nature 1969 Natural History (PR) 
*Fabos and Caswell Composite Landscape Assessment 1977 Experiment Station 

Mas 
Fabos Green Joyner The Metland Landscape Planning Process 1978 Univ 

Massachusetts Experiment Station 
"Austin M P and Cocks K D Land Use on the South Coast of NSW Vol 1 and 4 

1978 CSIRO Melb 
Bishop I D Modelling, Programming and Policy Making 1979 MU Centre for 

Environmental Studies 
Seddon G Sense of Place 1972 
Steinitz C A Comparative Analysis of Resource Analysis Methods 1969 US Dept of 
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Appleton J The Experience of Landscape Wiley 1975 London 
Townshend J R G ed Terrain Analysis and Remote Sensing 1981 Allen & Unwin 

705-615 LANDSCAPE PLANNING 
Bishop I D and Fabos J G An Application of CSIRO Planning Method to the 

Geelong Region 1981 CSIRO Melb 
McHarg I Design with Nature 1969 Natural History 
Lynch K Managing the Sense of a Region 1976 M.l.T. 

705-251 LANDSCAPE STUDIES 
'Calder W Beyond the View Our Changing Landscapes Inkata 

705-331 LAW OF PLANNING 
Stein L Urban Legal Problems Law Book 
Bates G M Environmental Law in Australia Butterworths 
Town and Country Planning Act Vic Govt 
Planning Appeals Board Act 1980 Vic Govt 
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme Ordinance Reprint No 9 MMBW 
Environment Protection Act 1970 Vic Govt 
Environment Effects Act 1978 Vic Govt 

700-126 MATHMEMATICAL METHOD 1 
'Warner Calculator Workbook to Calculus 2nd ed Prindle Weber & Schmidt 
Miller-Davis Student Guide to Calculus Prindle Weber & Schmidt 
Bronilkowski Student Supplement to Calculus 1.2 Prindle Weber & Schmidt 
Abbott W Practical Geometry and Engineering Graphics 6th ed Blackie 
Ayres F First Year College Mathematics 1st ed Schaum 
Budden J F An Introduction to Number Scales & Computers 1st ed Longman 
Coulson A E Introduction to Matrices 1st ed Longman 
Kay D Boolean Systems 1st ed Longman 
Kennedy J G Mirkel H Snell J Thompson G L Finite Mathematical Structures 1 st ed 

Prentice-Hall 
March L Steadman P The Geometry of Environment 1st ed RIBA 

700-226 MATHEMATICAL METHOD 2 
Bellamy C J and Whitehorse L C Introduction to Computer Programming in Fortran 

Monecs Fortran 1975 Monash 
Freund and Williams Modern Business Statistics rev ed Pitman 
Kemeny Snell and Thompson An Introduction to Finite Mathematics 1st ed 

Prentice-Hall 
Kemeny Merkel Snell and Thompson Finite Mathematical Structures 1st ed 

Prentice-Hall 
Meisels K A Primer of Linear Programming 1st ed NYUP 
Moroney M J Facts from Figures 1st ed Pelican 
March L Stedman P The Geometry of Environment 1st ed RIBA 
Meissner L P and Organick E I Fortran 77 Featuring Structured Programming 1980 

Addison-Wesley 

700-314 NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURY ARCHITECTURE 
'Dixon R and Muthesius S Victorian Architecture 1978 Thames & Hudson (PR) 
Giedion S Space Time and Architecture 5th ed Harv UP 1970 (PR) 
'Pevsner N Pioneers of Modern Design 1960 Penguin (PR) 
'Collins P Changing Ideals in Modern Architecture 1965 Faber 
'Hatje G ed Encyclopaedia of Modern Architecture 1963 Thames & Hudson 
'Pevsner N Some Architectural Writers of the Nineteenth Century 1972 OUP 
Banham R Theory and Design in the First Machine Age 1960 Architectural Press 
Clark K The Gothic Revival 1964 (1928) Pelican 
Colvin H M Biographical Dictionary of English Architects 1660-1840 1978 (1954) 

John Murray 
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Crook J M Victorian Architecture: A Visual Anthology 1971 Johnson Reprints 
Hitchcock H R Early Victorian Architecture 2 vols 1954 Yale UP 
Hitchcock H R Architecture Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 1963 Pelican 

History of Art 
Holt E G ed From the Classicists to the Impressionists vol iii of A Documentary 

History of Art 1966 Anchor 
Jencks C Modern Movements in Architecture 1973 Penguin 
Pevsner N The Sources of Modern Architecture and Design 1968 Thames & 

Hudson 
Pevsner N Studies in Art, Architecture and Design 2 vols 1968 Thames & Hudson 
Pevsner N and Richards J M eds The Anti-Rationalists 1973 Architectural Press 
Scully V Modern Architecture 1968 Studio Vista 
Sharp D Modern Architecture and Expressionism 1966 Longmans 
Sharp D A Visual History of Twentieth Century Architecture 1972 Heinemann 
Reading lists will be issued during the course. 

705-627 PLANNING LAW 
Stein L Urban Legal Problems Law Book 
Bates GM Environmental Law in Australia Butterworths 
Town and Country Planning Act Vic Govt 
Planning Appeals Board Act 1980 Vic Govt 
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme Ordinance Reprint No 9 MMBW 
Environment Protection Act 1970 Vic Govt 
Environment Effects Act 1978 Vic Govt 

705-131 PLANNING STATISTICS 
Lewis P Maps and Statistics 1977 Methuen 
"Runyon R P and Haber A Fundamentals of Behavioural Statistics 4th ed Addison 

Wesley 
"Pollard A H Yusuf F and Pollard G N Demographic Techniques 1974 Pergamon 
Additional references will be given in class. 

705-609 PLANT MATERIALS 
Carpenter P Walker T and Lanphear F Plants in the Landscape 1975 Freeman 

San Francisco (PR) 
Harrison R E Handbook of Trees and Shrubs 1974 Reed (PR) 
Lord E Shrubs and Trees for Australian Gardens 4th ed 1977 Lothian (PR) 
Simpfendorfer K An Introduction to Trees for South-Eastern Australia 1975 (PR) 
"Pike J Trees for Southern Victoria 1981 Landarc 
"Pike J Shrubs and Climbers for Southern Victoria 1981 Landarc 

705-620 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE) 

Amer Soc Landscape Architects Landscape Architects' Handbook of Professional 
Practice ASLA (PR) 

Wilson A The Marketing of Professional Services McGraw-Hill 

700-328 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 1 
Derham Maher and Waller An Introduction to Law 3rd ed 1977 Law Book (PR) 
"Kemelfield R et al Basic Law 1980 MU Dept Arch & Build (Further references are 

contained in this Manual) 
"RAIA Manual of Accountancy and Administration Volumes 1 and 2 1977 RAIA 

Victorian Chapter 
"Norman D A Specifications 1977 RAIA Practice Division 
"RAIA Practice Notes and Documents Selected Set 1978 RAIA Practice Division 
"RAIA Uniform Building Regulations current Vic Govt 
"Turner C W D Contracts and Contract Administration 1970 Printer NZ Govt 
Cowdroy et al Pre-Planning for Better Building Performance 1974. West 
RIBA Handbook Architectural Practice and Management 1973 RIBA Publications 

Ltd 
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Dressel G Organization and Management of a Construction Company 1968 
MacLaren & Sons 

Challis J M The Architect and Engineer and Their Professional Liabilities 1977 
RAIA Practice Division 

Griffin C W Development Building the team Approach 1972 John Wiley & Sons 
Brooking and Bennett Building Contracts 2nd ed 1980 Butterworths 
Golding D J Arbitration and Building Contract Disputes 1970 Master Builders Assn 

Vic 
Hudson Building and Engineering Contracts 10th ed 1970 and 1979 Supp to 10th 

ed Sweet & Maxwell 
Guest A ed Anson's Principles of the English Law of Contract 21 st ed 1969 OUP 
Yorston and Fortesque Australian Mercantile Law 15th ed 1978 Law Book 

700-430 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 2 (BASIC FINANCE) 
"Tippett H Basic Finance — Business Decisions in Architectural Practice 1978 M U 

Dept Arch & Build 
Black H A et al Accounting in Business Decisions 3rd ed 1971 Prentice Hall 
Clift R C Accounting Communication and Control 1978 Butterworths 
Goldberg L An Outline of Accounting 1970 Law Book 
Gole V L Fundamentals of Financial Management in Australia 1972 Butterworths 
Middleton K A The Economies of Capital Expenditure 1971 ASA 

700-429 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 2 (PRACTICE) 
"Kempner T A Handbook of Management 1976 Penguin 
"Norman D A Specifications 1977 RAIA Practice Div 
"RAIA Manual of Accountancy and Administration Vol 1 & 2 1977 RAIA Vic 
"RAIA Practice Notes and Documents Selected Set 1978 RAIA Vic 
Byrt W People and Organizations 1971 McGraw-Hill 
Barrie D S and Paulson B C Professional Construction Management 1978 

McGraw-Hill 
Cleland D I and King W R Systems Analysis and Project Management 2nd 1975 

McGraw-Hill 
Griffin C W Development Building The Team Approach 1972 Wiley 
References as for 700-328 Professional Practice 1 

700-336 PROJECT CONTROL 
"Brech E F L Construction Management in Principles and Practice Longmans 
Ackoff R L and Sasieni M W Fundamentals of Operations Research Wiley Inter 
Class R A and Koehler R E ed Current Techniques in Architecture Practice Arch 

Record and AIA 
Cleland D I and King W R Management: A Systems Approach McGraw-Hill 
Foxhall W B Professional Construction Management and Project Administration 

Arch Record and AIA 
Griffin C W Development Building: The Team Approach Wiley 
Houldon B T Some Techniques of Operational Research EUP 
Johnson R C and Siskin B R Quantitative Techniques of Business Decisions 

Prentice-Hall 
Makower M A and Williamson E Operational Research Teach Yourself Books 
Mohr W E Project Management and Control in the Building Industry MU Dept of 

Arch & Build 

705-624 PUBLIC DECISION-MAKING AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Barkley P W and Seckler (1972) Economic Growth and Environmental Decay 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Dasgupta A K and Pearce D W (1972) Cost-Benefit Analysis: Theory and Practice, 

Macmillan. 
Dye T R (1975) Understanding Public Policy, Prentice-Hall 
Hufschmidt M M, James D E et al (1981) Benefit-Cost Analysis of Natural Systems 

and Environmental Quality Aspects of Development: A guide to Applications 
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in Developing Countries, East-West Environment and Policy Institute (EAPI). 
Honolulu 

"Kneese A V (1977) Economics and the Environment Penguin 
Krutilla J V and Fisher A C (1975) The Economics of Natural Environments Johns 

Hopkins 
Musgrave R A and Musgrave P B (1976) Public Finance in Theory and Practice 

McGraw-Hill 
Pearce D W (1976) Environmental Economics Longman 
"Sugden R and Williams A (1978) The Principles of Practical Cost-Benefit 

Analysis, Oxford University Press. 
Victor P A (1972) Economics of Pollution Macmillan 
Atkins A S et al Land Transport Alternatives for Webb Dock Vol 1 Port of 

Melbourne Environmental Study 1976 Env St U of M 
Thomas J A G ed Energy Analysis 1977 Westview 

705-479 QUANTITATIVE PLANNING METHODS 
Foot D Operational Urban Models an Introduction 1981 Methuen 
"Wilson A G and Kirkby M J Mathematics for Geographers and Planners 1 st ed pb 

OUP 
Lists of supplementary references will be provided during the course 

700-234 QUANTITY SURVEYING AND ESTIMATING 1 
'Standard Method of Measurement of Building Works latest ed Aust Inst of 

Quantity Surveyors 
Sierra J E E Building Measurement 1st ed Slattery & Sierra 
Others as recommended during the course 

700-334 QUANTITY SURVEYING AND ESTIMATING 2 
"Australian Institute of Building Code of Estimating Practice for Building Work 2nd 

ed Australian Institute of Building 
As recommended for Part 1 

700-542 RESEARCH REPORT 
Phillips G R E and Hunt L J Writing Essays and Dissertations 1975 UWA 
Style Manual 3rd ed AGPS 
Each student will be expected to prepare reading lists under the guidance of staff 

705-623 RESOURCE AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
Diesendorf M ed Energy and People - Social Implications of Different Energy 

Futures 1979 Society for Social Responsibility in Science 
Howe C W Natural Resources Economics Analysis and Policy 1979 Wiley 
King R J ed Energy Agriculture and the Built Environment 1978 Centre for 

Environmental Studies 
Odum H T and Odum E C Energy Basis for Man and Nature 1976 McGraw-Hill 
Saddler H Energy in Australia Politics and Economics 1981 Allen and Unwin 
Singer S F Energy Readings from Scientific American 1979 Freeman 

705-622 SOCIAL ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT 
Pollard A H Ysuf F and Pollard G N Demographic Techniques 1974 Pergamon 
Neutze M Urban Development in Australia 1977 Allen & Unwin 
Stewart M ed The City 1972 Penguin Interdisciplinary Readings 
Sandercock L C/7/es for Sale 1975 MUP 
King R J Interest Rates, Energy and House Prices: some aspects of the Melboume 

Housing Market 1966-1980 1980 Centre for Environmental Studies, Universi
ty of Melbourne 

Harvey D Social Justice and the City 1973 Edward Arnold 
Phelps E S ed Economic Justice 1973 Penguin Modern Economics Readings 
'Burnley I H The Australian Urban System: Growth, Change and Differentiation 

1980 Longmans Cheshire 
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705-101 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 1 

UNIT 1 

*Moser C and Kalton G Survey Methods in Social Investigation 1971 Heinemann 
'O'Neill P J Metric Guide 1976 Wiley 
Style Manual 3rd ed AGPS 
Berry B J L The Human Consequences of Urbanization 1973 Macmillan 
Morris G The Planning Maze 1979 Hornet 
Neutze M Urban Development in Australia 1977 Allen & Unwin 
Stretton H Ideas for Australian Cities 
'Lawrence G Cartographic Methods 2nd ed Methuen 
Logan T Urban and Regional Planning in Victoria Melbourne and Metropolitan 

Planning Scheme Ordinance MMBW 1981 Shillington 
Additional references will be given in class 

UNIT 2 
Board of Review of the Role Structure and Administration of Local Government in 

Victoria 1979 Vic Govt Pr 
Cockburn C The Local State: Management of Cities and People 1977 Pluto 
Hambleton R Policy Planning in Local Government 1979 Hutchinson 
Healey P and Underwood J The Organisation and Work of Planning Departments 

in the London Boroughs 1977 Env St Conf 
Logan T Opportunities and Constraints for Local Planning 1982 Env PI U of M 
Morris G The Planning Maze 1979 Hornet 
Saunders P Urban Politics 1980 Penguin 
White D et al Seeds of Change 1978 Patchwork 

705-301 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 3 
'Bannister D and Franzella F Inquiring Man 1971 Penguin 
'Faludi A Planning Theory 1974 Pergamon 
'Handy C B Understanding Organizations 1976 Penguin 
Low N P Co-ordination in Government: The Example of the State Govemment ot 

Victoria Build T & R P 
'Rein M Social Science and Public Policy 1976 Penguin 
'Rothman J Planning and Organizing for Social Change 1974 Col UP 
Castles F G et al Decisions Organizations and Society 1971 Penguin 
'Faludi A A Reader in Planning Theory 1973 Pergamon 
"Stewart M ed The City Problems of Planning 1972 Penguin 
Simmie J Citizens in Conflict 1973 Hutchinson 
Friend J K et al Public Planning the Intercorporate Dimension 
Lindblom C E The Policy Making Process 1968 Prentice-Hall 
Emy H V The Politics of Australian Democracy 1974 Macmillan 
Friend J K and Jessop W N Local Governments and Strategic Choice 1969 

Tavistock 
Coombs H C Report of the Royal Commission on Australian Government 

Administration 1976 AGPS 
Schon D and Argyris C Theory in Practice 1974 Jossey Bass 
Robinson J and Eatwell J An Introduction to Modern Economics 1971 McGraw-Hill 
Low N P Urban Management: Some Integrative Models 1977 MU Fac of Arch Build 

T & RP 
Hambelton R Policy Planning in Local Government 1979 Hutchinson 
Drucker P Management 1980 Penguin 
Pateman C Participation and Democratic Theory 1970 CUP 
Strauss A L Negotiations: Varieties Processes and Social Order Publications 
'Johnson D W and Johnson F J Joining Together, Group Theory and Group Skills 

2nd ed. 
Friedmann J Retracking America 1973 Anchor Press 
Lindblom C E The Policy Making Process 1969 Prentice Hall 
Dahl R A Modern Political Analysis 3rd ed 1976 Prentice Hall 
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705-401 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 4 
Town and Country Planning A guide to Administrative Procedures Board Under 

the Town and Country Planning Act 1975 Town and Country Planning Board 
Gifford K The Town Planning Handbook 1974 The Law Book Co Sydney 
Morris G The Planning Maze 1979 Hornet Melbourne 
'Melbourne and Metropolitan Planning Scheme Ordinance and all amendments 
'Planning Appeals Board Act 
'Town and Country Act 1961 as reprinted 
'Town and Country Planning Regulations 1962 as reprinted 
'Town Planning Permits and Appeal Regulations 1973 and amendments 
Additional references will be issued as departmental reading guides. 

705-631 TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
(LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE) 
Town and Country Planning Board A guide to Administrative Procedures Under 

the Town and Country Planning Act 1975 Town and Country Planning Board 
Gifford K The Town Planning Handbook 1974 The Law Book Co., Sydney 
Morris G The Planning Maze 1979 Hornet, Melbourne 
'Melbourne and Metropolitan Planning Scheme Ordinance and all amendments 
'Planning Appeals Board Act 
'Town and Country Planning Act, 1961 as reprinted 
'Town and Country Planning Regulations 1962 as reprinted 
'Town Planning Permits and Appeals Regulations 1973 and amendments 
Additional references will be issued as departmental reading guides 

705-611 URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
Benevolo L The Origin of Modem Town Planning 1967 Routledge & Kegan Paul 
Blowers A The Limits of Power the Politics of Local Planning Policy 1980 

Pergamon 
' Dear M and Allen J S Urbanization and Urban Planning in Capitalist Society 1981 

Methuen 
Faludi A A Reader in Planning Theory 1973 Pergamon 
Logan A Urban and Regional Planning in Victoria 1981 Shillington 
Paris C Critical Readings in Planning Theory 1982 Pergamon 
Sandercock L Cities for Sale 1975 MUP 
Sanders P Social Theory and the Urban Question 1981 Hutchinson 
Underwood J Town Planners in Search of a Role 1980 Adv Urban Stud U of Bristol 
Williams P Social Process and the City 1983 George Allen & Unwin 

705-477 URBAN ECONOMICS 
'Richardson H W Urban Economics Dryden (hb) 
Beed C S Melbourne's Development and Planning 1981 Clewarra Melb 

705-642 URBAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME 1 
Howard K and Sharp J A Managemenf of a Student Research Project Gower (PR) 
Waddington C H Tools for Thought Basic (PR) 
Style Manual 3rd ed AGPS 

705-652 URBAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME 2 
Chalmers A F What is this Thing called Science 2nd ed 1977 QUP (PR) 
Davinson D Theses and Dissertations 1st Bingley (PR) 
Sfyte Manual 1979 AGPS 

705-221 URBAN SOCIOLOGY 
Castles F G et al Decisions Organisations and Society 1971 Penguin 
Elliott B and McCrone D The City 1982 MacMillan 
Emy H V The Politics of Australian Democracy 1974 MacMillan 
Friedland R Power and Crisis in the City 1982 MacMillan 
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Saunders P Social Theory and the Urban Question 1981 Hutchinson 
Smith M P The City and Social Theory 1980 Blackwell 

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES IN THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MELBOURNE 

Continuing Education courses in the University of Melbourne fall into two 
categories. The first of these, known as Category A, enables students to obtain 
access to a variety of courses of the University which have been modified for 
continuing education purposes. In this way continuing education students 
participate in University courses with undergraduate or graduate students. 
Category A courses cannot, however, be credited towards a course of study for a 
degree or diploma of this University. 
The administration of Category A continuing education courses is the responsibility 
of the Registrar, and is co-ordinated through the Office for Prospective and New 
Students. The range of Category A courses available varies from year to year and 
enquiries about them should be addressed to the Office for Prospective and New 
Students 
Intending students must complete an application form, by 31 January, 1984. These 
forms are obtainable in January from the Office for Prospective and New Students, 
or from faculty offices. Successful applicants will be notified, and will be required to 
complete enrolment details including payment of fees, with the University's 
Students' Records Office. 
The Office for Prospective and New Students can also provide information about 
the methods of enrolment for degree studies, including additional subjects 
complementary courses, admission ad eundem statum, the details of which are 
dealt with in faculty offices, and for which enrolments are completed through the 
Students' Records Office. 
Other continuing education courses are known as Category B courses, and are 
specifically planned to meet the needs of particular professional, vocational, or 
community groups. These include short refresher courses, seminars, and summer 
schools such as "An Introduction to Bio Medical Instrumentation", "Statistics for 
Research Workers", "Summer Schools of Languages" and "Course in Anaesthe
tics". Most of these continuing education courses are proposed by the staff of the 
University, but it is possible for individuals with appropriate expertise to mount 
such courses in association with relevant departments of the University. 
The administration of Category B courses is the responsibility of the sponsoring 
Faculty and details of courses, their cost, and other relevant matters may be 
obtained from the individual departments or faculties which are proposing such 
courses for the public. 
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